
I I  THREE NEOARISTOTEL IAN AND NEOPLATONIC

CONCEPTS:  MONOPSYCHISM,  MYSTIC ISM,

METACONSCIOUSNESS

(r) I u flepi tdiv rptóv dpXuxóv úrcooróoeav (Enn. V r) Plotinus unrler-
takes to remind the souls which have forgotten their father-god, of
their true origin and nature. First, every soul should contemplate the
action of the universal soul as she 'enlivens' the cosmos and rules it.
By so doing she will become more aware of her own worth. Afterwards
she should realize that she is a kind of word pronounced by intelligence
(voùq),l and that her perfection consists in the contemplation of
intelligence. Next, she should learn to appreciate the quality of in-
telligence by cornparing it with its image, viz. the visible universe.
Eventually, she should ascend. to that which is the cause (aicía,) of
both intelligizing (voelv) and being. Ttris cause is that which is simple
or one; whereas intelligence is multiple (intelligizing or being, differ-
ence and identity, motion and rest, constitutive of number, quantity
and quality). Furthermore, our soul should inquire how that which
is simple passed into that which is multiple - a problem of old and much
discussed * this passing to be understood as a non-temporal 'event'

comparable to the warmth emanating from fire, different but noi
separated from it.

Having thus introduced his principal triad, Plotinus quotes Plato,
viz. what turns out to be the znd Epistle (everything is related to the
king of everything, everything that is second to the second, the third
is related to the third), the 5th Epistle and the Timaeorc (the ground

l  This seems to be the translation which does more justice to the continuity of
philosophical terminology from the pre-Socratics to the early modern period than
any other (such as intellect, mind, spirit, etc.). Accordingly voeiv will be translated
by the obsolete 'to intell igize' instead of the usual 'to think'. The advantage of such
a translation is obvious. 'Thinking' usually means discursive thinking. But the kincl
of lcnou'ledge peculiar to intell igence is intuitive rather than discursive. For a discussion
of the problemof translation see Les sou.rces de Plotin (Vandoeuvres-Genèr'e r96o) , p.

+zr-5 (Cilento, Flenry, Armstrong).
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- aícuov - has a father; ahd by ground Plato means intelligence or the
demiurge, who is the 'mixer' of the soul) and the Republic (by 'father'

Plato means that which is good and transcends intelligence ancl being)
as well as Plato in general ("in many places he calls that which is and
the intelligence idea"). He does so to prove that Plato knew that the
soul stems from intelligence, and intelligence from that which is one.
He, therefore, continues by saying: what I said here is nothing new.
It was said not recently but a long time ago, though not explicitly.
My present discourses are interpretations of those ancient ones. That
they are old is proven by writings of Plato hirnself.

Even the historic Parmenides, Plotinus continues, already equated
being and intelligence. True, he called this intelligence also one,
whereas it is many. Plato's Parmenides avoíds this statement. He
discerns a first from a second, and a second from a third. Thus here
again we find the doctrine of the three realms (9úoer,6).

Anaxagoras calls his intelligence pure and unmixed. He also posits
that which is first as being simple and the One as being transcendent
(Xc,rpr,oróv).

Heraclitus recognized that that which is one is eternal and intelli-
gible, whereas bodies are always in flux.

In Empedocles love, the opposite of strife, which divides, is that
which is one. And he designatecl it as incorporeal.l

In Aristotle we have that which is first and intelligible designated
as transcendent. But as he says of it that it intelligizes itself, he
deprives it of its firstness. Moreover, as he assumes that in addition
to the first intelligible, there are others (each of which moves one of
the celestial spheres) his concept of the world of the intelligible differs
from that of Plato.z Admittedly he based his assumption on proba-
bility alone. But is it even probable ? It would be more probable to
assume that all these spheres are centered on that which is one and
first and thus form one system.

It is also a problem whether all these inteltigibles stem from that
which is first or whether each is a principle in its own right. If the
former holds, they all must form one system; if the latter, we have
anarchy and it remains unexplained why they should all co-operate

. _\ 4"f- V r [ro] 8,r -g,7. Quotations follow the text of the Henry-schwyzet eciit ion
(Plotini opera,, Paris-Brussels, vol. r, II [r95r, rsss]). 'fhere was no .r"éd to quote
from Enn. VI, which will be contained in a volume-not yet published in the 

"bolreedition.

,2 
'Aprorocé|Oe 

à3... ppr.otòv pÈvrò rrp6'rov xaù volróv, voeiv òè aùrò éaurò ).éycov
núì't'v aù oú rò zcpótov zrotEî' noì.Àù òè xaì, rÍÀ),a volrù zroróv xai tooaùra, 6nóaaí èv
oúpavQ ogaîpon ... óúÀ),ov rpónov lé1er, rù èv toi6 volroîq fi fllútcov (r, g, 7-rz)
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to procluce cosmic harmony. Why, in such a case, should we assume
that the number of intelligibles equals the number of spheres ? And
how can they be many in spite of the fact that they are incorporeal
so that they are not divided by matter ?

Thus, all followers of Pythagoras and Pherecydes 1 assumed the
existence of that which is one. It is true, however, that some expressed
this doctrine in their writings, others only in unrecorded conferences
(èv d,ypúgorq ouvouoíarq), others did not even mention it.z

After this historical digression, Plotinus returns to his topic to repeat
the doctrine of the three 'supermundane' principles. These principles
are present even in ourselves, to the extent that rffe are not only
rnembers of the sensible world but are, as Plato says, an inner man.3 We
have a soul: the soul has intelligence - double intelligence, to be
precise - one which thinks (),oyi(erar,), and another which supplies us
with thinking (Àoyi(eo$orr napéXcov), - incorporeal, operating without a
bodily organ a and transcendent (Xcopr,oróv).

Even our soul is not entirely immersed in our body. In part it
remains in the world of the intelligible, as Plato indicated when he
said that the demiurge wrapped the universe in the soul (as he also
hinted by saying that in us the soul dwells in our uppermost boundary,
viz. the head).s

Thus, when Flato commands us 'to separate' the soul, he only
means that also that part of the soul which dwells within the body
should turn to the world of intelligibles. The ability of the soul to
investigate the justice or the beauty of a particular phenomenon
reveals that there is something which is permanently just, something
which is permanently beautiful.G They are what stimulates the soul
to think about them.

Intelligence differs from the soul also in this that the soul thinks
intermittently only, whereas intelligence, containing that which
is permanently beautiful, permanently just within itself, th,inhs

I Harder (belorv, p. r3, n. z) a.l. brackets the name of Pherecydes. It is diff icult to see
why. Even if we consider the filiation Pherecydes-Pythagoras erroneous, does it follow
that Plotinus cpnsidered it to be such ? Is not e.g. Diogenes Laértius, probably Plotinus'
contemporary, of the same opinion as Plotinus ?

2 Ibid., rg_32.
3 d6onep 8è èv cfr gúoer cpurrù cocúrú èotr ... oúco ... xai rcap' dp.[v ... olov Àéyer,

fl),úrcov ròv eío<o dvSpconov. Ibid., ro, 5-ro.
a voù6 8è ó pèv lol(ópevoq, ó 8è ).o1í(eo$ar, zrapé1<ov ... oú8evò6 rcpòq cò ).o1í(ec$ar,

Aeóg,evov (scil. rò ris {uXis }.o1[(opr.evov) ocopanxoù òpyúvou. Ibid., r3-r5.
s 8rù roúto xal Érr. 'ÉE-o$év' ql6tv (scil. Plato) èni toú navríq rlv tpullv nepr,Épaì,ev

ràvòer,xvúpevoq rtq *uXie rò èv rQ vozpQ pÉvov, Éni Dà 'i1p6v Ènr,xgúnrov 'èn' 
cÍxpg'

elpqxe rfr xeqoc),fr. Ibid., zr-25.
6 Obviously Plato's ideas.
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tlt'em always. And it is this intelligence w,h,i.ch, is present in ourselaes.L
Finally, the third principle is àlso present in us.z The manner of its

presence within us is comparable to the presence of the center of a
circle with regard to the multiplicity of radii, converging on it. In
other words, there is something point-like in us with which we touch
that which is one, are united with it, and depend on it (d,vqpr4pe$.cr)"s

That which is one, intelligence, and even the soul, each of them
u'ninterruptedly exercises its peculiar kind ol actiaity (this is the reasorl
the soul is called that which 'always moves') .a OnIy ue are not coyrscious
oÍ it.5 Thus our task becomes to turn our consciousness towarcls it.6"?

Flere our review ends. We proceed to discuss some of the points
made by Plotinus"

(z) Prorri.rus, then, explicitly asserts that the doctrine of the
three stlpersensible principles is not his innovation but an old doctrile
professed by all adherents of Pythagoras and Pherecydes and professed
in Plato's own writings. All he claims is to have made it more explicit.

The assertion has a polemical ring. Obviously Plotinus was criti-
cized by other Platonists who considered hirn one of them, on the
ground of being an innovator. Onty under this assumption does it
make sense for Plotinus to insist on not being original, in other word.s,
on not being heterodox.

At the salne time, it becornes obvious that for Plotinus Anaxagoras,
Parmenides, Heraclitus, Empedocles, Plato, and Aristotle belong to
one and the same aípeor,q whose founders were Pythagoras and. phere-
cydes.

More will be said later on Aristotle. For the time being we limit
ourselves to reminding the reader of two passages in Aristotle fully
justifying Plotinus' assertion that the former was familiar with the

._l.n"i ei éd p.àv_Àoyí(etar nepi roúcorv {uxl ótà }è pú, òei ròv <pl> },o-yu(ó1.r.evov,
i).1'dei ÈXovta tò 8lxarov voùv èv r)piv elvcru. ibia.., tr,4-8.

I r_iu.t, òè (scil. èv r)g.iv) r-ai rlv voú dpXùu xai airiav xal ,$eóv. Ibid..,7.
s lbid., 8-r5.

. 
d.èxeiva pÉv {scil. voúq and lts cipTí1) Èocrv èv rai6 aùc6v èvep1eíar,6 cieí, xai

9]Xù 8è rt ,i,er,xív1tov oúccoq (ibid., rz,- 3-6).I cannot agree with dhe intlrpretation of
He_nry-Schwyzer which construes (and prints) tò cier,x[vrftov as apposition io tfruXí;.

, 
u^oùT dvrr,).appavópe,$a (scil. their activity). Ibid,., t; ... où yú.[ n&v, O gv 

+Li"ii, tf.r]
c4r6ìtlTov. Ibxd., 5-7.

8 lbid., r2-r3.
? Consciousness, to be conscious, etc. corresponds to a[o$z1orq, alosdveo$crr,, etc.

The use of aío,$qol6 to designate, not only senàation, but also consciousness, results
in some ambiguities and awhlvard constructions, but on the whole the context makes
the meaning clear. Insteacl of alo$dveo$ar, in the sense of 'being conscious', plotinus
also uses d.vrl).apBúveo$al. I could have rendered a'úos-4or,q by à.wareness, etc.
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concept of a 'first' which would be analogous to Plotinus' 'first', had
Aristotle not relapsed into treating it as intelligizing. One is from flepi
rùXrtq: 'O $eò6 i voù6 Èorlv ii Ènéxer.vú cr, coù voù (fr. 4gR). The other is
from t};re Eudemian, Eth,ics: Àóyou I' dpx,ù où Àóyoq dÀÀú tr xpetrcov' cí oùv
dv xpeírrov xaù ènror4p.q6 eír1 xaù voù n),lv $eóq; (@ z,rz48az7-zg).t
Whether Plotinus actually had these passages in mind remains un-
certain. We now return to the treatment of Plato by Plotinus.

To find his three principal realities in Plato, Plotinus must identify
intelligence with the demiurge. And in ad.dition to this, another identi-
fication must be made by Plotinus, viz. the identity of intelligence
with its objects. lilrese objects are ideas. These ideas are, then, not
outside intelligence (oùx ilot roù voù rù voltú; cf . Porphyrius,
Vita Plot'i,n'i r8, with tt;re ap'faratus in the Henry-Schwyzer edition).

The identification of intelligence with ideas permits Plotinus to
keep the number of principal realities down to three. And it also
immediately explains his doctrine that the realm of intelligence is

I The principle that god is above voú6 we find enunciated by Ps.-Archytas in
Stobaeus, EcL I4r, vol. I, p. z8o Wachsmuth. After having stated that there must be
three principles, viz. rnatter, form, and a third which is self-moved and first in porver,
Ps.-Archytas continues: cò òè roloútov où vóov 6r.óvov e1p,ev ò'eî riÀLù xal vóc,r ts xpéootov'
vórar ùè xpÉooov <6rr,> èvrf, 6nep óvopr,ú(op,ev $eóv, gavepóv.

Whether Plotinus knew this passage, whether he was inclined to credit Pythagoreans
(or Pythagoras) with the doctrine that god is above intelligence (and criticize them
for making him move instead of being only a mover), we don't know. We even cannot
be absolutely positive that the Ps.-Archytas passage is pre-Plotinian (though this is
most l ikely).

What is true of Ps.-Archytas is also true of Ps.-Brotinus. Syrianus enumerates him
among those who assume a principle superior to the duality of principles (the monad
or the One, and the dyad), of which superior principle Brotinos said that itvoúrrcrvrò6
... Euvdper. xaù zrpeopeír1 únepÉ1er, (Syrianus In nt'etaph., CAG VI/r, Berlin rgo2, p. 165,

33-166, 6 l f to l l ) .
Another author in whom we fincl the same doctrine is Chalcidius (Platonis Timaeus

interprele Chalcidio ed. J. Wrobel, Leipzig t876J. Deus sununus, he says, is intellectu
melior (ch. 176). Furthermore, he designates the'third god'as secundo mens intel-
lectustlue (ch. rBB). But then his second god must be equal to the first intell igence,
tlrerefore tb,e suntntus and i.neffabilis deus musl be above intelligence. Now, R. M.

Jones; "Chalcidius and Neoplatonisrn", Clu.ssical Philology 13 (r9r8), p. rg4-zo3
made it at least probable that all sources of Chalcidius were pre-Plotinian. This, on
the rllroìe, is also the contention of J.C.M. van Winden, Calcidi.us ort. Matter, Leiden
1959. True, rvhen it cornes to the question of the Plotinian character of the supreme
deity in Chalciclius, \Arinden seems to waver: cf., e.9., p. 30; t7rl, 245f. with p. rrof.
Cf" \\f. Tlreiler, Die ltorbereitung dcs Neu,'plalonisnut,s, Rerlin r93o, p. 56, note l.

And in tlne Hernretica we read: ó oóv'$eò6 où voú6 èorlv, aírrcq 8è toú <voúv> elvat,
où8è  nveúpu ,a í r rog  8è  toú  e l va r ,nveúpc  . . . .  ( I I  14 ,  p .37 ,  15  Nock -Fes tug iè re ;c f '  A . - J .
Iìestugière, Réué.latiort. d'Hermès Trismégiste, vol. 4, Paris r954, p. 78).

Finally, among the parallels betrveen Origenes and Plotinus, brought to light in
I{. H. E. de Jong, Plotitt,us ol Amm.onius Saccas? (Leiden r94r), we {ind in C. Celsum
V I I  3 8 :  $ e ò v . . .  v o ú v , . . f i É : r é x e l v a v o ú x a i o ú o í a 6 . . . e l v a r a n d i n  E x h o r t a l ' i o a d m a r t .

47; God is èrréxelva r6v vorpév.
AII'this ntakes it extremely improbable that Plotinus should have been the first

to elevate his supreme principle above voúq.
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identical with the realm of being. For, in Plato, ideas and only ideas
are that which has true being.

It can safely be said that there is very little in Plato's writings to
support the assertion that he identified intelligence with ideas.
Plotinus explicitly quotes Parmenides as having taught this identitv.
But in addition to Parmenides, Plotinus claims as his witness Aristotle.
According to him, intelligence and the objects of intelligence coincide
(V g [S],5,3o-3r).r And Plotinus obviously feels entitled to'correct'
Aristotle and. identify his intelligibles with Plato's ideas. Thus, the
combination of Aristotle's doctrine of the identity of incorporeal
objects of intelligerlce with intelligence and Plato's doctrine of ideas
permits Plotinus to describe the realm of intelligence as containing
ideas and as that of true being.

We do not mean to deny that the introduction of intelligence and
the soul as two of the three principal realities is based on systematic
considerations. But we claim as our right to show that even without
such systematic considerations the doctrine of Plotinus can be inter-
preted as a result of a synthesis of Plato with Aristotle, especially
Plato's doctrine of ideas and Aristotle's doctrine of the identity of
intelligibles \{dth intelligence; furthermore, by combining what is
central in Plato, viz. his theory of ideas, with what is central in
Aristotle, viz. his doctrine of intelligence.

Of course, when we speak of Aristotle's doctrine of intelligence, we
mean this doctrine in its double aspect, which in modern terminology
we could call the metaphysical aspect and the psychological aspect.
The loctt's classicus of the former is Met. A, that of the latter, De anima
III. Plotinus undoubtedly assudles that it is one and the same in-
telligence which Aristotle treats in the two works. From the former
Plotinus adopts the characterization of intelligence as one of the
principal realities (though he blarnes Aristotle for having overlooked
that intelligence, as described by Aristotle himself, can only be the
second rather than the first of the three principal realities). From the
former and the latter he adopts the doctrine that intelligence and the
intelligibles are identical.

1 Tlre allusion is, of course, to De anima III 4, 43oe 3-4: ènì ... r6v dÉveu ú),4q rò
aùtó èorr, rò vooúv xai cò voor5pr.evov and to De anima III 5, 43oa rg-22: cò E'-crùró
èorrv I xat' ÈvÉp1er,av èrruod6r,1 tQ rcpóypum, fi 8è xatà 8úvaprv Xpóvqù rpotépa èv cQ éví,
iikos òè où8è 1póvqr, d,).ì,' où1 étè prèv voei órè I' oú voei. The first pàrt of this sentence
(\ xo;r' èvÉpyer,av - où8è Xpóvqù) recurs literaliy in III Z, 43r a r-i (as for the second
part, see belorv, p. rr). Cf.. IVIet. It 7, roTzb zo-22: óuròv òè voeÌ ó voú6xatù petó),4rflv
toÙ voltoú; v91tòe 1ùp 1[yveral $r,1yúv<ov rrai vo6v, 6ore raùtòv voù6 xal voz7róv; 9,
ro75 a 3 : oriX érépou oúv 6vrcq toù vooupévou xal roú voú, 6oa p,'i1 ú),1v ÉXel, tò aùtò 4otal
xcrr 1 volor,q îg vooup,Evq pùor.
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Having once adoptecl Aristotle's intelligence theory in principle,
Plotinus, by the same token, adopts some of its other features. lVhen
he speaks of a double intelligence, one that intelligizes and another that'provides' the intelligizing, we immediately recognize Aristotle's
doctrine of double intelligence - in his own words é pèv voù6 tQ núvra
yíveo$ar,, é òè rQ rúvrq. rcor,etv (De an.III 5,43oa r3-r5). How shall we
translate noueiv? We cannot use the word'to act', because it is an
intransitive lvord. We must use the word 'to produce'. We shall
presently see why this problem of translation is of considerable
importance.

However we rrust not assume that Plotinus is satisfied with just
two kinds of intelligence. He sometirnes speaks of true intelligence as
different from so-called intelligence. He also speaks of intelligence
acquired by conquest of ignorance. The former he also designates as
potential and distinguishes it from the actual and ever being intelligence
(V 9, 5, r*4). For the time being, we simply register all this and shall
return to it later (see no. 33).

(S) IN anntrtori to the identification of intelligence with ideas
(or as we also could say, the intrinsicalness of ideas with intelligence),
Plotinus has, as we have said, to identify the demiurge with intelligence
or he woulcl in Plato find more than three principal realities (e.s.
that which is one, the ideas, intelligence, the demiurge, and the
soul)

Again it could be said that this identification is the result of syste-
matic considerations on the part of Plotinus. But again it could be
replied that it could equally well be understood in purely historical
terms. Plotinus identifies intelligence with the derniurge, simply
because in Aristotle he finds the intelligence referred to in terms which
suggest its demiurgic quality - in other words, it is the phrase voùq c{i
zsdv,roc norcít which immediately explains why Plotinus should have
asserted that intelligence is identical with Plato's demiurge (nor,ryl,;
roù nocvróg Tim,. zBC). 

'I'he 
verb noreiv is the link permitting Plotinus

this identification. In other words, Plotinus' theory that intelligence is
identical with the demiurge is another result of his synthesis of Plato
rvith Aristotle.

(+) Now, Plotinus teaches that all three principal realities exist
lvithin us. And in this context he specifically states thai intelligence
differs from the soul in that the latter intelligizes (or, as we should
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say in the case of the soul, thinks) only interrnittedly; whereas in-
telligence intelligizes permanently.

Again we are reminded of Aristotle. One of the famous sentences in
}ais De anima 15, 43oazz reads: dÀÀ' oùx érè p,èv voei écè I' où voeÌ.

What is the subject of this sentence? Most, though not all scholars
agree: it is the voù6.1 For our purpose it is sufficient to assume that
this is at least one of the possible interpretations. Of course, it is the
'productive' 2 intelligence as distinguished frorn another kind. of
intelligence. And of this productive intelligence, we repeat, Aristotle
says that it thi.nks incessantly. We suggest: it is this passage which is
the source of Plotinus' statement.

Now, quite obviously such a doctrine is bound to result in diffi-
culties. If intelligence thinks always and if intelligence is inherent in
us - how shall we explain that we do not (or, if we prefer to state the
problem a little differently, the soul in us does not) think always ?

(s) To UNDERSTaNo Plotinus' answer, we must for a while leave
the present treatise and turn to anothet, vrz.IV S"

One of the main difficulties of the system of Plotinus (and of Plato,
if we try to reduce his philosophy to a coherent system) is this. The
descent of the world-soul (or its effulguration from the intelligence)
is, of course, a timeless event. The same is true of its re-ascent. trn
other words, the descent and the re-ascent take place in some kind. of
a permanent now. But quite obviously this cannot be said of the

-t !"", -e.B- the discussion in R. D. Hicks, Aristotle, De anim,a, cambridge r9o7,
a.l. For the full text see preceding note.,

- Among those who disagree we find M. de Corte (La Doctri,ne de I'intelligence chez
Atistote, Paris 1934). How, then, does he interpret the passage in question? This can
best be seen from the translation of the crucial passage by I. Thomas, who sides with
de Corte : " Knowledge in act is the same as the thing (actually known). But (knowledge)
that is potential is, in the individual, prior in time. Absolutely, however, not even-in
time. Whereas (knorvledge in act) does not sometimes know and sometimes not know. . "
(Aristotle's De anint'a in. the uersion ol William ol Moerbehe ancl the contmentary ol St.
T h o . m a s A q u i n a s t r . b y . . . K e n e l m F o s t e r . . . a n d . . . S y l v e s t e r H u m p h r i e s . . . w i t h
an introduction by ... Ivo Thomas, London r95r, p. 37).I can leave it to the reacler
whether this translation and interpretation (which makes the single act of actual
knowledge the subject of the sentence "it is not as if it would somètimes think and
sometimes not think", and thus amounts to saying "whenever we actually think, we
thinlc without interruption") can be justified.

-z [t-is preferable to translate rrorqrlxó6 in this context by 'productive' rather
than the usual 'active', 'agent', etc. (in his several writings F. Dietèrici for the Arabic

.equivalent of not4ttxó6 used schaffencl). Such a translati,on makes it ea-sier to under-
1ta.1d_yhy Plotinus lguates voú6 with Plato's demiurge (81pr,oup1ò6 yàp é voù6 aùre
fsci l .  Plato] :  V r ,8,5) .  Possib le a l ternat ives to 'produót ive ' ' :  'e f f ic iend or 'operat ive";
see below,.p. r4, n.6.-On.the problem whether Plotinus ever identified the-clemiurge
with t!uXí1 instead of voÙ6 see E. Zeller Philosophie der Griechen. III|za (rgo3), p. 68;,
note 3.
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descent of the individual souls into their bodies. Nor can it be said
of their re-ascent - be it while they are still embodied, be it after they
have left the body. (The difficulty does not exist for the author of the
Tim,aer'cs, because here the individual souls come into existence by an
act of creation different from that by which the cosmic soul came into
existence).

With this difference is connected another. The descent of the cosmic
soul into the body of the universe implies no deterioration of the status
of the soul. And the same is true of the descent of individual souls into
celestial bodies. But it is not so with the descent of individual souls
into human bodies. This descent implies some deterioration and it is
caused by some previous deterioration of the individual souls. Indeed,
here the element of guilt and of voluntary fall emerges - an element
not easily compatible with the effulguration schema in which every-
thing is involuntary. And as in Plato so in Plotinus we find a pessi-
mistic and an optimistic assessment of the status of the embodied soul
(see esp. Enn. IV B, r. z3-5o).

Plotinus tries to have it both ways. On the one hand, the descent of
individual souls into human bodies is the result of their oixeÌo6 gop,iL -
their own work, as we could say and therefore can correctly be desig-
nated as a failing (d,papcía). But on the other hand, this àg.apcía is
supposed to be the result of some eternal law of nature (IV B, S, S-rz:
,f .7, zr where the same words are applied to the descent of intelligence),
and in some way to be advantageous to somebody or something else.
Whether these two ideas can actually be reconciled appears dubious.

Now, after the first fall, the future of the soul depends on the kind of
life it leads. Clearly its &,pr,aprlar, are of the same kind as the original
&.p.upría, thus not timeless, necessary events. Again we see a radical
difference between two kinds of embodiment (ibid. 16-zo).

But again Plotinus attempts some kind of theodicy - it is only due
to the soul's descent that its powers become revealed (ibid. 3r-35).
However, it is not quite sure whether Plotinus is still speaking of the
'innocent' descent or the 'faulty'. Indeed, he now explains why even
that which is one had to become many in a kind of unfolding and
self-revealing process. In any case, in this context Plotinus states with
particular clarity that the reason why the soul produced that which
is corporeal was to fashion it and thus to reveal itself. Plotinus also
keeps an alternative open: either the úÀ4 existed from all eternity
or it also is the result of an effulguration (6, r8-zr).

In the same context, Plotinus describes the soul as péo1v r&{,.v èv toÌq
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oùorv énlo1oùoav - in other words, in lieu of the usual bi-partition,
intelligibilia (tripartite) - sensibilia, we suddenly have a tri-partitíon -
intelligibilia - soul - sensibilia (f , 6-8).

It is difficult to escape the conclusion that Plotinus himself felt
the unsatisfactoriness of his attempt. This is perhaps the reasorì why
he in the end suggests a theory which, he clearly indicates, is a de-
parture from accepted doctrine and original with him. trt is the doctrine
that the 'fall' of the individual souls is never completed - in other
words, that our soul is in some way still not fallen. Only we are not
conscious of its 'hidden' life, i.e. of its still being united with the intelli-
gence. Here the co4cept of the unconscious which originally was
introduced to explain the intelligizing intelligence in us is explicitly
so enlarged as to contain also the presence of the 'unfallen' part of
the soui in us and so take the sting out of the theory of fall.l

Obviously the doctrine of the unconscious is of prime importance
in the system of Plotinus.z By its application, the pessimistic (or as we
almost could say, the gnosti.c) aspects of his and even plato's phi-
losophy are overcome - or almost overcome. The soul is not really
imprisoned in the body. Nor is it really hampered in living on the
higher plane of intelligence. \Me are, if se may say so, simply distracted
by all the noise of the sensible world; therefore, we are not aware of
the true condition of the soul.

If rve now return to our original passage in Enn. V r, we see that
it contains the same doctrine of the unconscious activity of the
inteliigence which in IV B is stated in greater detail. But at the same
tirne it becomes obvious - the doctrine of the unconscious, whether
we apply it to the soul, or to intelligence, or to both, historically stems
from the assertion of Aristotle that the 'productive' intelligence
always intelligizes.

(6) Bur is this not highly conjectural? could we not say that we
might rightly or wrongly find all these doctrines in Aristotle, but that
this does not prove that Plotinus found them there ? Did he have to
read Aristotle the rvay we do ?

The objection is correct. But we can refute it because we can

_t Kqi^.tl {Pù rctpà. 8ó{av- tóv dil},r,rv to},pr,fro'ar tò qer,vópr.evov }.éyer.v oaqéocepov, où
nd'oa oúù' i lfedpa {uXi1Èòu, &},}' Éo1t t1aùri6 èv t{o'voqrd,r tieí'rò'òè év cQ orio$r1rQ ei
xi:1t_oÌ :.. _où* è{ crio$z1or,v flpr,iv eTvar 6v $efi,ro.r, rò tiq úrXie óivo (IV 8. 8,'r-6).

] It is the particular merit of R. I{arder (Plotins-Schrii ien ùbers. von ..., rev. e6.,
1ol. Ib, I{amburg 1956, p. 44g; 453 ad 4o-4r) to have strongly stressed this. See also
E. Bréhier, 'f lte 

Philosoph.y ol Plotinu.s, chicago 1958, p. t3-5. Rut cf. R. Arnou,
Le Désir de Dieu, Paris 1921, against A. Dreivs, ploti i, jenà teOZ.
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prove that in the next proximity of Plotinus Aristotle was read the
way he was presented above and that in all likelihood Plotinus was
familiar with this kind of reading him.

Let us briefly review the interpretation of Aristotle's doctrine
concerning what u'as later to be known as the doctrine of the active
(- productive) and passive intelligence as expounded in De aninta
III, 5, by Alexander Aphrodisias.l

Everybody is born with the possibility (òr5vap.r,q) and capacity
(ànr,r48er,óq6; in the Middle Ages often praeparatio) to receive the
ènror4povr,nó6 and $eop1rtxó6 intelligence. In other words, we could say
we are born with the potential intelligence (8uvúp,er, voùq). This potential
intelligence is double and the two parts or aspects'receive' each other.
Precisely for this reason this intelligence can be called material intelli-
gence (ú),r,xòq voù6), because receptiveness is a mark of matter.z
I\{aterial intelligence can be compared with the 'unwrittenness' of
a blackboard (rQ rtq nr,varcl8o6 úypúgqo, tabulae rúsutnr, rather than
tabnla rasa).3

After this rnaterial intelligence has been instructed, it is the forrn and
perfection (el8o6 xai èvceì,éXer,a) of the uninstructed intelligence. In ttris
cotrtext it can also be called acquired (èní:r.rrqcoq) intelligence. Also the
term'activity' (èvÉp1er,a) can be applied to it. We can also describe it as
ability (Élrc).4 Whereas the material intelligence can perceive intelli-
gibles (vo1rú) only in the presence of sensibles in which they are
embodied, the acquired intelligence can perceive intelligibles even in
the absence of corresponding sensibles.s

Being 'able' to intelligize is rnore than being capable of doing it but
less than actually doing it. When the acquired intelligence actually
exercizes its ability to intelligize, we speak of intelligence in the active
sense of the word (rcar' èvÉpyer,av).6

r All quotations from Alexander Aphrodisias refer to his De aninta liber cu.nr. man-
flssaed. I. Bruns (Sttpplementum,Aristotelicum, vol. If, Berlin r8B7), p. r-roo; rrrr-186.
Alexander's interpretation is treated in all ',vritings dealing with the history of the
voùq norqtr,xó6 problem. For a bibliography see E. Barbotin, La théorie arislotéIicienne
rle I'intellect d'après Théophraste, Louvain 1954.

2 8t, 9-26 Bruns.
z 84, z4-26 Bruns.
t  B r ,  z 5 - 8 2 , 6 ;  8 5 ,  r o - r r  B r u n s .
5 85,  zo-25 Bruns.
6 85, zS - 86, S Bruns. It is therefore possible to say that the voú6 èrrlxrq-oq is the

lrighest phase of the human mincl: Zeller III/ra (rgog), p. 8z6, pace E. Gilson, "Les
sources gréco-arabes de l'augustinisme avicennisant", Archiues d'Histoire Doctrinale
et Littéraire du IVIoyen, Age + Ggzg), p. 5-r50, esp.p.zo, note r. Gilson expects Alexan-
der to distinguish clearly different hinds of actions of one and the same (human) voùq
from trvo different voi (and therefore credits Moslem philosophers, who indeed use
tlre concepts of an intellecttts acqr,tisiltts, adeptus, etc., as separate kinds of intelligence,
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But in addition to this material intelligence in all its aspects and
phases, there rnust exist another, the productive intelligence (voùq
notqcwóc,). It is this intelligence which is the cause (aìltro6) of the ma-
terial intelligence turning into 'able' intelligence" This productive
intelligence is immaterial. It is an intelligible in the fgll sénse of the
word (xupl<o6 vozltóv), transcendent (xcopr,oróv), pure (dprf6), changeless
(drca$Éq). In short, this productive intelligence is r,vhat Aristole calls
with.more. originality. than they deserve). Alexander, however, is not primarily inter-
ested in this starh distinction between function and substance. rn oùr", worcls, ourlruman intelligence 

Yl""'energized' can be called intellectus agens, or in effectu, whereas
the-'energizing'intell igence, which itself is energizing in the double 

""rr"" 
of energizing

in the intransitive and the transitive mode, 
".i 

bu ialled intellectus actiuus. of course
there is nothing to prevent a writer-from 

_reversing_these terms anrl calling our in-telligence after it ìras heeh energized, itztellechrs oítiuur, the energi"in! lrrteltigence,
inl'ellectus ot intelligent.ia agens. As Alexander applies the term 'to- eleigize, troth inthe transitive and the intransitive sense and as hè^applies it to ilre human"intelligencé,

"o.T"ttp":.to 
express its static condition.(we- couldiay, it has been 

"U"rg"a 
blr rrrcí

with the higher intel]igence), sometimes its dynarnic ctndition (we could."say, it dis-charges in the act of actual knowledge what it has been chargecl with), it becomes
immediately obvious t\d il any translation frorn the Greeh, be It into syrlàr,, Arabic,F{ebrew, or Latin, we should 

-be prepared to meet a profusion and confuÉion of terms,
all going back to èvepyeiv and Èvépyèra.

Furthermore, as Alexander uses'the term. èrlxczlroq to indicate the changed con-dition of human intelligence after its ha-ving become .charged' by the froductiveintelligence, 
iL it possible to use the term èilxlr4roq 

_simgjr rr""rl 
"q'oirr.r"rit 

of .pro-
ductive intelligence',.because by this 'charge' 

huiran intÉllígence becàmes i.anstorm"a
into the procluctive intelligence (see b_et,.il; , p. ril. 'Iwo 

possibilities of translating
ètixtnloq into Latin (uia Arabic and lrebrewi orreí themsei'rres. lve 

"an 
lpeak either

aÍ inlellectus adepttts or oL intellechls acquisitus and, both terms would indicate that
aspect of human intelligence r,vhich has become identical with the pira""ti"" intelli_
qqlc".But as.productive intell igence is also clesignated as voùq $ipcr$ev, orten in-
l-ellectus acq.uisitus or. adeptus (i.e. the human mind ln its most perfect condition) stands
IoI y-9Us 8'úpa$ev with the obvious understanding that it mearrs the 'arjventicious,
intelligence qua bavittg transformed the human iàte[igence or, which amounts to the
same' tlre human intelligence quahaving been transforÀed into productive iltelligence.
on these terminological probiems, see J. Finnegan, ,, 'rexte arabe cru fIEpI Nor
d'A-lexandrg 

$'Aphrodi2e_', Ml\.nges de-r,'u.niueríité st. Joseph y (xg56),-l ,sz_"or,
rvith his crit icism of Gilson "Les sources" (above), p. 15; F.-Ràii-ran,'Auice1rfla,,s
Psltchology, r ondon .t?52,..p., 90-93; id.ent., '"L'intólléctuJ acquisitus, in Alfarabi,,,
Gionrale crit ico detla l i losolra,itatiana 3z (ser. vrlr 7), 1953, p. 3sr-3s2, containing a'
Italian translati.on of one of the cruciaí_pasmg"r'oi ri-"ÈaiauiÉ úiq"tit lî ma ,dri
'llUl (in medieval Latin translations: ót inùtlectu et inteltigib;t.i, eartia by Gitson,'.I,9-s 

19qrc9s" [above], p. r15-rz6; the same in a German traislation in F. Dieterici,
AIIàrdbí s P-lvilosoplt'i,sclrc Abhandlu,ngen,, Leiden rB9z, under ilre title tiUi.r a;e Bed,eu-
tuttgem des lVorts 'Intelleht' ('Vernunft'). Whether the semi-equation uoù6 èr"txta"oi:
voÚ6 rrorr;rtxóq was actually professed by al-Fàrà.bî is of no màio, irnporiance in gris
context' In any case' w.e se9 immediately that-we cannot expect a consisdent termilology.
For that' Alexander kept_ it too loose and elastic. He'particularly did not clearlv
distinguish between seveial functions o.! the same intelligence ancl several intelligences.

It should be stressed that both intellectus and intelh[enfia are translations of voù6.
Undoubtedly those rvho used both terms tried to disíinguish between two hinds ofentities, but one can easily see that the verba,l distinctions only cover (or lncover)
actual confusion or syncretism. On the whole, intell igentia is used whenever the uoetics
of Aristotle is cornbined with his astronorny, i.e. 'tih"r" it is taken for grantect grat
each unrnoved mover (not only'the prime mover) is a voúq or a voz;cóv (on gris combi-nation of astronomy wiilr noetics sèe helow, p.'47, n. r). rn such'" 

"à.", 
i ir-teil igentia
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prime cause (rò npórov aítlov).1 It is present in us in a manner different
from the presence of the material intelligence. It is as eternal as the
intelligibles. It is the adventitious, extrinsic intelligence (voù6 $úpa$ev).2

Therefore, Alexander concludes, whoever wishes to possess the divine
within himself must provide for his being able to intelligize - not only
what is usually the object of intelligizing, but also something of this
order (òr.ò otq p.é),eu roù ÉXer,v m Setov èv aúroiq t'oúror6 npovoqtéov toù
àúvao,$ar, voEiv tr, xal ror.oùtov).8 And indeed, our intelligence, i.e. our
material intelligence, when it intelligizes the productive intelligence,
becomes productive intelligence - though perhaps it cannot be stated
with precision how this transformation takes place (8v - scil. ròv
nouqrr,xòv voùv - é voòv voù6 .. . - scil, é úì.rxòe voù6 -, 6tav aùròv vofr,
èxeivo6 n<,i6 yhrerar,).4

It is striking that in this context Alexander more than once uses the
word 'likening' (in the transitive sense: époí,oouq).5 One has the
impression that we here have the Peripatetic version of the Platonic
concept épr.oícoor,6 $"Q. In other words, Alexander says that man
becomes like god (divinizes himself) whenever his material intelligence
becomes transformecl (yúvecar,) into the productive intelligence. Of this
will shortly more be said.

(l) Or pnrun TMroRTANCE for the whole chain of thought is Alexan-
der's distinction between intellislibles which are embodied and intelli-

comes to be applied to the movers of the spheres, while intellectu,s designates more
and more frequently the productive intelligence and/or the human intelligence in all
its phases or aspects (although if the productive intelligence is equated with the
lowest of the unmoved movers, it can also be designated as intelligentia). We still do
not lrn6p what moved the medieval translators of Moslem philosophers to render one
and the same term ('aql - voùq) by two terms. One would guess that ultimately they
were motivated by a semi-conscious desire to dissolve the combination of Aristotle's
astronomy with its 55 movers (reduced by some Moslem philosophers to ro) with his noe-
tics, this noetics itself being already a fusion of the strictly'theological' noetics expressed
in the lVletaphysics with the 'anthropological' noetics expressed ir De anima. I{ow-
ever, I do not understand why contemporary interpreters of Moslem philosophy (such
as I. Madko!î - Pa.ce his explanation in : La Place d'al Fd,rd,bí dans l'école phil.oso.phique
ntusu.lmane, Paris 1934, p. 83, note r - or Rahman) still keep both terms (intellect,
intelligence), giving the impression to their readers that their authors actually used
two different Arabic terms for voú6. Cf.. L. Massignon, "Notes sur le texte original
arabe du'De intellectu'd'al Fàràbl", Archiues d'Histoire Doctrinale et Littéraire dtt
Il[oyen Age + (rgzg), p. r5r-r58, esp. p. r58, Appendix IIL - For a different use of
these two terms see below, p. 50, n. 2.

I  88,  z3 -  B9,  rz Bruns.
2 9o,  19 -9r ,  4 Bruns.
3 9r ,  5-6 Bruns.
e 89,  zt -zz Bruns.  Cf  .  belorv,  p.  rZ,  t .  2.
6  go ,  t7 ;  9 r ,  8  B runs .
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gibles which are not (riuì,oc e184, xupío6 voqrù - évul,a e'úòq).r It is only
the immaterial intelligibles which are the objects of the productive
intelligence. And it is orrly they which are fully identical yrith the act
of intelligizing them. To a certain extent the intelligibles whicir the
acquired intelligence intelligizes, as long as it intelligizes only ÉvuÀoc
eíòq, are also identical with the acts of intelligizing them. But fuli
identity takes place only in the realm of the inteltigibles properly so
called.2

No reader of Aristotle can overlook that the same Aristotle who
seems to have cogently proved that Plato's ideas exist onLy in the
sensibles as their itnmanent form, assumes the existence of tran-
scendent intelligibles (the changeless clìangers; intelligence in one of its
aspects). Many readers of Aristotle consider this a contradiction.
Whatever it is, we see that Alexander unhesitatingly assumes the
existence of immanent eíò4, roughly corresponding Lo Aristotle's
forms, i.e. Platonic ideas rnade immanent, but also of irnmaterial,
transcendent intelligibles (voqrú or eí81 xarpùe ú,.lq). Indeed, this
duality is the pivot on which his interpretation of Aristotle's intelli-
gence doctrine rests.

We now shall discuss the significance of these trvo doctrines (the
desirability of man's intelligence being 'tra.nsfonned' and the di-
chotomy of intelligibles) taught by Alexander.

(B) HrsronrcALLY and systerratically Alexander's doctrine of the
possibility and desirability of the transforrnation of human intelli-
gellce by and into the productive intelligence with this doctrine's
religious overtones is of great interest. Before us we have the germs 3

t jtd, rrÈy oúv c6.v ouvgétcov-cò tf f,v elva[ te xsl tri roúrcov aí8'4 ó voúq ocúcd; vo4ccl
nor'ei Xopú(ov aútà r6v orlv oTq aúcoi6 tò EZvar,. ei 8é rrvú èonv eíù1, oiq .rù xa$'aúrú,
X$ele ú116 ce_ xal úrroxerpÉvou cvó6, caúscr xupl<,rq èotl volcú, èv ii oixeiq gúoer, rò
elvcr-t touaúra ÈXovra &!tlor) napù rfrq roú_vooúvroq aùrù po4,$eíac lap,pdvovra'ia, at ri
aúróv gúoer vozpù. Ttar' évÉpyerav vonrú.,8uvúpr.er yùp voryù rù Évu).a. ri).ìù pfv rò xar'
èvÉpyetav voqròv caùtòv tó xoct' èvÉpyer,av vQ, e[ 1e car]tòv rò vooúpevov r{i vooùvcl. qò
ólpa rí.u).ov el8o6 voú6 é xup[c,:6 ce xaù xar' èvép^1er,av (87, :4 - 88, 3i cf. S9, r3-r5; 9o,
z- ' t r  Brurrs) .  Another way of  descr ib ing the di f ference: '$úpaSevpè.ryùp -sci l .  for the
soul - xul rù. dilì.c vo{pcrrcr, d}À' où voúq óvca, d,l}.' èv cQ voeio.$rxr. yevópeva voúq (9o, ao-
zr  Bruns).

This dullity is overlooked by F. Rahman, Proflze.cy i,rz Isl.a.m, London rg58, p. 13.
2.írxv 

lé f" td:v èvri).ov tc Eiùóv vofr ... oùxé$' é aùrò6 nd,vr11 yíveccrr. c{r ,.,ooupr.Évq>
rcpd,lpr"crtr, (88, ro-rz Bruns). All this is said before the concept óf ttre voú6 nor.4rr,xóq
is formally introduced, but already here it is assumed that th.e ùfu,xò6 voùq when fulll'
active becomes identical rvith the voúq nolqcxó6

3 No more than the germs - pe,ce B. Nardi, Saggi sull' aristoîelisnto padcuano
dal  secolo XIV al  XVI,  F lorence n.d.  (1958?),  esp.  p.  rz7-146, i .e.  the sect ion under
tlre title La mistica aaerioistica e Pico detta Miiaidola, reprinted î.rom Arch.iuio di
Filosot' ia rB (1949), p. 55-75. It seems to me that Nardi reads Alexander entirely in
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of r,vhat the Middle Ages had knor,vn as the problem of the unio, con-
'jtr.ncti,o, cortti.rnr,atio, conttexio, or coltaerentia of" the intellectu,s abstractct,s
(xcoprotóq) or itt'tellectus act'iaus (agens), i.e. the voùq nor,r1.rr,rcóq with that
intellectu's which, in some sense of the word, depending on which
aspect (phase) of the human intellect we have in mind ancl what
terms we decide to use for these several aspects, can be called human
'intellecttts properly so called, rvhether to this term hurnan intelligence
we apply the term possible, potential, rnaterial, acquired, etc. and in
which ttrtio man's beatitude is supposed to consist.l The best known

the light of l\{oslem philosophy. I should lilce to mention that I arrived at my interpre-
tation linking the problem of the u.ttio in Moslem philosophy with Alexander before
I became familiar u'ith the writing of Nardi ciLed above. As I started from Alexanrler,
to find him in Moslem philosophy later, whereas Nardi probably started from Moslem
philosophy to trace some of its ideas bach to Alexander, I arrived at results slightly
different {rom those of Narcli. Of prime importance are Nardi's references to Albertus
Magnus, Henricus Bates, Ulrich von Strasbourg (in this conLext see G. Théry, belorv,
note r), Bertold of ùIosberg, Eclihart, etc.

1 See on this e.g. G. Quadri, La Philosophie arabe dans l.'Europe médiéaale des origines
à, '4uevroes, Paris 1947, p. 154-164. on the same problern in Jewish philosophy see
e.g.: M. Eisler, l"orlesu,ngen, i iber die i i idischen Plti losophen des ll[ ittelalters, 3 vol., Vien-
na 1876, r87o,  1883, esp.  vol .  I I ,  p.87-ror ;vol .  I I I ,  p.  rog-r23;  L.  Husik,  A History
of Ìl led.iaeual Jewish Philosophy, Philadelphia r946, p.322 (on Hillel ben Samuel) and p.
339 (on Gersonides);J. Guttmann, Die Philosophie des Judenturrus (Múnchen 1933),
p. zt6î.i z35f i and especially J. I{ercz, Drei Abhand,ltlngen íiber die Coniunct'ion des sepa,-
raten Inlellects mit detn llilenschen, F,erlin r869, p. VIII, note 4. On Gersonides in parti-
cular see also M. Joél, Lewi ben. Gerson (Gersonides) als Religionsphilosoy'ft, Breslau
1862, p. 3o; 36; 38; 40; $f.; I. Weil, Philosophie religieu.se de Léai-bert-Gerson.,
Par is r868,p.  49î ;  M. Steinschneider,  Gesautmel te Schr i l ten,  vol .  I ,  Ber l in 1925,
p.233-27o, The same problem in Christian philosophy is treated in E. Gilson,
"Pourquoi Saint Thomas a crit iqué Saint Augustin", ,Aychiues d'Histoire Doctrinale
et  L i t lérai re dt t .  t l loyen Age r  (19z6lz7),p.  r - r27,  esp.p.  48,  note z;  ident ,  "Les sources"
(above, p. 14, n. 6), p. 7-zz (on Alexander and Ps. Alexander) and p. 88-92 (on Gundrssa-
linus). Fundamental are sti l l: E. Renan, Aueryoes et l, 'Auerroism,e, Paris r85z; 7th ed.
rgez; particularly important for the present investigation are Part f , ch. II, section i,
vi-ix; Part II, ch. f, section ii i; and S. Munk, Mélangesde philoso.lthie iuiue et arabe,
Par is rB59; repr.  rgz7,  p.364f .  (on Avicenna) ;  +o7-+og (on Ibn Tofai l ) ;  448-455 (on
Ibn Roshd); idem, ll[aimonides. Le guide des Egarés, 3 vv., Paris 1859/6, repr. 196o
with l r is  notes to I  lx i i ,  (erp.p.  277,  note 3)  lxv i i i ;  lxx i i ;  lxx iv and I I I  l i  (esp.  p.4+6,
note r). See also G. Théry, Autour du décret de rz16. II. Alexandre d'Aphrodise, Le
Saulchoir  1926, esp.  p.  4tr ,  note a; I .  Madkour,  op.  c i t .  (p.r+,  n.6,  above),  p.  rzz-zog.

Particularly irnportant for the present topic is Théry's characteristic of al-Fà.ràbi's
doctrines concerning the relation betu'een the productive intell igence and the human
mind. Al-Fà.ràbi's doctrine, says Théry, notts ach.emine uers d,es conceptiorls mystiques
analogues a celles qu'exprimeront les théologiens catlrcliques d,ans leu,r doctrine du m,ctts.
Equallv important is Théry's quotation from Ulrich von Strasbourg. The latter, follow-
ing Avicenna, uses the term sanclus to designate the condition of the human mind
after its 'transformation'. This intelleclus sanctu,s, in turn, becomes, first, illuminatus,
and eventual ly ,  d iu i ,nus ( f3.  N. ,  ms.  r59oo, fo l .4 r . ) .  In connect ion wi th th is text  of
Ulricl'r Théry points out the problem of the relation between the rnysticism of the
XIltlt and Xlllth centuries and mentions especially Albert the Great, whose thought,
Thér1, says, to a surprising degree depends on Moslenr. philosophy, so that he becomes
the intermediary betu'een the two (p. :Sf.).

See furthermore: NI. Iì.. Burbach, The Thcory ol Bealitude in Latitt-Arabian Phi-
losopltl '  and ils Itt it iul Inr.pact on Christian Thoughl, U. of Toronto Thesis, typed, 1944.
On Nlainronides: S. B. Scheyer , Das f sltcltologisclrc System. des A,Iaimonides, Franhfurt/M
t 8 r <  e q n  n  < r - 6 < '  z F ' - R n
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documents dealing with this problern are a writing by Ibn Bàg$a 1

and four by Averroes.z This union is, if we may say So, the neo-
Aristotelian counterpart of the xtrxio mystica. usually so called.a In this

r M. AsIn Palacios, "Tratado de Avempace sobre la union del intellecto con el
hombre", Al Andolu,s 7 $g4z), p. r-+7, esp. p. 45{., describing the 'ecstasy' (with
physical symptoms l) in which this union talces place- In this context see on Ibn BàgÈa
esp. Erwin I. J. Rosenthal, "The Place of Polit ics in the Philosophy of Ibn Bàiga",
Islamic Cullure z5 (r95r), p. r67-ztr; on Ibn Bà[[a (and Averroes: see next note)
also M. Cruz Hernóndez, Historia de la lilosolía espafr.ola: Filosot'ía hispano-musu,lman,a,
z vols. ,  Madr id 1957, vol .  I ,  p.355-7,367f ;  Erwin I .  J .  Rosenthal ,  Pol i t ical  Thought
in Med,ieual Islam, Cambridge 1958, p. r5B-r74.

2 Deheati,tudine animae and Epistola de conneiloneintellectus abstracti. f: lopr,o,où]
cum homine in the Juntina: Aristotelis Opera (Venice r55o-z), rr vols., vol. 9, f.64r-
68r; in the Comino eclit ion (Venice 156o), rr vols., vol. ro, f. :s3r-:S7v; 358r-36or
(the Arabic text ed. by Ahmed Fouàd in: Ibn Rochd., Para'phrase du De Anima, Cairo
r95o, is inaccesible to me). Cf. N. Morata, "Los opfisculos de Averroes en la Biblioteca
Ilscurialense", La Ciu.dad de Dios t34 ftgz! r37-r47; zgz-3o3; also Rabbi Gerson ben
Shlomon cl'Arles, The Gate ol Heauens, tr., ed. by F. S. Bodenheimer, Jerusalem
1953, in which I rz is a translation of tlne Epistola (see Section III z); M. Cruz
Hernóndez,  op.  c i t .  (above,  note r) ,  vol .  I I ,  p.  173-176.

The question of the true authorship of these two, partly iclentical, opuscula does
not concern us here. See on this J. L. Teicher, "L'origine del Tractatus De animae
beatitudine", Atli del XIX Congresso inlernazionale dagli, Orientalisti., Rome 1938,
p. 5zz-27. According to f'eicher, the ideas expressed in De beatitud,ine are only a cento
{rom an original which can be reconstructed with the help oî Tagmule ha-neÍe! by
Hillel b. Samuel of Verona, which original however, is not the work of Averroes but of
his son Abdula (cf. on him also Morata, ott. cit.\ and its ideas belong, not to Averroes,
but to Ibn Bà$[a. I don't think that this is the last word on the question. Cf, also
L. Gauthier, Ibn Roshd, Paris 1948, p. 2Sr f . On the third of Averroes' writings see
next note; on the fourth (commentary to Aristotle's De animu) see Section III z.

3 For historical perspective and additional literature see P. Merlan, "Aristoteles,
Averroes und die beiden Eckharts", in: Autour d'Arislote, Louvain 1955, p. 5$-566-
Add: P. Duhem, Le système du rnonde, vol. 6, Paris 1954, p. 2rg-223, esp. p. 233 on the
necessitv oî deuenir l'homnle en soi in Eckhart the Younger; H. TIo'Í., Scintilla animae,
Lund 1952, esp. p.zo3i J. Kopper, Die Metaph.ysih Meister Echlmrts, Saarbrùcken
r955, esp.  p.  ro9-rr2.

llowever, I should like to add two points to my paper.
The condition necessary to achieve the union with productive intelligence is de-

scribed by Eckhart the Younger as Led,igwerd,en aller Bilder. As result of this Ledigwer-
den t}ae passive (possible, material) intelligence becomes incorporeal.

Now, in Averroes' commentary on De anima and in the two treatises De beatitudine
and De coniunctiona Averroes presents ttre unio in such e way that we are inclined
to assume that according to him the passive intelligence in the moment oî its utr:io
is perfected. The unio is, as we could say, the fulfilment of the material intelligence.

Ffowever, in his essay part of whose medieval Hebrew translation was done into
Gerrrran by {-.. Ffannes (Des Auerroes Abhandtr4ng: " Ùber die Móglichheit der Coniutt.h-
tio'n" oder "Ùber den materiellen Intelleht", itt d,er hebrd,ischen tJbersetzung eines Anony-
mus, H.alle r89z) Averroes approaches the problem in another way. He here explicitty
teaches that in the moment of the unio t}re passive (material) intelligence disappears
(see Section III z).

Now, it is one o{ the most characteristic aspects of this material intelligence that it
is full oL lorntae imaginatiaae (guvtú.ap.ata), these being what connects the unique,
supraindividual material intelligence with the several individuals. Therefore it seeurs
that it would entirely be in keeping with Averroes' idea to call the disappearance of
the material intelligeace qua individual the disappearance of the lorm.ae itnaginalíuae.
fn fact, one disappearance would simply be an aspect of the other.

But if such is the case it is also entirely possible that Echhart the Younger in his
doctrine of the disappearance of Bilder - by which disappearance according to him
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union the individual is absorbed into the universal, i.e. the supra-
personal, attcl this supra-personal is at the same time characterized
as the divine.l

In other words, we can speak of an Aristoteles m,ysticras (see below)
and of an Alexarcder mysticr,ts. On the other hand, for their kind of
mystici.sm we can perhaps use the formula 'rationalistic' 

mysticism.
Now the terrn 

'rationalist' 
mysticism has been used, e.g. by Mad-

l<out,z to describe the mysticism of al-Fà.ràbi as distinct from that of
the Sufis in that the former does not imply, while the latter does,
that the climactic moment of rnan's life (ecstasy in slme sense of the
r,vord) consists in a kind of leap and reversal of the 'natural' 

cognitive
process, so that according to the former ecstasy is a condition of
reasoll in its perfection. With Madkour agrees Gardet 3 who also
classifies Avicenna's tnysticism as 'rationaf 

in this sense. However,
I use the terrn 'rationalistic 

mysticism' in a somewhat different sense.
f mean tlie term to indicate that the god wjth whom we are united in

the material intelligence becomes immaterial - is inspired (to the point of sometimes
sounding like a translation) by that doctrine of Averroes. Der Bilder led,ig uerclen, a
concept seemingly so native to German mysticism, could simply be a varianL oI Aver-
roes' doctrine of the disappearance of the material intelligence in the moment of the
tutio. \Ye could also say that in the moment of the union the rnaterial intell igence
resurrues its transpersonal existence.

There would sti l l remain the difference between Eckhart the Younger and Averroes
in that according to the latter the disappearance of the material intell igence takes
place only at the end of a road the prior transversing of which is, however, indispensable.
Tlrere is nothing of this indispensability in Eckhart the Younger. The Bild,er, far from
being the stimuli actuating the material intell igence so that it becomes able to intell igize
inteli igibles in its condition of being connected rvith individuals, seem to be frorn
the first to the last obstacles on the way torvards tb.e unio.

I am quoting the decisive passages from Averroes, adding my own notes in pa-
rantheses, whereas the additions in brackets indicate Flannes' supplements.

" . . .  der Inte l leht  in habi lu ( i .e.  the human inte l lect  in i ts  h ighest  stage or  as 1ve
could also say, the material intell igence qu& appropriated by the individual through
the mediation of fornr.ae iruaginat'iaae) geht, wenn ih,n der ahtiue Intelleht (i.e. the produc-
tive intelligence) erhebt, ztc Grtr,nde und uersclttuindet in diesem fufotnente uollsttind.ig,
uncl. cler ntalerielle Itttelleht, welcher die absolrtte ll,tdglichkeit und Anlage ist, alle Formen
nr recipierert, cottiuttgiert siclt. fm,it dern ahtiue.n Intellehtl; den.rr. tlie lViyhung, welche ihn.
bei seinet Con ju.nhli,on nút dern. Irúelleht in habitrt luon. seiten des ahti.uen Intellehts trifft, l
ist au,r Zeit seiner - ldes Intellehts in actuf Vollendu.ng lzugleichl seine ldes materielle.n
Intd lehls l  Erhebul t .g (p.  St ;  c f .  p.  38f . :  to reach perfect ion inte l l igence- i .e.  mater ia l
intell igence qua having become individual property - must die Einbildungshralt . . "
t i, I g e r t. t,r,rtci u er ni c h ten) .

Fcrr other questions related to this treatise by Averroes see Section III z.
On the mutual relation of the different writings in which Averroes dealt with the

problem of the uniosee I\ '[. Steinschneider, ,4|-Farabi . . . Leben und Scltri lten (lVIém.oires
de l',4r.adénúe Impériale des Sciences de Sq.int-Pétersbourg, VII série, torue XIII, No.+)
Saint-Pétersbourg r869,  p.  96-ro7;  t04.

I  Cf .  P.  Nler lan,  op.  c i t .  (above,  p.  19,  n.  3) ,  p.  547.
z  I .  N lad l i ou r ,  op .  c i t .  (above ,  p .14 ,  u .6 ) ,  p .  r86 .
:1 L. Gardet, I.a connq.issance uqtstique clrcz Ibn Slnd, Cairo tg5z (: idern, Ltr. pensée

rehgieu.se d 'Aui ,cenna, ch.  V,  Par is r95r) ,  p.  27.
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ecstasy is not the God-above-thinking-and-being, but rather one who
is thought-thinking-itself. In other words, anticipating later dis-
cussions,l in Averroes and Ibn Ba$Sa the unio nxystica takes place
\4'ith what Plotinus wou,ld call the second god. Quite obviously the
absorption into this kind of god is different from the absorption into
the ineffable one. What is common to both kinds of ecstasy is'loss of
personality. But in lieu of the cloud of unknowing, we have in ration-
alistic mysticism the flood of sheer light. In rationalistic mysticism we
have absolute transparency, or, as we could also say, self-knowledge.
In an ordinary act of knowledge the object of knowledge is sornething
opaque which knowledge illuminates and makes visible. But in the
ecstatic act of knowledge nothing opaque is left, because what is
known is identical with what knows.z

Obviously'a very careful definition of terms is called for - but also
a better understanding of experiences meant by Ibn Bàg$a and Aver-
roes when they spoke of union. A study of certain aspects of F'ree-
masonry or of Quakerism would shed considerabte light on this kind
of mysticism.

And perhaps simply going back to some Aristotelian texts will help
our understanding of the ecstasies of rational mysticism.

Who wouldn't be familiar with the opening passage of Aristotle's
Metaphysics? Starting from the premise that to know is what all men
are striving after, Aristotle step by step shows what kind of knowledge
will satisfy that striving. In other words, Aristotle clarifies only what
obviously everybody instinctively (gúoer.) desires. Ancl it turns out
that the knowledge men are after is wisdom, i.e. the knowledge of first
principles and causes - small wonder, then, Aristotle continues, that
many would be of the opinion that it is a kind of knowledge which
only a god could possess, whereas man should not aspire to it. But this
is wrong, says Aristotle. The knowledge man is and should be after
(wisdom) is divine indeed and it is so in a double sense: its object
matter is god, because as everybody knows gocl is a principal cause,
and obviously it is the knowledge which god possesses, and divine in
this sense. In short: man desires the knowledge of god.

Now, among the qualities which this divine knolvleclge or wisdorn
I  See Sect ion I I I  z .
2 Therefore, it is not quite correct to stress only the similarity and overlook the

difference between these two kinds of mysticism, as is done, 
".É. 

by M. Nl. Gorce,
"Averroisme", Dictionnaire d'histoire et de géographie ecclésiastique Y, Paris r93r,
P.  ro32-ro39,  esP.p.ro37.  Also I .  Goldziher,  Die is lamische und, i i id ische Pl t i losoph. ie :
I{ullur der Gegenuart IlY, Berlin rgog calls Averroes' doctrine of the coii6pcti.o
simply a leap into mysticism (p. 65).
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possesses it is one which deserves particular attention. As is well known,
Aristotle proceeds to deduce these qualities from what men conceive
the wise man to be. And the first quality which the wise man is
supposed to exhibit is that he knows everything in the way in which
omniscience is possible, i.e., without knolvledge of details (únoÀaprBúvo-
pev àl rcpócov pèv Èníorao$ar xúvra ròv oogòv ós ÈvùéXetocr,, prf xa$'
Éxccorov éyovra ènuor4pr;v cr,ùròv).1

Omniscience - this is the ultimate goal of man's search. It is indeed
obvious that the knowledge sought after is divine knowledge. For god
most certainly is omniscient, in the sense in which omniscience is
possible at all. Thus to know god and to possess divine omniscience
coincide.

It is customary to take these words lightly. It seems impossible
that Aristotle should actually have expected man ever to become
omniscient. But do lve have the right to tone his words down?

I don't think so. If we remember the endless discussions concerning
the rnanner of cli',rine omniscience (and, for that matter, the rnanner
of divine providence) we ought to reaiize that Aristotle meant literally
what he said: there is a kind of knowledge which is in some way all-
cornprehensive. God possesses it - man should try to acquire it. Only
when he succeeds, his longing to kncw will be satisfied. Man desires
and is able to divinize himself.

Now, with this passage of Aristotle in mind we are much better able
to appreciate the theory of the coniunctio. fhe full coniunctio is the
moment in which man becomes omniscient. For this moment he knows,
he understands as a modern would. say, everything - in the manner in
which omniscience is possible. In the moment of conjunction man has
become god. And though rnany would feel that all this is preposterous,
it takes only a rnoderate amount of imagination to see that tlrroughout
the ages probably many actually experienced a sudden flash of
insight, a molnent of absolute certainty and absolute clarity, and would
describe the object of their insight by the one word "all". This, I take
it, is ultimately what is meant by coni,u,nct'io and its bliss. This is what
Alexander has in mind, no tnatter how weakly he expressed himself.
This in any case is the way the passage was later understood.

The experieuce of "suddenly I unclerstood everything and experi-
euced the feeling of rnost intensive bliss" - it would not be surprising

L IV[et. A z, 98za 8-ro. A few lines later the concept of omniscience is specified as
the science of the xa$ó),ou: cò pèv rrúvra èníorao$ar, rQ pd)\lor' é1ovrl tiv xa$ó).ou
ènr,otfplv &xuyxaíov únóp1er,v. oúro6 yrÍp oIòé nloqnuvtu. rù únoxeípr,eva (ibicl., zr-23).
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if some would immediately cJ.ass such an experience as characteristic
of some pathological conclition of the mind, perhaps even an outright
indication of a mental malady. Of course we cannot in this context
presume to reopen the discussion of the relation between rnysticisrn
(be it what we call rationalistic mysticism, be it the other type) and
sanity. And we shall even be ready to grant that some descriptions
of blissful ecstasy come from persons who by ordinary st'andards
would be classed as mental cases. The best known example is provided
by Dostojevskij's The ldiot (Part II, ch. 5), where, as an obvious piece
of autobiography, the feeling of most intensive bliss preceding an
epileptic fit is vividly described. Here, it is true, the stress is not on
omniscience, but rather on the experience of perfect harmony. But
another author, also considered a mental case by ordinary standards,
provides us with a more appropriate example. It is Gérard de Nerval.
}Jis Aurél,ia contains this passage in its first chapter: te aais essayer . . .
de transcrire les irnpressions d'une longtte malad,ie ry.ú s'est fassée tout
entière dans les mystères de mon, espri.t; - et ie ree sais pou,rquoi ie ?ne sers
dece terme maladie, car iamais, quant à, ce qui de moi - mérne, ie rte me
suis senti mieux portant. Parfois, ie croyais rne lorce et mon act'taité
doublées; il rne semblait tout sauoir, tout cornftrendre: I'imaginatrort
m'apportait des délices inlinies. En recottarant ce qu,e les lr,orumes a.pfel-
lent la raisoro, faudra-t-il regretter d,e les aaoir ferdwes ? . " .

The cases of Dostojevskij and Gérard de Nerval are, granted,
exceptional cases. But are the ecstasies which they describe not
simply normal human experiences having become abnormal within
the context of an abnormal personality ?

I am perfectly aware of the risk which I run in trying to explain
the union with the productive intelligence in the light of fits of malady.
Some will indignantly defend the concept of the unia from my scurri-
lous comparisons. Some will with profound satisfaction in what I
say find a confirmation of their conviction that any kind of mystical
ecstasy is close to insanity. Let rne therefore conclude by shifting the
responsibility for my interpretation, particularly for its mentioning
epilepsy, to Averroes himself.

The problern of the union with productive intelligence has in Moslem
philosophy time and again been discussed in connection with the
problem of prophecy (revelation). The condition of the prophet and
of prophecy is often explained in terms of this union.l Now, in his
commentary of Aristotle's De sornno, Averroes explains dreams as the

r  F.  Rahman, op,  c i l .  (above,  p.  r4,  n.6) ,  esp.  p.  3r-36.
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result of the direct action of the productive intelligence on the human
rnind. And in this context we read the sentence: Ideo proplr,etia uenit
in, tli.spositione sirruli epilepsie.l This is said by a believer in prophecy,
not al irrisor of it.

We rnentionecl the importance of the concept of universality for
the concept of omniscience - be it divine, be it human. It is perhaps
appropriate to remind the reader that the question of the mode of
divine omniscience - knowledge of universals or knowledge of parti-

r Averroes, Compendiunt in Parua ttahtralia, ed. Aemilia L. Shields and H. Blum-
berg, Cambridge, Massachusetts 1949, p.r15, B-ro. Thecontextin which this assertion
occllrs is this. First, Averroes takes it for granted that the dator oî cognitio in dreams
is the intelligentia a,gens. Second, Averroes proves that this intelligentia agens expresses
itself (or its insights, which are always universal), if we may say so, only in the language
of intaginaliones (Vorslell'u,ngen), stored in everybody according to his specific, empirical
experiences and the ideas which he has acquired according to the circumstances of
his life, etc., and that our dreams are dreams of particulars, not universals. Thirdly,
dreams presuppose the more efficient operation of the uirtutes interiores of the soul,
and these airtu.tes interiores in some people work with such vehemence that they checlc
t,he uirtutes exteriores. This sometimes results in a îit (syncopis). In lieu of syncopis, a
variant reads: sinlile syncopí sicut accidit eis qui dicuntur esse debiles spiritu (p. rog-
r  r 5 )

It is, of course, impossible here to open a discussion either on the nature of the
condition for which the Latin text uses the term 'epilepsy', or on the problem of
Nlohammed's 'sanity' (see, e.g. the discussion in J. C. Archer, Mystical El,ements in
rfohammed, New Haven 1924, p. r4-4).we must l imit ourselves to reminding the
reader that in medieval and early modern philosophy the problem of the union with
the productive intelligence combines with the problem of prophecy (revelation). See,
e.g. H. A. Wolfson, "I{allevi and Maimonides on Prophecy", TIte Jewish, Quarterly
I l .euiew 3z (r94r lz) ,  p.S+S-7o;  33 ( tg+2\ i l ,  p.+9-62;  F.  Rahman, o| t .  c i t .  (above,
p. r7, n. t); R. Walzer, "Alfarabi's Theory of Prophecy", Tlrc Journal ol Hellenic Stud.ies
7T Gg57), p- t4z-r48; H. Gàtje, "Philosophische Traumlehren im Islam", Zeitschrilt
d.e.r Deutschen l\ 'Iorgenldndischen Gcsellschalt rog (N.F. l+), 1959, p, 258-285, esp.
1t. z7z-285. Particularly important in this context is: Z. Diesendruck, "Maimonides'
Lehre von der Prophetie", Jewish Studies in lVlentory ol Israel Abralnms, Nerv York
1927 ,  p .  7+ - r34 .

For the sake of comparison I should lihe to quote sorne passages from Cicero's
De d.iuinatiotl.e, ref.erring to theories of divination professed by both Dicaearchus and
Cratippus.

" . . anintos hontiu,nnt. quadanr. ex .parte extrinsecus esse trq.ctos et lmustos (and pace
I{. Reinhardt, I{osntos u.nd Synr.palhi,e, Mur.icln 19z6, p. 2oo, note, f cannot help seeing
in this plrrase a,nything but the equivalent of Aristotle's voù-c $úpcr$ev) - er qu,o irt-
lelligitur esse extra cliuinurn a.ninturn, Jtttntanus unde d,ucatotf -, hunrtni autem. aninti
eant partenù, qu.ae sertsx4rrl,, qu.a,e motu,ttx, quae ad.petitunt lmbeat, non esse ab actione corporis
seiungatant; qua'e au,letm pa.rs aninti ra,tionis atqu,e intelligentiae sit particeps, eam tutrt
maÍunle aigere, cutrc flu,rinrum absit a corpore (I, Zz, 7a.). . . . quete (scil. diainatio n.atura,lis)
ph.vsica d.isprúancli subtililate referen,d,a est ad natu.ratn deornnt., e, qu,&, ut doctissimis
sapientissitnisque />lacuit, hauslos attimos et libatos h.abentus, cuntque omnia com.l>lela
et relerta sint aeterno sensu, et men.te diuirtu, necesse est cotttagione diuinortnn, anintos
lnlmanos contrnouevi (I +S, rto). Nec aero Ltrnquarn anintus hont,inis nahraliter diuinat,
rtisi cutrt. ita solutu.s esl el ua.cuus, ut ei plane nihil sit cunt, corpore: qu,od aut aatibus con-
lingit au.t dorntietctibus; itaque ea du.o genera a Dicaearclto probantur et,ut diri, aCra.tippo
ttoslro (I 5o, ri3). .. ltae.c nte Peripateticoru,tn ratio ma.gis ntouebat et ueteris Dicaeaychi
el eius, qui ntuzc lloret, Crnlippi, qu.i censent esse in mentibtr,s lrcm,inu,nt lantquam.araclunt
uliquod,, ex quo fttlu.ra praeseùliant, si, ar,tt lurore diuiu,o (how far are we from Averroes'
svtccopis?) incitalus attiuttcs au,t sonnto relaratus solttte ntoaeatur ac libere (II 48, roo).
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culars - was obviously in the center of Academic interest-s. F'or in his
Laws Plato devotes considerable space to disproving the thesis that
god knows the universal only and that accordingly his providence is
for the universal only. True, he does not use the terms "universal"

and "particular" but simply the terms "great" atld "small". But this
probably is only a question of style. In any case, in this context Plato
stresses that the gods know everything which might be the object of
either aio$1or,6 or èrcr,otfpl (X rr, gord). And it is against the back-
ground of this controversy that the concept of divine and therefore
also of human omniscience in Aristotle comes fully to life. Indeed,
either we must abandon the claim to human omniscience and to
man's becoming divine by being omniscient, or interpret the concept of
"science" in such a way that this claim retains some possible meaning
i.e. limit it to the universal and exclude the particular, which is
accessible to sensation only and cannot be an object of science. .And
it seems that at times at least Aristotle accepted the latter alternative.

To avoid any nìisunderstandings it should perhaps be said with all
clarity: the writer of these lines has never experienced anything even
remotely approaching a mystical ecstasy either of the rational or the
other type. But he had never had any difficulty in understanding
r,vhat the mystics of whatever type were describing or what they were
after.

(g) Ir would be surprising if Alexander's doctrine of the trans-
formation of the human intelligence would not have been adopted
by Neoplatonists earlier ihan Ps. Alexander (see no. 13). And indeed
it seems that Porphyry became one of its spokesmen. Not so long ago
I(utsch publishecl an Arabic fragment, tentatively attributed by hirn
to Porphyry. In Kutsch's translation its first sentence reads: . . . d,asz
tler seelcsch,e Geist (obviously human intelligence) wenn er siclt, mxt dern
ersten,, lauteren, utod reinen, Geist (npòroq, dpryús, xa$ocpòq voù6) aerei?t'igt
hat, irnnrey denkend ist und nicht bald denkend u,nd bald ni,clt't denkend
ist . . . Der Geist . . . ist . . . ih,re (scil. of the human soul) Form.r

Here we have a clear case of Neoaristelianism. Human intelligence
having become united with the productive intelligence acquires its
most characteristic quality, that of incessant thinking and in this

I W. Kutsch, "Ein arabisches Bruchstùck aus Porphyrios IIEPMXHX und die
Frage cles Verfassers der Theologie des Aristoteles", Mélanges de I'Uniuersité St. JosepÌt.
lr (rg5+), p. 263-286. For the concept of voù6 as the form of tJ.,uXf cf. not only all
the well-known passages in Plotinus, but also the passage in Alexander quoted above,
on p. 14 with note 4.
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condition, procluctive intelligence becomes the form of the human
soul. True, we cannot be quite sure that the doctrine of the union was
incleed professed by Porphyry, and it could be that before us we have
a pseudepigraphon or even a piece never attributed to Porphyry. But
it is certain that Avicenna criticized him for professing it. In turn
Avicenna was criticized by Suhrawardi for rejecting it and Suhrawardi
claimecl that it is one of the distinctive marks of "oriental philosophy".r

The fact that if we have before us a new fragment of Porphyry, we
are inclebted for it to Moslem philosophy, coupled with the fact that,
right or wrong, for a characteristic doctrine Porphyry was criticized
by some of the Moslem philosophers, gives us a chance to say some
adclitional words on the problem of the union in Moslem philosophy.

(to) Op the great Moslem philosophers the possibility of the trans-
formation (union in this sense of the word) has, it seems, been asserted
r,vithout hesitation only by Averroes 2 and Ibn Bà$$a. Others keep

1 Avicenna's crit icism of Porphyry: L. Gardet, La connaissance (cf. above, p. zo, n.3),
p.  r9f  i  Rahman, o. l t .  c i t .  (above,  p.  rZ,  n.  r ) ,  p.  16 -  cf .  p.  28,  n.3.  For the main pas-
sages in Avicenna, see below, p.28, n.4. More will be said on Avicenna later. Cf. B.
Hanneberg, Ztu'Erhenntnislehre uon lbn Sina u.nd Albertus Magnuq Mùnchen r866,
p. z3zf.; L. Kennedy, The Mttdern Schoolman 4o (tg6z), /r.zl-SZ.2 Flowever, I should like to point out that the question of .whether Averroes actually
always professed the doctrine of union is somewhat controversial. In his short commen-
tary on the lVletaphysics there is a passage which could mean that he in fact rejected it.
This is the way in which this passage has been interpreted by the lnost recent translator,
S. van den Bergh, Die Epiloru.e der Metaf>hysih des Auerroes, Leiden rgz4. TIrc passage
reads: daher glaubte ntan wohl, man, hónnte die Wesenheit d,ieses Intellehts (scil. the pro-
ductive intelligencel in ihrer Wirhlichheíl aerslehen, was also bed,euten uiirde, dsss wir
mit diesem ld,tigen Intelleht identisclt. seien und dass das Verursachte wieder in seine (Jr-
sache zur i ichgehen honnte (p.  tzZ Bergh;  cf .  h is notes ad p.  r rg,  r ;  tz6,  r -z;  r27,4) .
In the translation by Horten (NI. Horten, Die Metaphysih d,es Auerroes, llalle r9rz,
p. t8 t) tlre passage sounds a little different: Aus cliesent. Grunde ua.ren einige Philosophen
der Ansicht, d,asz wir uns d,iesen Intelleht (scil. the productive intelligence) setbst naclt
seinem, gaîxzert innersten. Wesen uorstellen hónnen (natapanwar), so dasz wir also mit ihm
ein und classelbe (ergd.nze: wd,hidan) tfldren, und dasz zuglei,ch die Wirhung (unser Geistl
itlentisch. wiirde mit ("zuriichhehrte zu"l der (Jrsache (dem ahtiaen. Intelleht, d.h. Íit ununtr
cumipso).In van den Bergh's translation the passage sounds as if r\verroes was cauti-
ously rejecting the doctrine oî unio, in Horten's as if he would tentatively accept it.

In this case obviously perfect knowledge of Arabic is required to decide what Aver-
roes actually meant,

But perhaps it is appropriate to mention that the authenticity of the whole com-
mentary has been denied by B. Nardi in his Sigieri di Brabante nella Diuina Commedia,
Florence r9r2, p. r7, note z (: Riuisladi l i losofianeo-scolastica 3 [r9rr], p. 532, note z),
precisely because Nardi found in it many doctrines incompatible with some professed
in other rvritings by Averroes. fn the preface to his translation Horten objected to
Nardi. In his review of another translation of the same writing by C. Quiro Rodriguez
(Auerroes. Contpendio d,i metat'isical C. A. Nallino sides with Horten against Nardi
(Riuista degli shtdi orientali 8 [r9zo], p. 668-685, repr. in Nallino's Raccoltadi, sclitt i editi
e inedi l i ,  vol .  6,  Rome r948,  p.  350-364).

In this context it is worth remembering tlr.at contradictions between i"his Averroes'
ùtetaphysics commentary and ttre long commentary in its part on ll,Iet. I\ have already
been asserted by Josef b. Schemtob: see M. Steinschneider, "Josef b. Schemtob's
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the term "union", but insist that it means only the union peculiar to
every act df knowledge, which sometimes is taken to mean that the
"transformation", "identification", "rution", etc. is not to be under-
stood as ontic, but only as epistemic union (identity of comprehension).
The discussion of these two possibilities is complicated by the fact that
according to Alexander the union of the two intelligences is at the
same time the full and strict union between the act of knowledge
peculiar to human intelligence and its objects of knowledge, especially
the xupíco q vor,r'd... As we know, this kind of identity is "congenital"
with the productive intelligence, whereas it is "acquired" by the
human intelligence. Therefore, when admitting or denying the possi-
bitity of the "union" ("identity", "identification", etc.) the Moslem
authors sometimes think primarily of the problem of the identity of
objects of any rational, i.e. non-sensual, knowledge with its objects,
which then probably would only mean epistemic union, sometimes of
the "union" of the two intellects (ontic union). Therefore, they can
admit the union in the former sense, while denying it in the latter.
And sometimes one and the same author may waver or actually or
seemingly contradict himself. Finally, by "union" of the human
intellect with the divine, they often mean only "contact", without
transformation. It is obvious that the text of Alexander is vague
enough to support any of these interpretations.

(rr) Arr these complications can with particular clarity be seen
in the case of Avicenna and the controversies among his modern
interpreters. It is usual to present Avicenna as having denied the
possibility of the union of human intelligence with the productive
intelligence.l Now, it is the particular merit of Miss Goichon to have
turned our attention to the fact that in the passages on which such
an interpretation is usually based, in fact Avicenna denies something
else, viz., the doctrine that in some acts of knowledge act and object
are identical (i.e. Aristotle's doctrine of intelligizing).z But in turn
Miss Goichon seems to overlook the close connection of these two
"Llnions" or "identifications". For, if at no rnoment ever the identifi-
Commentar zu Averroes' grószerer Abhandlung ùber die Móglichkeit der Conjunction",
Monatsschrilt lí ir Geschichte und úvissenschalt des Jude'nthums 3z (r883), p. +ss-+ll;
p. Sr.4-52r, esp.p. 472,fepr. in Steinschneider, Schrilten, (above, p. rB, n. r), p. 5gg-04.r Sugh presentations are based mainly on two passages. One is contained in his
I{. 2l-SilA' viz. in the part translated by Jan BakàÈ asbsychologie d,'après sonoeulrre
Aí-Sila' z vols., Prague 1956, vol. rI, p.-4j3, the other in his r(."a\-Ild.rfrf, translated
as Liure d,e directiues et remarques by Miss A. M. Goichon, paris rg5r, p. 447.2 Mlle Goichon, op. cit., p. 442, note r and 443, note r. Cf. her discussion'of Avicelna's
mysticism, ibid,., p. 36; 4o.
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cation of act and object is achieved, the whole frame of reference
within which the union of the human intellect with productive intelli-
gence wa.s professed. by Alexander is destroyed. In fact, as he presented
it, the union of the two intellects is simply another aspect of the
union between the intellect, be it the human, be it the divine, with
the xupico6 voltó.

Whether Avicenna was aware of this connection remains unclear.
In addition, it seems that Avicenna was not entirely consistent (what-
ever the reason). In fact he seems to have said that he originally
professed the possibitity of the union, later to change his mind.l But
again it remains unclear which union he had in rnind.

In addition, when Avicenna speaks of the prophet as a man who
united himself with the world of angels and thus represents the highest
condition which man can achieve, he seems to mean the union with
some intelligence 2 (angels, of course, equal intelligentiae separatae,
t.e. im,tellectus s ep ar ati) .

It could even be possible that Avicenna sometimes, in some places,
professed both kinds of rnysticism, i.e. ecstasy as union with the
ineffable One and ecstasy as union with the voù6.3

Furthermore, the problem is complicated by terminological con-
siderations. The condition of union can be expressed by two Arabic
words, viz. either ittihdd or ittisal Now, again it is the particular
merit of Miss Goichon to have insisted that to translate ittihàd by
union may be misleading. Whenever Avicenna speaks of ittih,ad, says
Miss Goichon, he means not an ontic union, but simply an epistemic
one comrnunication rather than communion. With all morlesty
befitting an outsider, I, however, should like to point out that in his
treatise on love Avicenna describes the union of the lover with the
true object of love, the divine, using the term ittihild and explicitly
quotes this as a term used by the Sufis.c Now, few will doubt that when

r In his Manúiq al-ntalriqîya (accessible to me are only parts translated by C. A'
Nallino in his Filosofia 'orientale' o ' i l luminativa' d'Avicenna ?' Riuista degli studi orien-
la l i  ro l4 l rgzSlp.+l l -+62,  repr.  in op.  c i f .  (above,  p.26,  n.  z,  p.  z18-256) p.2-4,  as quo-
ted by L. Gardet, La connaissance (above, p. 20, n. 3), p. 23. Even between the metaphy-
sics and the psychology of R. aí-Sifa' a contradiction seems to exist: Gardet, ihid.,
p .  zo f .

2 See his Dagesh, narneh translated as Liure de science by M. Achena and FI. Massé,
2 vols. ,  Par is 1955, 1958, vol .  I I ,  p.  8qf .

s The latter perhaps in his K. an-Na[dl, of which bool< 1I, ch. 6 has been translated
as Aaicenna's Psycltology by F. Rahman (above, p. r4, n. 6).

4 R. lî ' I-riÍq (i.e. treatise on love, one of the so-called mystical treatises of Avicenna,
contained in the collection Rasd.'i l, ed. by A. F. Mehren, 4 vols., r889-1899) tr. with
commentary by E. L. Fachenheim, Ilrledieual Studies I $g+Sl p. zo\-228, esp. p. 225
rvhere we read: "The highest degree of approximation (scil. of everl ' single being) to
It (scil. the Absolute Good) is the reception of Its manifestation in its full reality,

#
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a Sufi spoke of the union, he meant an ontic union, not only an
epistemic one. Unless Avicenna cornpletely misrepresented Sufi
thought, the passage proves that Avicenna within his system had a
place for the "qcstatic", highly emotional union of Sufi mysticism,
and used the term iútibdd to describe it. Thus, either we shall have to
assume that Avicenna was familiar with two types of mysticisnt,
rational and "emotional", and kept the term ittihdd (of which he
approved) rese?ved for the latter, while using the term ittisal exclusi-
vely for the former which he, however, understood as a strictly
epistemic "contact" or, what to me seems more likely, rve shall have
to assume that he, at times at least, did neither distinguish betweeu
the two types of mysticism nor denied that in rational mysticism
an ontic union takes place and, consequently, clid not or did not
always distinguish between ittihad' and ittipal,.L

i.e., in the most perfect way possible, and this is what the Sufis call unification (i'ttiha,d)" "
Finally, in the metaphysical part oî. aÍ-Sifd'we find a passage clearly expressing

Avicenna's hesitancies or doubts. In explaining the delights of the contemplati'ue
part of the soul as being superior to the delights peculiar to its lower parts, Avicenna
says that in receiving the 'impressions' of Lhe higher realities the recipient sich so
aerh,Ìill, als ob er ienes Ohieht, das in. ihn, hineindringt, wcire, ohne dass dieses sòclt. uon, ih,nr,
trenn,te; denn, der Versland d.er Denhende u.nrl das Gedachte sind eines und dasselbe od'er

last eines (Auicenna's Melaphysih, tr. by M. Iforten, IX Io, p. 6:8).And in the Latin
medieval 'translation' (actually condensation with many omissions) the corresponding
passage reads that in the act of reception the receiver sit ipsum ident, sitte tliscrctione,
quoniam in.telligetltia et intelligens et itttellectunt. surtt lt'rvurn uel, 'paette unLttn (IX 7, as
transcribed by The Franciscan Institute St. Bonaventure, N.Y., 1948, from the edition
of Avicenna's Opera, Venice t5zo, p. 3zo).

Unless both Horten and the Latin translator misinterpreted the text, here r\vicenna
seems to profess or, to use his own words, almost to profess the very doctrine for the
espousing of which he, in the psychological part of aÉ-Sifd.', blames Porphyry (see

above ,  p .  25 ,  n .  r ;  p .  26 ,  n .  r ) ,
1On-these ancl related problems see: A.-NI. Goichon, La tl islinction' d'e I 'essence

el. de I'existence d'après lbn. Sina (Auicen.ne), Paris 1937, p. 87, note r; 316-3z\
(esp. on ittihad and, ittisal). On Avicenna's mysticism see ettdem, Liure (above,

p.zZ,  n.r ) ,  p.  36;  40;  33c.-332l .  437,  note z;  a lso J.  J.  Houben, "Avicenna and

Mysticisnr", Auicen'na Cotnmenrcrali.on Volume, Calcutta 1956, p. 2o5-22r; and the

appropriate sections in M. Cruz Hernóndez, "La significación del pensarniento de Avi-

céna y su interpretación por la fi losofia occidental", ibid., p. 133-146, esp. p. r37.
As to the distinction between epistemic and ontological union I on the whole agree

with the crit icisms of Gardet by F.Rahman, Prophecy in Islanz (above, p, r7,n. r),
p.26, note z7; p.zT, note 29. Rahman denies any sharp or fundamental distinctiorr
Letween the trvo. I also hesitate to follow Gilson, "Les sources" (above, p. 14, n. 6),
p.79, when he attributes the priority in switching from the concept of the union with.

the productive intelligence to that of the ecstatic union with the ineffable god, to
al-Gazzdli (cf. above, p. 28, n. 4).

On other major controversies among the interpreters of Avicenna cf. E. Bertola,
"Studi e problerni di f i losofia avicenniana", Solia zl GSSsl, p'327'-3+3; z8 (196o),

p . 6 s - 8 1 -
The most recent and thorough investigation of the whole problem is contained in:

J. Finnegan, "Avicenna's Refutation of Porphyrius", Auicenna' Cotnrnenaoratiotc lÌolu,nt'e
(see above), p. t87-2o3. According to Finnegan, Avicenna constantly and con-
sistently opposes the doctrine ascribed by him to Porphyry, according to which a
double identity (or identification) takes place, viz. that of the object of knowledge
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There is obviously no space in this context to deal with Sufism.
But the passage of Avicenna mentioned above clearly establishes a
linlc between Moslem philosophy and Sufism and therefore between
Sufism and Neoaristotelianism.

(rz) Is it not to pervert the spirit of Alexander's exegesis and that
of his master by making thern precursors of any kind of mysticism ?
What becomes of Alexander's naturalism ?

The question is not quite easy to answer. Let us begin with Aristotle.
Time and again it has been pointed out that in Aristotle the process
of knowledge, the lower stages of which seem to be strictly empirical,

with the act of hnowledge (and, in this sense of the word, with the knower qr,la engaged
in th.e act) and that of the human intelligence (or the knower q'xra possessor of it) with
the productive intelligence. lle does so with particular vehemence, because his own
doctrine resembles that of Porphyry, in that it teaches "a mere extrinsic relation
of lcnower to the object known which he named, rather arbitrarily, identity" (p. rS8).
Extrinsic relation - by this Finnegan understands a relation between the act and the
object of knowledge which does not imply (as it, according to Finnegan's Thomism,
should) that knowledge is the 'natural' fulfilment of the faculty of knowing (in other
rvords, Finnegan objects to the illumination theory of knowledge). This mistake
Avicenna rnade as a consequence of another, viz. the separation of the productive
iutelligence from man's intellect (a mistake, that is, by the standard of Thomism wbich,
as is known, teaches that the productive intelligence is part of the human intelligence
and that such was the doctrine of Aristotle).

As to terminology, Finnegan seems to assume that Avicenrra always employs the
word ittihdd when speahing of the union which he rejects (i.e. the union of man with
the productive intelligence), while using the term iltisd,l when speaking of the kind
of union which he admits, viz. between act and object of knowledge (for which union
he, according to Finnegan arbitrarily, uses the word identiby).

Furthermore, Finnegan asserts that even this kind of identity (or identification)
which Avicenna admits (that of act and object) can according to Avicenna take place
only in the afterlife. In this life, actually not even this ('week') identification takes
place. It is merely assimilation (p. zoo with note 3). This, Finnegan asserts, is also the
doctrine of al-Fàràbî. Now, assimilation is the result of the 'natural' capacity of the
soul and in this sense even in Avicenna the act of knowledge is not entirely extrinsic,
i.e. not entirely the effect of tl:e productive intelligence acting on human intelligence.
Thus, Finnegan's Avicenna is on the verge of denying not only the identification of
the productive intelligence with the human intelligence, but, for this life at least, the
true identification of act and object of knowledge.

It can easily be seen to what extent Finnegan's Avicenna approaches the position
of Thomism.

Finnegan several tirnes explains misinterpretations of Avicenna try mistranslations
of his Arabic by other Arabists (see esp. p. rB9, note r and p. zo3, note r). It would be
presumptuous to take sides in this controversy. Ifowever, I confess that Finnegan's
neglect to distinguish between intelligibles embodied in matter and 'pure' ones with
the attendant distinction between two modes of cognition (a distinction which a Tho-
mist will, as far as life on earth is concerned, be reluctant to accept) somewhat di-
minishes my confidence in his interpretation. I also wonder whether the passages
quoted by him to prove that al-Fàràbl and Avicenna reseryed the possibility of full
union betrveen the act of knowledge and its object, to the future life (p. zoo f.) are
actually as clear and as decisive in this respect as he takes them to be (see below,
p.52, n. r). Onthe other hand, it must be admitted that as St. Thomas was infinitell '
closer to the Moslem philosophers than rtre are, the application of his categories to
them is always enlightening.

*P
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seems to culminate in what we could call an intuitive, non-discursive
act of intelligence (vo6g). The rù/ord emerging again and again in this
connection in both Aristotle and Theophrastus is $ryeiv : $ryyóver,v.l
Now, there are two main types to interpret this aspect of Aristotle's
philosophy.

Either thq objects of this "contacting" are to be &pXaí indeed, i.e.
ultimates, but only in the sense of ultimate logicai (formal) princ,iples,
such as the principle of contradiction. In this case the "contactirg"
certainly has no religious, mystical, super-naturalistic, non-empirical
connotatiorÉ. It simply describes the immediate grasping of the
principles (&pXaí) of reasonitg.t

Or the objects of "contacting" are considered intelligibj.lia, i.e. in
some sense of the word, individuals, substances, immaterials, or what-
ever word we apply, but in any case considered to be divine or semi-
divine, so that the act of "contacting" them is considered some kind
of a supra-rational, semi- or quasi-religious, non-empirical experience,
or outright a mystical illumination. 'ApXaí would be principals rather
than principles.s

1 Cf. P. Merlan, Front Platonism. to Neoplalonísnz,z, The Hague 196o, p. 186; W.
Theiler, "Die Entstehung der Metaphysik des Aristoteles", fufuseum Helueticum t5
(r958), p. 85-ro5, esp. p. ro5, See also H. Bonitz, Aristotelis Metaph,ysica, vol. II, Bonn
1849, p.4ro,  note;G. R.  G. Mure,  Ar i ,s tot le,  London rg3z,p.2r3;  zrg.

2 See on this P. Wilpert, "Die Ausgestaltung der aristotelischen Lehre vom fntellec-
tus agens bei den griechischen Kommentatoren und iù der Scholastih des 13. Jahr-
hunderts", Beitrtige zur Gesch,ichte der Philosophi,e und, Theologie des Mittelolters, Supple-
ment, Band III r-z (Festschrift Grabmann), Miinster 1935, p. 4+7-462. Such an
interpretation is, as Wilpert says, mainly inspired by Aristotle's Anal. post. TI rg,
99b-end (see W. D. Ross, Aristolle's Prior and, Posterior Analytics, Oxford 1949, a.l.).
On the whole it can be designated as Thomistic. But it will be seen why I cannot agree
with Wilpert's interpretation of Alexander whom he takes to interpret Aristotle along
the same l ines.  Cf  .  below, no.  19;  zr ;  28.

3 One immediately recognizes the controversy regarding the character of illumi-
nation' as to whether it is formal only or material ('contentual'), a controversy often
connected with the difference between Thomism and Augustinism. If what the pro-
ductive intelligence intelligizes (and what, therefore, human intelligence after having
become transformed into productive intelligence also intelligizes) are vo4rú in the sense
of being individuals (or universals in some very special sense), we have what corresponds
to material ('contentual') illumination. If they are only principles of reasoning, etc.,
we have something corresponding to formal illumination. If among the voqrd taken as
individuals we find god (or gods, i.e. all the movers of the spheres), we have something
corresponding to material illumination including a vision of God. If voqcú are taken to
be God's thoughts, we have Malebranche's "we see things in God". C)n these and related
problems see: E. Gilson, Inlroduction. à l'étude.de Saint Augustin, Paris, 3rd edition
1949, p. rr4-r19 (according to Gilson in the light'of illumination our intelligence sees
the truth of its propositions, e.g. that God exists, but it does not see the objects of its
ideas, e.g. God); J. Hessen, Die Begriindung der Erhennlnis nach dent. heil. Augttstinus
(Beitrtige nr Gesch'ichte d,er Philosophie d.es Mil.telalters XIXiz), Múnster 1916, esp.
94-ro3 (on the two fundamentally opposed ways of interpreting Augustine's doctrines
as either 'theognosticism' or 'abstractionism'); id,em, "Zur Methode der Augustin-
forschung", Archiv liìr Geschichte der Philosophie 4o (r93r), p. 4g7-5o3. More recent
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Let us call these trvo interpretations of Aristotle (representing two
extremes), the rationalistic, naturalistic, or empiristic one, the supra-
rationalistic, supra-naturalistic the other.

l.{ow, the latter recently received strong and unexpected support -

unexpected at least for those who refused to accept an Aristotle
pl,atonizarus from Jaeger. In his collection of fragments of Aristotie,
Ross included a passage from Plutarch to which contemporary
Aristotelian scholarship seems to have been completely oblivious. The
passage reads: f1 8è roù vo1'uoù Naì, eiÀrxpr.voùq xaì, rinÀoù vó1,rr,q 6onep
dotpanìi àr,aì.d,pr{ocau r\c, úrXiq éina| rcorè {}r,yeÌv xal rrpoo'r,8eÌv napéoXe.
ùrò Nal flÀó.rcov xaì, 'Apr.orodÀ1e ènonrr,Nòv roùro rò g.épo6 rie gr,looogíwq
Nocì,oùorv, xor$t 6oov o[, rù àóflocvra xaù rcavT o8and, tosùra na.papr,er,tl,,úpevor r{r
Ióye npòq tò npórov Èxeivo xaù d,nÀoùv xal étul,ov È(úì.ì,ovrau xorl $ry-
óvre6 d,poroyénaq ti6 nepl ocùTò xasap&6 &ì.r1$eí.ocq olov èv ,re],erfl téÀo6
ÉXar,v gr,).ooogiocv vopr,í(ouor,. 1

trt is easy to trace this passage to the corresponding passages in

literature can be found in: F. Kórner, "Deus in homine videt", Philosoph,isch,es Jahr-
buclt. 64 (rSS6), p. 166-z17 (unfortunately Kórner pays hardly any attention to the
historic roots of St. Augrrstine's epistemology).

Tlre most recent cliscussion is contained in J. llessen, Attgrtstirzs Metaphysih der
Erhennhr.is, end ed., Leiden r96o, esp. p. B+-SB.

Hessen himself after having rejected 'abstractionism' 
and (quite succesfully, it

seems) established the thesis that St. Augustine was an 'intuitionist' 
distinguishes

between mystical and non-mystical intuition, both of which St. Augustine according
to him assumes. As to the objects of the former, they are, according to Hessen, the
principles and fundarnental theorems rrt logic and mathematics, ethics, and esthetics,
i.e. of truth, gooclness, beauty (op. cit., p. ro5). This is an extension of what is usually
considered the objects of 'formal'intuition (especiaily by including ésthetics). 'Conten-

tual' intuitition Hessen obviously reserves to mystical intuition.
Ffessen's interpretation of Sb. Augustine was the center of a major controversy.

See Caroline Eva Schuetzinger, Tlte Germa,n Conlrouersy on Saint Ar,tgustine's lllunri-
nat ion Tl teort t ,  Nerv York r96o,  esp.  p.6z;77î .

Perhaps on this occasion a few words can be said on an argument often used to prove
that i l lurnination in St. Augustine cannot mean 'contentual' i l lumination. If all things
are according to St. Augustine seen in God, so the argument runs, St. Augustine must
have assumed lhat all men permanently have a vision of God. But St. Augustine
couldn't have believed this, because quite obviously also evil men see things, whereas
they certainly don't see God.

Certainly this argurnent cannot be valid against the man who in Ciu. d,. XIX rz said
that even rvar (evil) is made possible by peace (good) and when aslced would probably
have said that to the extent that evil rnen see things as they are (e.g. that r,vhich is
black as black) and thus participate in some truth, they do so onlv because they see
God.

r Plutarch, De fs. and Osir. cto. 77, 38zd-e, first claimed for Aristotle by Jeanne
Crorssant, Arislote et les nr,ystèzas (Paris îg3z), p. r58, this claim accepted by E. Bignone,
L'Aristotele perdu.to e la lonnazione t'i.lcsofica di Epicuro, Florence 1936. vol. II, p. 76.
[\ t.] D. Ross, lzistotelis fragntetr.tn selecta unhesitatingly assigned the passage to
Aristotle's Er.td,emu,s (as fr. ro). The text above follorvs that of F. C. Babbitt in the Loeb
series (1936, repr. 1957) rather than that of Ross, rvho reprints the text of Sieveking
(Teubneriana r935). Horvever in the second from the last l ine, I adopted the Reiske-
Sievehing text, reading èv te).erfl in lieu of èvrc).fr.
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Plato.l But how shall we explain that Plutarch attributes this cloctrine
according to which philosophy culminates in a mystery.like initiation-
illumination not only to Plato but also to Aristotle ?

Of course it could be that Plutarch was simply reading something
into Aristotle. It could also be that he based his interpretation on a
work falsely attributed to Aristotle. But I think it would be rash to
rule out the possibility that Plutarch had good reasons to speak of an
Aristoteles rnysticcts. It could even be that he made Plato sound rnore
"mystical" than the Platonic texts warrant, because he reacl him in
the light of q, passage in Aristotle which was more "mystical" than any
Passage in Plato. One look at Rose's index shows that Plutarr:Ír's
Aristotle \ryas much more comprehensive than ours.

It is theqefore not altogether surprising to find a passage in Alex:rn-
der which implies a supra-rationalistic, supra-empirical interpreta{-ion
of Aristotle.z Nor can such an interpretation be cleclared to be com-

I symf;osion zroa; Ep. vlr 3++bi Phaedr., 2soa-2sra; phaed. 69c-d. rjut it must
be said that Plutarch considerably lreightened the 'telestic' character of these passages:
ènorraxòv 11ép-o5 rîG -gtlooo <piuq, a,$t1eÌv whose object is cò npócov, a.nd eiÀrxir,véq, ànci
ón).oùv - all this finds no exact parallel in Plato.

On the other hand, it is perhaps not quibe superfluous to remind the reacler of a
famous passage in the Symposion Here Diotima first creclits the clemons with ttre
efficacy of pavtux{, t6v lepécov tÉ1v4, ré7w1nepù rù6 $uoíaq, re].erci,q anci ènco8ú6 of
ptultil: 1odrcr,a, to.continue by sayilrg: ó pèv lepi cù toraùroc oogòEòar,u,óvr,oq ú.vlp,
é òè.iiÀ),s. cu oogòq òv ì) nepi réyvuq Ì) xer,poupl[c6 rr,vd6 Bóvcruooq 

'(synrp.'zozd--zo3a,)

- a statement so clearly subordinating all other kinds of knowledge to reiigious insiftri
that had this passage been preserved a,s a fragment only, it would ceitainly hàve
come ulder suspicion of being a forgery by a Neoplatonic 'demonologist'.

2 This does not mean to say that Alexander's Aristotle is preciseiy Plutarch'.s
Aristotle. Recently.-Gìgon turned our attention to the problern- of thé 'vanishing'

Aristotle. Cicero still knows the whole Aristotle; Alexandir mostly lirnits himsetf ó
tlre author of our Corpus (o. Gigon, "Cicero und,Aristoteles", Herntes 8z [rsss], p.
143-16z). r\or must it be forgotten that Alexander declared the dialogues-of Arisiofle
as professing doctrines which are not Aristotelian and lalse (W. Jaeger, Aristotelesz,
Berlin 1955, p. 32, note). This passage seems to be forgotten by all those who object
to Jaeger's assumption of a Platonic phase in Aristotle. How great must have Éeen
the difference between Aristotle's dialogues and those rvritings on which Alexander
bases his interpretation if he described the former as presenting un-Aristotelian uú,
fal'se doctrines! It seems that scholars in growing numbers interpret the clifference
between Aristotle's published and unpublished rvritings simply by their difference
in literary form. This for them amounts to the assertion that we cannot talce the
Platonism of the dialogues seriously. Why shouldn't somebody draw the opposite
conclusion, viz. that only the published writings of Aristotle containecl tire doclrines
which he actually professed, whereas the unpublishecl ones were meant to be mainly
for exercise in school - ba-ses for discussions rather than dogmatic assertions, witir
tentative rather than definilve solutions ? I myself think that Jaeger's hypothesis
of an Aristotle pl.atonizans is still the best working hypothesis (whèther or not rve
explain this Platonism by the developmental method) to account for the contradictions
in our Corpus Aristotelicurn.

I-.so often objected to Jaeger's interpretations of Aristotle that I feel it my cluty
to dissociate myself from. a certain type of criticism (which seems to become partiiularly
fashionable among Italian scholars), which pays no attention wha,tsoeier to thó
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pletel5r un-Aristotelian. And, what is rnost important for our present
investigation - even if Alexancler was wrong, tlús was the way Aristotle
was read in the znd century A.D. and this, in all likelihood, was there-
fore Aristotle as Plotinus saw him.

According to Zeller it was Alexander's interpretation which elimi-
natecl what Zeller himself called the mystical element in the system
of Aristotle.l One wonders whether Zeller said this in full awareness
of the crucial passage in Alexander's De aninta treatise. One also
wonders whether Zeller took into account Alexander's recognition of
two kinds of intelligibilia, one of which, though not plato's ideas to be
sure (anywa!, designated as eiùq by Alexander), correspond to thern
ontologically and epistemologically. It is very harcl to imagine that
the transformation of human intelligence into the productive intelli-
gence results in contemplating logical principles of reasoning (see above,
p. 3r), attcl that it rvas ttris which Alexander recommended. And to
yíyvetar, n<,rq used by Alexander, Zeller pays no attention whatsoever.

It is by the way highly rernarkable that it should be just Ross to
recognize the passage in Plutarch as Aristotelian. For Ross with
greatest incisiveness asked and answered the question - what, precisely,
is the meaning of $eopia, in the achieving of which man's bliss ac-
cording to Aristotle is supposed to consist ? And Ross answers: It is
the conternplation of truth in rnathematics, metaphvsics, ancl, perhaps,
also physics. And perhaps one aspect of this contemplative life would
have the character of worship proper to the contemplation of the divine
nature, such an assllmption based rnainly on the famous passage in the
E'ttdemian, Eth,ics r,vhich speaks of ,$eòv $eparcer5er,v xal $eopeiv as the
supreme goal in man's life.z In other words, according to Ross, the
climactic moments of man's intellectual life as conceived by Aristotle
do not proceed beyond discursive thinking, though perhaps the Eucte-
núan Eth,ics contains traces of a clifferent attitude.

Now, there have always been scholars who suspected the genuine-
ness of the Eu'denúan Etlt'ics precisely because of its theocentric or

problems posed to us by tlr.e Cor'pu,s Arislotelicunt and, acts as if Jaeger's theories were
just arbitrary fancies, not called for by the difficulties inherent in tie texts. A classic
exarnple is: I\'I. Giorgiantonio, "Come 

'Werner 
Jaeger ha inteso Aristotele', , Sophia

zZ FgS?), p. 378-38o;."91ry9ù_p:loJ:r_of.^OtherJ: A. fannone, ',Les oeuvres de jeu-
nesse d'Aristote et les AOIOI EECTTEPII(OI", Riuista di cultura, classica e med,ioivale
t. (t.SqS_)-t p. rg7-z!7 and even lìrore so his earlier article "I logoi essoterici di Aristotele",
Atti clell ' Istituto veneto d,i scienze, Lettere ert At't i r9s4-r955; vol. rr3, p. 24g - z7g.
. 

t 
llJlt 

a (rgog), P; !zzf,.r1 is ahvays worthwhile iore.rrià* all the-paì.*gó" itr Zeller
in rvlrich he finds Arist_otle's system inconsistent or unsatisfactor|: II"lza GBTS),p .  :9 ,? -196 ;  t34 -236 i  S78 f ;8o r -8o6 .  C f .  p .  45 ,  n .  z .

2 W. D. Ross, lrristoile 5 (rsSS), ctr. Vfi, ónA.
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"religious" character.l Their Aristotle was more humanistic. And one
almost has the impression that Ross would have been glad to persuade
himself of the inauthenticity of the Eud,emian Ethi.cs so that he would
not have, as he has done, to "humanize" its theocentric conclusion.
It would have left him with an Aristotle whose ideal was actually the
life of a scholar, whose Sec,rpía rs almost void of religious connotations.
It is obvious to what extent the fragment from Plutarch contraclicts
such an interpretation. The religious fervor speahing from it can hardly
be surpassed. And the non-discursive character of the climactic experi-
ence of man is here stated without any ambiguity. Of course it would
be ridiculous to assume that the objects of this intuition are principles
of logic. Therefore I said that it is remarkable that Ross decided to
include it in his collection of fragments. It seems entirely irreconcilable
with his interpretation of Aristotle.

By assigning it to the Eudemi,ts, Ross indicated that he considers
the fragment to belong to the Platonic phase of Aristotle's philoso-
phizing. But it is outside of the scope of the present investigation to
enter the discussion concerning the "evolutionary" interpretation of
Aristotle.

(rE) Fott rHE sAKE of perspective it is worthwhile to compare
Alexander with the parallel ideas of Ps. Alexander"z

Ps. Alexander agrees with Alexander in distinguishing two kinds
of intelligibles, viz. embedded in matter and Nupío6 vo[rú., which are
entirely immaterial. He also agrees with him in assuming that the
former exist qua intelligibles only in the acts of intetligizing them.3
He furthermore agrees with him in describing the acts by which our
intelligence lifts the intelligibles of the first kind from their matter
as what we would call acts of abstraction,'i.e. finding what is common
to several individuals,  whereas obviously no such stripping takes
place with regard to intelligibles of the second kind. F'inally, Ps.
Alexander agrees with Alexander in describing the "trans{ormation"
of our intelligence, which takes place in its condition of èvép1er,a in

r F. Dirlmeier is preparing a translation with commentary of the Eudemian Etltics.
It will assuredly be a landmark of Aristotelian scholarship. Therefore, regarcling the
genuineness of the Eudemiata Etltics, it would be better to postpone any iurthei dis-
cussion of this problem to the time o{ the publication of Dirlmeier's work.

_2 -Alerandri,Aphrod,isiensis in Aristotelis Metafhysica com'mentaria ed. lVI. Hayduch,
Berlin, rlgr (CAG I). Here p. 6SZ, 17 - 698, 16 : Alex. De anitna, p. BS, ri - S7,
r Bruns.

-s OP.,c i t . ,  p. .687,8-rr  and p.  69+, z7 -695,  8 Haycluck.  Kup[<o6' . roqrú are also c]e-
s ig lated as xuplcoq voi ;  c f .  p.7î3,  39-7r4,  r  and p.7r4,  z5 Hayduck.  

'

4 lbid., p. 697, 16-28 Hayduck.
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the full sense of the worcl and by which transformation the human
intelligence in some way becomes united with the prime (clivine)
intelligence, as the identity of the transformed intelligence with its
objects (ancl as a condition of self-intelligizing). Even the charac-
teristic uro6 used for this unification by Alexander appears in ps.
Alexander.l

But Ps. Alexander stresses the "mystical" aspect of this transfor-
mation (unification, absorption) with much greater clarity than cloes
Alexancler. Not only is the condition of the union (which we can either
describe as union of the human intelligence with the immaterial
intelligibles or as union of the human rvith the divine intelligence)
described as the condition of perfect bliss. This bliss, this condition is
c'xplicitly designated as ineffable - Àóy,p d,vepp{veuroq-: onlyhewhohas
experienced it knows what it means.2

And what is rnost interesting, Ps. Alexander raises the question of
the ternporal quality of this mystical experience. The divine intelli-
Élellce, says Ps. Alexander, is the eZùoq of the lr.uman intelligence.a
I{owever, every eiòoq exists in an atornic now (,itopr,ov vùv).4 Therefore,
in the momettt in r,vhich ltuman intelligence "touches" and comes to
know the first intelligence, it participates in the same atomic now.5
In rnodern language we probably rvould express this idea by saying
that the motnent of mystical ecstasy is a timeless moment, or that the
soul in this state is exempt from the conclit ion of t irne.

By rvhornever aud rvhenever written, the passage is highly signí-
ficant. Before us \,ve have an Aristoteles nrysficrrt with unrnistakable
clarity.

We still do not know to what extent Ps. Alexander incorporated parts
of Alexancler's lvritings. But precisely for the reason for which
we cannot attribute with certainty any of the doctrines of Ps.
Alexander to Alexauder, we cannot exclude the possibility that in

r  lb id. ,  p.  6SZ, ro-rr  and p.  698,  zo Hayduck.
2 Ib id. ,  p.  6S6, 33-36 Hayduck.
3 lb id. ,  p.  Zr4,  3t-34 Hayduck.
4 Ib id. ,  c f  .  p.  559,  16-18 Hayduck.
5  I .b id . ,  p .7 r .4 ,  15 -34 .F layduck :  6onep . . .  ó  dv .$pó7r rvo6  . . .  voúq  . . .  6 rav  èvepp io l

xal rò tptopaxúprorov nd,$o6 nci$p . .. xai . .. ègú-rreran ctùroù (scil. roú rcpótou voú) 
'.. ' .

xul . . . voei aùrò (scil. rò rcpócov alrrov : ó np6ro6 voúq) èv . .. c{r dpr,epei xai d,tópr,<o
vùv,  oúrco rètv &nqvra alóva ó npóroq voúq aùròq ÉaucòvvoeidFepóqxa|&ypóvoq.. .
Ai),..,v 6rr, . .. cdp dv$po:nivqr v6; Èv rQ aúrQ (scíI. rdp &cóg,rar vúv, which is thJ''time' in
li'hich the 9eio6 : npóto6 voùq exists) vúv I toú npórou voù yvóolq xal úgl ènr,yiverar,.
On the different lt inds of 't ime' appropriate to the different spheres of Ueirig (e.g.
that o{ tlre celestial bodies, the soul, etc.) see Simplicius' corollary on time (In Arislo-
te l is  Phvsicorutrr .  conunentuvia ed.  H.  Diels,  Ber l in r8Bz,  r8B5 fc lG IX] ,  p.  zz: ,
B-8oo, z5 Diels) .
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his mystic interpretation of Aristotle Ps. Alexander remained true
to the spirit, the letter, or both of Alexander.r

But it must also be said: Alexander's mysticism could very well
have been different from that which was .perhaps professed by Aristotle
in his exoteric writings of the type of the Eud.ernwy Perhaps it was
entirely rationalistic mysticism in the sense in which we explained the
term on p. zo. And it may be that this rationalistic mysticism was
entirely foreign to Aristotle. If Aristotle was a mystic, perhaps his
rnysticism was entirely of the other type. And perhaps Aristotle was,
after all, no mystic at all and never thought that his doctrine of the
identity of the act of intelligizing with its object or his doctrine of the
adventicious intelligence could be interpreted "mystically". F'inally,
perhaps both types of mysticism, rationalistic and non-rationalistic,
found their expression in Aristotle's writing. Of none of this can we
be sure. Therefore, it seems legitimate to apply to Alexander's Aristo-
telianism the term Neoaristotelianism. This will become even more
obvious from what follows.

r Some of the strongest arguments by which J. Freudenthal, "Die durch Averroes
erhaltenen Fragmente Alexanders zur Metaphysik des Aristoteles", Abh. der Preuss-
Ah. d. Wiss. Berlin uom Jalue 1884, Berlin 1885, proved the inauthenticity of Ps.
Alexander's commentary was the mystical and neoplatonic character of a leries of
passages in one part of the commentary related to Mel. r\. tn addition to the passages
quoted in the preceding notes, Freudenthal (p. zzf..) pointetl out the following: 673,- t;
682 ,  z5 ;  429 ,  26 f . . ;  432 ,  32 f . :  +37 ,  r3 f . ;  438 ,  r ;  5oT ,  3 r f . ;  534 ,  8 f . :  s7 t ,  z6 î . ;  572 ,  zz f . ,
3t f . ;6o7,4;5oo,  33f .  Hayduck.  Now, to avoid any misunderstancl ings,  I  shoulc l  l ike
to say that I consider the proofs of inauthenticity to be entirely conclusive. In fact,,
I myself added one: P. Merlan, "Ein Simplikios-Zitat bei Ps. Alexandros und ein
Plotinos-Zitat bei Simplikios", Rheinisches Museum 84 (ry35), p. 154-16o. And in
this paper I proved that sometimes Ps. Alexander's interpretation is incompatible with
that of Alexander. But as long as we know no passage in Alexancler whiòh woulcl be
absolutely incompatible with the 'mystical' interpretation of Iis. Alexancler, we should
keep o-urselves open to the possibility that Alexander in his IVIeta.ph.ysics commentary
might  have been more'myst ical '  than is  usual ly  assumed (cf .  a lso below, p.7r ,  î .2) .

Perhaps f can use this occasion to correct an error which l myself macle in regald
to Alexander of Aphrodisias on a previous occasion. In my pa,per "Metaphysik - Nàme
uncl Gegenstand", Jountal ol Hellenic Stud,ies 7T FgSil, p.BZ-gz,I triect to prove that
Alexander cannot easily be quoted as represeùtative of the interpretation of the
phrase òv fi óv according to which this phrase designates what we woulcl call the most
universal or abstract concept - being in the sense of that which is comrnon Eo every-
thing that is; just as, say, red designates that which is cornmon to all red things bút
has no ontic status comparable to the ontic status of concrete things. To maùe my
point I, inter alia, quoted a passage from Alexancler's commentary on Met. [, is
preserved by Averroes, in the translation of Freudentlral. In my text this quotation
reads: in díesem Buche aber lscil. Met. I\l spricht er [scil. .{ristotlé] i,iber d,ie pi.inzipien
dessen, was ist, insolerne es ist, das sind die Prinzil>ien dey hÒchiten Subslan,z, 1r,ur4
iiber die ersle Substanz, > deren Existenz húchste Wahrheit fsl. l-lere I, sarcl, Alexander
quite obviously equates clie hÒchsle Su.bstanz, deren Eristenz l4/ahrheit isl, u'ith gre
òv fi óv. In other words, he interprets ùv fi Ì lv as designating the clivine rather than
the universal.

Now, I continued, Freudenthal emended the passage by inserting the words ttncl
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(r4) Acatx let us resume our review of Alexander. The objects of
the productive intelligence are eternal. Therefore the productive
intelligence is eternal. Their existence is uninterrupted. Therefore the
activity of the productive intelligence, its intelligizing is uninterrupted.l
Though Alexander does not use these words, he obviously means: the
procluctive intelligence thinks alr,vays and there is no beginning nor an
end to this. All this follows from the fact that the transcendental
intelligibles are identical with the acts of intelligizing them. "True,"
i.e. highest irrtelligence is self-intelligence. Its being and its intelli-
gizing coincide. It remains for Alexander to justify the application
of the term "cause" (aicr,oq,; to the productive intelligence in its re-
lation to the rnaterial intelligence in virtue of which relation it trans-
forms material intelligence so that it becomes acquirecl intelligence
(intelligence as ability). This causal relation is of the type "whatever

i iber die erste Substanz (in pointed brackets). The result of this insertion would be to
make Alexander distinguish between a h.ócltsle Substanz which in some way does not
designate the divine, and an erste Substazz which does. f criticized Freudenthal for this
emendation. When we eliminate it, we see that Alexander clearly equates òv fi 6v with
the divine.

Unfortunately I rnisquoted Freudenthal. The sentence quoted above reads: f 'n
diesen'r, Buche aber spricht er iiber d,ie Prinziltien d,essen,, was ist, insolerne es ist, das
si.tLd die Prinzipien der evsten Substanz, lund iiber die ersle Substanz,) deren Esistenz
hòclrcte Wahrheit isl.

Now it becomes imrnediately clear that I made an error entirely contrary to my
interests. For to say that Alexander speaks here of two kinds of substance, one which
can also be designated as òv fi 6v (and thus could be a universal) and another, de-
signated by the expression deren Existenz hòchste lVahrhei.t isl and thus characterized
as divine, would be much easier and make the case of Freudenthal much stronger,
lrad Alexander actually used lzuo phrases, one reading h.òchste Substau.z and another
reading erste Substanz. But as Freudenthal himself has it, Alexander used the same
phrase, ersle Substanz, twíce. Therefore it becomes extremely improbable that it is
applied once for òv fi iív in the sense of being a universal, the other time to the divine.
Indeed my case against Freudenthal becomes much stronger once my error has been
correctecl.

One of the reasons for which Freudenthal felt that he had to emend the text was
that he considered it entirely impossible that Alexander should have spoken of sub-
stance as having principles. But rvhat shall rve make of the beginning of A,[et..t\? Here
Aristotle says "our investigation is about substance (oùoía), because the principles
and the carrses for which we are searching are principles of substance . . . bhere being
three substances, one sensible, one kind of rvhich is eternal, another perishable . . .
and another that  is  changeless".  ( r ,  ro69a r8-rg;  30-33).

It remains to express my gratitude to Prof. A. Mansion who, in a letter to me, turned
my attention to the above error.

1 rù y'ìp xa$ó).ou xai xorvà (i.e. the vo4r& which are the objects of the voúq úÌr,xóq)
c'iv pèv únaplr,v èv roT6 xu.9éxaor&. re xai èvú)ror,q 3Xel. vooúpeva 8é ,(topl6 útrr;q xolvú re
xcri xr$ó)tou ^liveral xai tóre éori voúq 6rav voflrau. ei òè p,'i vooîro, oúòè Èorr,v Étl' 6ore

trc,ipr,o$évra ioù vooúvro6 aùrà voú g$elperut. ... (tp.or"a Eà toúror.6 xal rà è[ rigcnpéoecoq,
énoiú èoru rrÌ, pr.z$ilpanxú. .... èv olq òà rò vooúpanov xatù rilv aùroù gúorv èo;l
toroùrov olov voeirar, (i.e. vorlrú which must ahvays be thought of as such and actualll '
are being thought as such) - éorl Aè rol.rù:ov òv xzi iig$cgrov - èv roúror.q x"ai 7.copr,o$è.r
toú vrleîo$at ÌJ-q&uprov pével v"ui ó vr.fic, d.p':. 6 crliiro vofiou-q dq$aptóq Èoîr.r, où1 é ...
ù) . r , r -óq . . .  (qo,  4-r4 Bruns).
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is eminently some kind of being imparts this kind of being to every-
thing which is less eminently the same kind of being". Light, e.g.,
being eminently visible is the "cause" of the visibility of everything
visible. In other words, light imparts visibility by being eminently
visible. Everything else that is visible is, then, less visible than light.
Now, the procluctive intelligence is eminently an intelligibte (ro
púì,r,ota voqróv). Therefore (or in this sense) it causes the material
intelligence to become intelligible (which, as we know, the material
intelligence becomes by intelligizing that which is intelligible viz.
forms-in-matter, though intelligible less eminently than the intelligi-
bles which the prodlrctive intelligence intelligizes).

It is obvious that Alexander presents a very particular type of
causation. It is as close to what is causality in Neoplatonism as possible.

But Alexander has still another justification for calling productive
intelligence cause (crìictoq). It is cause by causing all intelligibles to
be.l In other words (they are not Alexander's own), productive
intelligence prodlrces the intelligibles. As we know, it does so by
intelligizing them. However, this does not mean that they did not
exist before they were intelligized. Coming into existence by being
intelligized'takes place only in the relation between the material
intelligence or between acquired intelligence (intelligence as ability)
and their (embodied) intelligibles. The kind of intelligibles which these
two intelligences intelligize (or think) have no existence independent
from or previous to, their being inteltigized. But it is different with
eminent intelligibles. They are coeternal with their being intelligizecl.z

And this xupic,rq voù6 Alexander designates as npò.rov a[rrov.3

(r5) Tttts concludes our review of Alexander. I think it can safely
be said: hjs interpretation of Aristotle's intelligence doctrine is the
soil out of which grew much of Plotinus' doctrine of intelligence.
Much in Plotinus is easier to understand when viewed against Alexan-
der's commentary. It is particularly much easier to understand why
and how Plotinus synthesized Plato's idea theory with Aristotle's

. -1 èv rc&,olv 1àp rò pr,óIlota xal xupior6 rr, òv xq-i rolq di).lolq a[trov roù elvar rocoúror,g
(the scholastic.: propter..quod alia, id, nraxinrurn tale) ... y.al cò pú).r,ora òì1 xai tfr aùrod
gú_oer vorltòv-eùì.ó1<oq aÍtuov xaùcie c6v di),l,cov voíioeorq. couoùrov 8è òv elrl'd,v ó nor,4rr,xò6
v9Ùq ... Furthermore eí4 xàv taúqlnor.lt lxòq (scil. the voù6 $úpaSev) fl aùrò6 aírr,oq roú
elvar zrfi,ol roiq voouprÉvotq (88, z6-39, rr Bruns).

. 
t 

-*tù ó vo6v dpor to-úto (scil. cò d,uì,ov elàoq) voùv voei où 7r,vópevov voúv 6re voetrar
óq ènl ròv èvú).cov elòdlv è7.er,, dì.),ù óvra voúv xai Xcopiq 

'ioù ún'b roú ..roú voeio$at (88,
3-5 l3runs).

3 89,  r7-r8 Bruns.
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theory of intelligibles. It is much easier to understand why Plotinus
cleveloped his doctrine of the presence of ideas, i.e. intelligibtes within
intelligence. It is much easier to understand why and how he developed
his idea of the identity of ("true") intelligibles with intelligence. It is
much easier to understand why he identified the realm of intelligence
with the realm of being. It is much easier to understand why he
identified intelligence with Plato's demiurge. It is much easier to
understand why he developed the theory of a type of causality wlúch
primarily might have applied only to the causality obtaining between
intelligence and soul, but later could obviously equally well be applied
to the relation between that which is one and intelligence. What
would be common to the causal relation in either case would be that
a thing which is eminently sornething is by this mere fact the cause that
other things are also the same "somethiog", though to a lesser degree.'F

(t6) Ir is doubtful whether Alexander succeeded in giving to his
Neoaristotelianism all the necessary clarity, coherence, and com-
pleteness. Of the gaps in his noetics none seems more obvious than his
failure to explain the kind of cooperation or help which the human
intelligence receives from the productive intelligence in its acts of
stripping the intelligibles from their matter. It is precisely this gap
which medieval philosophy filled \Mith the doctrine that the productive
intelligence "illunrinates" the gavrúoplara, i.e. the semi-immaterial
residues of the quarter-immaterial sensations, thus permitting human
intelligence to extract the species, i.e. Plato's ideas changed by Aristot-
le into irnmanent forms, from the sensations. The best known repre-
sentative of this interpretation is of course St. Thomas. But it could
also be asserted that some, most, or part of our knowledge is the
resuit of a direct action of the productive intelligence on the human
intelligence. This essentially would be the interpretation of Avicenna
and, according to some scholars, the irrterpretation of St. Augustine.

F'nrthermore, it remains unexplained how, precisely, the trans-
formation of the human intellect takes place. We saw that Alexander
is satisfied with a "somehow". And in historic perspective one can
immecliately see that there is a possibility to interpret Alexander in
such a manner that this transformation does not mean complete
identification. Thus, for this problem of transformation the following
possibilities ernerge :

(A) Those who accept the identification of the productive intelti-
gence rvith the suprerne god (or simply with gocl or with something

* Cf. E. R. Dodds, Procl.us. The Elements ol Theology (zlry6f); pp. zo6f; G. Nebel,
Plotinus Iiategorien der intelligiblen Welt (rgzS) pp. zzî..
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divine) can either consider the transformation as a complete clivini-
zation of man or insist that what is meant by transformation is, at
least in this life, nothing else but the perfection of human intelligence,
in other words, a "natural" event. They can even admit that in every
act of (true) knowledge this transformation takes place, but that this
by no means means any deification in the proper sense of the word.
The "bliss" of which Alexander speaks would, then, be simply the bliss
attendant the unhampered, full use of the human intellect. "trdenti-
fication" would be simply the presence of the object of knowledge in
the act of knowledge, secwndum modum recit'ientis.

(B) For those who reject the identification of the procluctive
intelligence with god (or gods) the sflme two possibitities are open,
though here the concept of an identification of the human intelligence
with the productive intelligqnce would, be a concept far less challenging.
Still, some would neatly distinguish between union (taking place in
every act of knowledge) and identification (transformation) ancl,
while admitting the possibility of the former, deny the possibility of
the latter.

And, be it repeated: it remains in Alexander entirely unclear whether
and in what manner the productive intelligence aids the human mincl
in its activity of knowing the intetligibles-in-matter.

(rt) I saro that the distinction between embodied and disembodied"
intelligibles is of prime importance for Alexander's interpretation.
with this distinction went, as we have seen, another, viz. between
two modes of cogrrition of intelligibles. Intetligizing embodied intetli-
gibles creates thern - and they exist as intelligibles only in and through
the act of intelligizing them. But it is clifferent with eminent (,rn-
embodied) intelligibles. Neither do they precede the act of intelligizing
them nor are they its result. Their esse i,s their intelligi, but this irz-
telligere is coeval with them and nothing apart from intelligizing them.
They are eternal and their existence is incessant - and so is the in-
telligizing of which they are the objects. The esse of intelligence is its
i.ntelligere.

It can easily be seen that this dichotomy of intelligibles involves
clifficult problems. Intelligibles embodied - they are roughly what
could be called universals, which exist as universals only in what u'e
could call acts of abstraction. But what are the unembodied intelli-
gibles ? If they cannot be Plato's ideas, are they Aristotle's Changeless
Clrangers or, as the Middle Ages called thern, intelligentiae separatae?
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And if such is the case, what have the two kinds of intelligibles in
common ? Tme, in some sense of the word we can call both immaterial.
But in the case of embodiecl intelligibles this means only that they can
by an act of abstraction be lifted from their matrix and given a short
life lasting as long as they are intelligized. The intelligibles properly
so called, however, have a permanent existence outside any material
substrate and are "apprehended" by an act which obviously cannot
be an act of abstraction as there is nothing from which we could
abstract them. We immediately recognize the origin of the later terms
intrt'mterialia praecisiue and immateri,alia pos'itiae (scit. sicut dicta),
indicating precisely the two kinds of Alexander's intelligibles.r

(18) Ir clesen'es to be stressed, both methods of intelligizing
intelligibles are a.ctivities of intelligence - or as later ages will say, of
reason as opposed to senses. But the difference between them is very
important. Roughly, the method of intelligizing embodied intelli-
gibles is to "abstract" them from matter. This abstraction (or as it is
sornetimes called in the Middle Ages, this denudation oî intell,igibilia,
or, as they are also called, species) according to Alexander takes place
by finding what is common (and in this sense of the word universal)
to concrete individuals (sensibles). Others will insist that such an
abstraction is what Husserl called ideierende Abstrahtion, i.e. the
awareness of the universal in an individual, such an awareness making
possible the seeing of what is common to many individuals, rather than
the other way round. The result is in any case obviously what we today
call universals. But the intelligizing of unembodied intelligibles takes
place in the form of some direct creative intuition or intuitive creation.
We immediately see the emergence of some of the most persistent
philosophical problems. Is all knowledge derived from sense perception
plus abstraction or is there non-abstractive (rational and intuitive)
knowledge ? 2 It is obviously Alexander's differentiation of two kinds
of intelligibles with the two attendant mocles of intelligizing them
which is at the root of that problem. And we also see that the well
knor,vn doctrine of the two faces of the soul 3 is, in one aspect at least,

1 I dealt with this problem with reference to St. Thomas in "Abstraction and
N{etaphysics in St. Thomas' Szr.nr.fi1,a,", Journal ol th,e History ol ldeas t4 (rgS3), p.284-
2 9 r .

2 For historic perspective as far as the Middle Ages are concerned, see e.g. J. Rohmer,
"La Théorie de l'abstraction dans l'école Franciscaine de Alexandre de Hales a Jean
Peckam", Archiaes d'Histoire Doctrirtale et Liltéraire du, Moyen. Age 3 (rg:8), p. ro5-r84.

3 Cf.  A.1\ ' I .  Goichon, Dist inct iore (above,  p.29,  n.  r ) ,  p.325,  note 6;  J.  Rohmer,  "Sur
la doctrine franciscaine des deux faces de l 'àme", Archiues d'Histoire Doctyinale et
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ultimately traceable to Alexander's two kinds of vo4rú with the two
attendant modes of cognition.l

(r9) Tun ExrsrENCB of two kinds of intelligibilia, so we said, is
connected with the doctrine of two kinds of intelligizing. We would,
unhesitatingly use the terms "intuitive" and "discursive" to describe
these two kinds of non-sensual knowledge, but it so happens that in
ancient and medieval philosophy the term "discursive knowledge"
or some equivalent (òr,avoeiv) is used without much ambiguit!, whereas
there is no unambiguous ter.m corresponding to the term "intuitive".
One of the most striking consequences of this is the use of the terms
ratio and ratiocinari in St. Augustine to describe, not as we perhaps
would imagine, the discursive knowledge alone, but rather non-
sensual knowledge in its both aspects, the intuitive and the discursi.ve,
or only in its discursive aspect, or, only its intuitive aspect alone.z
This is, prima facie, bewildering. But the terminological difficulties
disappear the moment we see that they aré ultimately connected with
the distinction between embodied and disembodied intelligibles on
one hand, with the inclusion of principles of reasoning among intelli-
gibles (formal intelligibles) on the other.

Now, it is obvious that the moment intelligizing is subdivicled into
two kinds, one related to volcú, the other to principles of reasoning,
instead of the bipartition sensing-intelligizing, we are likety to meet
with a tripartition (more rvill presently be said on this). This indeed
seems to be the position taken e.g. by the lkhwan-is-safa. They know
three degrees of knowledge, sensual, intellectuat by abstraction, and
intellectual by intuition.s But the term which they use for what we call
Littéraire du Moyen Age.z (rg"ù, p. 73-27 (cf. E. Gilson, "Les sources" fo.p. cit., above,
P. 14, n. 6), p. 57, note r). With all clarity Avicenna says that the face of-the soul which
looks .upwards uersus principia altissíma correspondi to tne airtus contemplatialr qu6re
solet informari a form,a uniuersali denud.ata a materia: Lib. trll Nat. li.e. the Làtin
condensation of the.psychological part of r(. at-Sifdr: see above, p.29, 

". 
ì] p. r. cap. 5,

f ' 5v, as edited by Gilson, ibid.,p.58. It is true that Avicenna. ddes not say with equàl
clarity that {or the soul to look downwards also means to extract the universals fiom
matter, not only the 'preside' over the life of action.

I The best introduction to the topic of abstraction and intuition, as discussed in the
l\{irldle Ages, is a text in the suntma, Theologiae, part III, Supplement, q.gz (derived
ftom In. Quartuno Sententiarum, Dist. XLIX,-q. II, art. I). Here itre author, siding witn
Alexander and Averroes and opposing Avicenna and Ibn BàSga, decides that in ad-
dition to abstractive knowledge, intuitive knowledge is both-possible and necessary
as there are existents other than the sensibles, rvhichlor rvho) arè not abstractible formi
(quiddities). True, all this is said with reference to ilre uisio beatilica of disembociied
goulst But the arguments can easily be lifted from this context and applied to knowledge
in this l ife.

2 See e.g.  De quanl .  an.  zZ,  5J.  \

_ 
3 A. Dieterici, Die Phitosophie cter Araber im IX. u,nd, X. lnhrlnmd.err n.. Chr,. Si.ebentes

Bttch' Di'e '4nthropologie, Leipzig n.d. : Die Anthropotogià der A,raber im zehnren lahr-
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intuitive intelligizing is strilcing. They speak of "demonstrative"
knowledge" This is a highly misleading term, as demonstration seems
to irnply discursive knowledge. But obviously we here have the same
kind of ambiguity as in St. Augustine's ratiocinatio. And the term
dernonstratio rs even better than St. Augustine's ratiocinalio, because
it connotes an element of intuitiveness. "Demonstrate" is "to slìow",
not only "to prove" (in German zeigen), though "to show" can be in
English used for "to demonstrate by proof", i.e. discursively. We see
to what extent Alexander's treatment of the two kinds of intelligibles
helps us to find a path in a jungle of ambiguous terms. Both princi-
ples and principals can be demonstrated.

(zo) LBr us now resume the topic of the identity of intelligence with
its objects in Plotinus. Whereas he pays hardly any attention to the
relation between the acts of intelligizing related to embodied intelli-
gibles, he in his way tries to make it very clear that the relation of
intelligence properly so called to its objects is as Alexander described
it - neither is the product of the other, neither precedes the other.
True, the introductory statement seems to say something different.
Intelligence, says Plotinus voei tù 6vroq óvta xal ùgíor4or,v.r This is
precisely r,vhat Alexander denies - intelligibles properly so called are
not constituted (or whatever translation of úgíor4[r.r we prefer) by their
being intelligized. But obviously we here only have a case of somewhat
careless wording. For a little later Plotinus explicitly declares: in-
telligence intelligizes that which exists and this neither precedes
intelligence nor follows it. Intelligence (voùq) is, as it were, vopr.o,Séq6
zrpòco6 or rather vóg,o6 aùtòq toù eTvar,. And this formula he considers the
equivalent of both the Parmenidean identification of voeîv and eivar,
and of Aristotle's"l tóv ,iveu úì,1q è:ruwrÍ:11lrr1raúròv rQ npúypúr1,2 which,
as we have seen, is the leitmotif of Alexander's exposition. And again a
little later Plotinus becomes even more explicit and emphatic on this,
to the point of formally retracting the word úgior4or,. Intelligence, says
Plotintrs, où vo{oa6 iv' ùrcoocí1o1 Éxaoro-' où yàp 6tr èvór]oe ,$eòv seò6
éyÉveto . . . An important conclusion follows: "O$av xai rò ).éyerv vofoer,6
tà ei81 ei oútto Àéyerar, ó6 èner,8l èvó4oe (scil. é voùq - é $eóq) tóAe (scil.

It 'u'ndert n. Cltr., Leipzig r87r (i.e. translation of Treatises z2-3o of the Encyclopedia
of  the Brethren of  Pur i ty) ,  p.20;39;  idenr. . ,  Achtes Bucl t .  Di .e LehreaonderúVel l .seele,
Leipzig n.d. : Die Lehre uon der lVeltseele bei den Arabern im X. Jahrhundert, Leipzig
r87z (i.e. translation of Treatises 3r-4o), p. 38. Cf. L. Gardet, La connaissance (above,
p . 2 0 ,  n .  3 ) ,  p .  r 3 7 .

t  V  9 ,  5 ,  r 3 - I 5 .
2 lbid., z8-3t.
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some idea - vorltóv) ÈyÉveto i éocr, róAe, oùx òp$òq.l Thus, plotinus
turns against what he considers a misinterpretation of the doctrine
that ideas are god's thoughts. So they are, says plotinus, but this does
not mean that god by thinking them creates them. on the contrary, he
is god because he thinks them - so could we clarify a little plotinus'
thought. But the weaPons to combat other Platonists have been forged
for Plotinus by Alexander.

Another point needs clarification. When Plotinus assents to the
formula that ideas are god's thoughts (and I have for simplicity,s
sake used the words "thoughts" and "thinking" in this section instead
of intelligence and intelligizing, simply because the formula ,.id.eas
are god's thoughts" is much more familiar than "id.eas are acts of god's
intelligizi.,g") he means by god intelligence and not that which is one.
We could also say - according to Plotinus ideas are the thoughts of
the second god, because the first god does not think (intelligize), being
above intelligence. Later we shall even better see how useful the
introduction of the terms "first" and "second" god" of which we
already rnade use (cf. above, p. zÍ) is for our purposes.

(zr) Tun DlclroroMv of intelligibles in Alexander, so we said., resuLts
from distinguishing forms-in-matter from immaterial,.forns',, i.e.
forms rvhich are forms of nothing (or of thernselves). But we alreacly
mentioned that many interpreters of Aristotle felt that to the extelt
that intelligence is considered a source of peculiar "intuition", 1or1-
discursive knowledge, comparable to sensation, the objects of this
intuition are not any individuals (disembodiecl forms) but simply the
principles of all reasoning.z Such an interpretation, (see p. 3r, n. z)
we said, lvas based mainly on the Anarytica ltosteriora rr rg" .also
several rvell known passages in the Niconracl'rean, Ethics s imply such
a doctrine.

Now, even from what was said it should be a ,priori expected that
some other interpreters of Aristotle would try to discard nothing and.
to combine all three kinds of objects of intelligence, viz. forms-in-
matter, forms-without-matter, and principles of reasoning ancl to treat
them simply as three kinds of inielligiútes. This, indeecl, is the case
as can with particular clarity be seen in the case of Averroes. I-tre

r_ I ,bid,,7, tz-r6. Cf. Vt 6l l+1, 19-43; VI 7[38]8, 7.
.  

'9!. tbot-g, p. 3r.Îh.t t . these-princiqrleq of 
-reasoning 

are the only objects ofintuitive^intelligence which Aristotlè stroujd ha-v_e recogniàa is asserted, é.S., uv ZelLerÍTlzs-f87_g)-, p_. 19z-6. But see p. Shorey, AJp zz(r ior),  p. 149_64, 
".pL57; 

r6rf.3  Nic .  Eth .  Z  6 ,  r r4ob 3r - r r4ra g .
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even uses characteristic terms to designate the difference between
the first and third kincl of intelligibles. Whether we "abstract" the
forms from the matter in r,vhich they exist and thus "intuit" universals
depe nds entirely on our will. But it does not depend on our will whether
we intuitively recognize the principles of reasoning (such as the princi-
ples of contradiction, the principle that the whole is greater than its
parts, etc.). We recognize them, as Averroes says, naturally.lNeedless
to say, this combination again is the result of interpretation of texts
rather than an)/ genuine philosophical insight.

(zz) LBr us now go back to Plotinus' equating intelligence with the
clemiurge. Perhaps some u'ill object to the assertion that this equation
is simply the translation of Alexander's term "productive intelligence"
(voùq norqoxó6). Let us therefore quote one more passage, this time
from Ps. (?) Alexander's Mantissa (or the so called II. Book of his
De aninta essay), to be more specific, from its section on intelligence,
especially from the report starting with the words "f heard Aristotle
say".2 It is well known that virtually all scholars assurne that "Aristot-
le" is a scribe's mistake for "Aristocles".s What is important for us is,
however, not so rnuch the question of its true authorship as the fact
that the section is Peripatetic in character and not Neoplatonic. This,
I take it, needs no additional proof. Now, in this passage Aristotle-
Aristocles says: The productivc intelligence is either the sole ad-

ministrator of things here or jointly with the orderly motion of the
celestials. In the former case, productive intelligence would be the

demiurge also of the possible intellect.a In this passage we see the

term demiurge applied to the productive intelligence. This should

remove any doubt as to tlre source of the corresponding equation in

Plotinus.
Of course, the passage is of great interest in another respect, too;

it clearly irnplies the possibility that the demiurgic qualities should

1 tr. S. Crawford, Averrois Cordubensis cotntnenlarium ,na'gnu,rn in Aristoteli.s De

anima libros, Cambridge, Mass. rg.53, p. +96, 4gr Crawford.
2 r to,4- l r3,z4 Bruns.
3 For a disctrssion of this problem see P. Moraux, Alexanilve d'Aplvodise eregàle

d,e la Noetique d'Aristote, Liège 1942. However I think that the two assertions of

Moraux, vlz. that tlne lVlantissa is not a work by Alexander Aphrodisias and that we

should not change Aristotle to Aristocles have been refuted by Fernanda Trabucco,
"Il problema del de philosophia di Aristocle di Messene e la sua doctrina", Acme tt
( rg58) ,  p .  97 - r5o ,  esp .p .  r r7  and  r r9 f .' 

îoú"ós 
-Aà 

OloUe 1.cil. A ileio€ voù€, who deì èvep1eî) litor, póvoq aùrò6 tù Év$úùe

òlolltei . . . óote crùròq xal roú òuvúper. voù 8r;p.toupyòq ì g,erù ri6 cóv oùpcv[cov eúcúx-

tou xrvfoeoq ( t rz,  z7-28;  r13,  3-9 Bruns).
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be attributed not only (not exclusively) to the pr<lductive intelligence
but also to all the other intelligences which are the changeless changers
of the planets and the spliere of the fixed stars. In other worcls, we
here in germ have the later Moslem theory accorcling to which the
productive intelligence is the last in the series of intelligences and
limited in its activity to the sublunar sphere. And what is even more
important, as indicated by Alexander, pr. (?) Alexander, and Aristotle-
Aristocles the causality exercised by all these intelligences is similar
to the causality obtaining between the productive intelligence and the
material (or possible) intelligence.l

(23) Tnr GERM of Plotinus' theory of the unconscious, i.e., the theory
that (true) intelligence and the (true) soul in us both are incessantiy
active although we are not aware of it is, so we asserted, the De an,inoa
passage in which Aristotle says of intelligence which is intelligence by
being all-productive (tQ núvroc nor,eÌv) that it does not íntelligize at
times only. This assertion still needs additional justification. For,
so could be objected, there is not the slightest hint in the Ari.stotelian
passage that this incessant intelligizing talies places in man. Therefore
there was for Aristotle no need even to aslc the question why we do
not intelligize without interruption.

Our answer to this objection is simply the remind,er that we shoulcl
not confront Plotinus with Aristotle r,r'ithout a medium. This mediurn
is the interpretation of Aristotle's intelligence doctrine - an interpre-
tation which was started by Theophrastus and of which Alexander

t M. Wittmann, Z.ur_Slellung Aaencebrol's (Ibn Gabirol's) im Entwichlungsgang der
arabischen Philosophie, Mún-ster ryo6 (Beitrd,ge'zur Geschichti d.er philosojnl.t"ai, liittrt-
alters.Ylt), p_. 45-52, traced certain aspectsif Moslem Neoplatonism aid pointed out
that it contains a peculiar synthesis of Aristotle's noetics witú his astronomiàl theories.
Indeed t9day, few readers of Aristotle would try to do what the Moslems did, viz.
equate the voÚ6 of which Aristotle speaks in De-anima with the system of Unmoved
Movers or assume that the voÙ6 of wnicn De anima speaks is simply one of the Un-
moved Movers, these themselves being voî. But, 

"," ""id 
above, itiútor out that the

germs of this combination are clearly present in Alexander's Mantissd, whoever its
author. Indeed, if we admit that Aristótle assumed the existence of riuplorq vo.r1rú.,,
i'-e. in his language, of forms which are forms of nothing, if we furthermore admit that
these immaterial forms cannot be Plato's icleas - whattbe could flrey be but tne Urr-
moved Movers ? Thus, when the author of the Mantissa says that the divine voù6
administers things here with the help of the wéll-ordered movements of the celestial
bodies, it is only a very short step from here to the assumption that it is not the move-
ments themselves which 'help' the divine intelligence, but the movers of the celestial
bodies. In brief, with one_.exception, the whole Intricate sygtqm of inteltige"";;.;;;: ..i
nating from the first intelliqence is alréàr,dy anticipated in tiié Àrtantissa. TÈe exception iis, of course, that 

T"oy Moslem _philosopher= "àp 
the world of intelligences b! gre

neoplatonic One, whereas in the Mantisia the diiine intelligence anA itte-àtner in-
telligences have no principle superior to them.
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Aphrodisias is the best known representative. It can safely be assumecl
- the question concerning the relation between man's mind and the
intelligence which is eternally active must have been known to Plo-
tinus. We do not know which of the únoplv{pr,aca by Aspasius, Alexan-
der, and Aclrastus were read at the conferences of Plotinus (Porphyrius,
Vtta Plotin'i r.4) but considering Plotinus' interest in the intelligence
doctrine on one hand and the interest of the Peripatetics in the same
doctrine as expounded by Aristotle it is highly improbable that
Plotinus should not have encountered the question mentioned above
in Peripatetic writings.

Indeed, later Platonists treated Plotinus' doctrine of the uncon-
scious as just one variant of the several typical interpretations of
Aristotle's intelligence doctrine. T}re loclts classicus is lvell known -
it is the discussion of the question in both the Greek and the Latin
texts o{ Philoponus' commentary on Aristotle's De anima IIL Here
Philoponus reviews particularly the problem how to interpret Aristot-
le's passage concerning the uninterrupted and eternal intelligizing
of intelligence and in so doing refers to a number of interpreters, among
them Alexancler of Aphrodisias, Plutarch of Athens, and Marinus.
Along with these, also Plotinus appears, as just another interpreter.

It is not the purpose of the present book to deal with the history
of the interpretation of Aristotle's intelligence doctrine for its own sake.
To indicate clearly Plotinus' corilribution to this history lve sha,ll limit
ourselves to presenting in schernatic form some fundamental possi-
bilities as indicated in appropriate passages in Themistius 1 and in
Philoponus.2

(A) Either productive intelligence is equated with Gocl (Aristocles,
Alexander), with divine intelligence, intelligence of spirits (Marinus),
etc., in other words with super-human intelligence. If this is done,

r Themistius, -ft. Libros Aristotelis De anima Paraplunsis, ed. R. Heinze, Berlin
r89o (6 lG V/3).

2 It is generally recognized that the Greek text of the commentary to De aninra
III attributed to Philoponus (In Aristotelis De anirna, ecl. Hayduck, Berlin 1887,
CAG )<V) is the work of Stephanus, most likely his rervorking of the original bv Philo-
ponus. The original text by Philoponus is preserved in a Latin translation. r)n all
these problems see A.  Gudemann, ar t .  Ioannes (z l )  in RE IX/z ( rStq) ;  R.  Vancourt ,
Les derniers coînntenlateurs Alexandrin,s d'Ayistote. L'Écotre d'Olympiodore. É,tienne
d'Alexandrie (Mémoires et trauaur publi.és par professeu,rs des Facullés catholiques cle,.
Lille, î,ascicule LII), Lille r94r; M. de Corte, Le Contmentaire de Jean Philo-pon, sur
le Troisième Liure du, Traité de l'Ante d'Aristote, Liège-Paris 1934 (contains the Latin
text to which reference is made in what follows). On Philoponus in this context see esp.
M. Grabmann, "Mittelalterliche lateinische Ubersetzungen von Schriften der Aristote-
les-Kommentatoren Johantres Philoponos, Alexander von Aphrodisias und Themistios",
SB der Bayer isch,en.  Alz.  d. l ,Viss. ,  Phi los.-h ist .  Abtei lwng r9e9 (Nlùnchen r9z9),  p.3r-48.
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Aristotle's sentence that productive intelligence always intelligizes
offers no major problems. A divine being can intelligize lvithout
cessation

(B) Or it is denied that productive intelligence should be equatecl
with God (Themistius,l Plutarch of Athens, Philoponus).2 One sees
immediately how important this denial is for the problem of imrnort-
ality. Such a denial is usually based on the distinction between the
subject matter of. De enirna and that oî. Met. A. The former, it is often
said, deals exclusively with man.3 Therefore, productive intelligence
as treated inDe enirne is supposed to be human intelligence exclusivelSr;
only the intelligence dealt with tn Met. A is supposed to be clivine
intelligence.

This denial, however, makes it imperative to interpret the sentence
in De anima which says that pr'oductive intelligence intelligizes
incessantly, in a way which takes cognizance of the fact that prima

lacie human intelligence does not intelligize incessantly.
Some fundamental possibilities emerge :
(r) Either it is assumed that the incessant activity of the productive

intelligence indicates the operation of intelligence in man indeecl -

but in man taken not as an individual but as species (Philoponus-
Stephanus).4 And this is interpreted either:

(") as meaning that mankind. is eterrral a />arte ante and a t>u.rte post,
so that there is always at least one member of the race in whom
productive intelligence operates (Philoponus) 5 or

(b) as meaning that several individuals in several parts of the
earth intelligize, each some of the intelligibles, in such a way
that the sum total of their intelligizing equals the total intelli-
gizing of productive intelligence (Philoponus).6

r OP. cil. (above, p. 48, n. r), p. ro2, 3o-ro3, 19 Heinze.
2 OP. cif. (above, p. 48, n. zl, p. 536, ro; cf. 536, 16 Hayduck (against Marinus) ; p" 4r

de Corte (above,  p.48,  n,  z) .
3 Themist i t ts ,  o l t .  c i t .  (above,  p.48,  n.r ) ,  p.  roz,  3o-ro3,  19 F{einze.
4 O!r .c i t .  (above,  p.  48,  n.  z) ,  p.538,32 -  S3g,rz Hayduck (ó voú6 dei  voeT, où1 t i :6

fllorivo6 olerdt, 6tr, del 8rù rro-wòq ó aùtòq voe[ ... d]'À' 6tr é èv 6].qr cdp xóog.rp
dvSpóntvoq voùq &el voeÌ, x&v ylp è1ò g.l vodl d-1,1,' oÚv éiÀì.oq voeî, xotl rfr 8r,aòoXfr yivecar
r ò  d e í  . . . .

0 Cf .  p.4r  deCorte (above,  p.48,  n.z l :non enim ut iqwe quis d icel  qu,od, i t t .hathacl i tno
ornnes quidem scientes perierunt. Salaati sunt autem aliqu,and,o ([azf] see below) econtra.
Ficticium enim quod iale, sed, semper sunt in omni et qui polentia scientes el tlui hoc perli-
cientes.It is obvious that aut (above) is impossible and indeed upon my question Prof.
G. Verbeke informed me that the word does not occur in any of the manuscripts known
to us and seems simply to be the result of de Corte's slip of the pen.

6 Si enàm aspiciamus ad totam latitud,inem, animarum et non ad ununt. sittgttlarem,
non. utique dicemu,s qu,andoque quidem intelligere, quandoque autern non intelligere h,w-
tnaîvunr. inlellectum., sed, semper intelligere, secund,um l,) quod etiant dixit'neque tempore
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(") Or it is assumed that contrary to what seems to be the case the
productive intelligence indeed operates in every man incessantly
(Plotinus 1; see below).

Finally, there is the possibility of reconciling A and B by assuming
that Aristotle speaks of two kinds of productive intelligence. One, in
the singular, would be identical with divine intelligence and it would be
this one which intelligizes incessantly. The other, existing in a plurality
of exemplars, each belonging to one man and not really transcendent,
woulcl not intelligize incessantJy.z However, to these productive
intelligences the qualities of irnmateriality and immortality, thus of
personal immortality would attach themselves.s

prior est' lesse enint) <scil icet) qui fotentia eo qtr.i actu (ibid).I correctecl de Corte,s
text only to malce its meaning clear. Another possible correction rvould be neque tem-
pore firi.or lenr') lestf esse fenim] <eunt> qui potentia eo qui actu, or, in the last phrase,
esse en.inr' {eu,nt,). The replacing of prior est by priorenr has been suggestecl by A.
Mansion, "Le texte du 'De Intellectu' de Philopon corrigé à. I 'aide de la collation de
Monseigneur Pelzer", l l(élanges Aztguste Pelzer, Louvain rg47, p. 325-346.
-  

1 Phi loponus, .op.  c i t .  (above,_p.48,  n.2) ,p.535,8 Hayduck:  f I r<ot Ìvoq. . .  èvspyef ,g voúv
èvó1oe ròv civSpcónr,vov voùv . . . Cf. p. 49, n. 4.

2 'Ihis is perhaps the place to observe that rvhenever the attempt is made to distin-
guish betrveen the voíq qua (in some sense of the word) immanent in men a1d voúq
as transcendent, it will be attendetl by expressing this difference in an appropriate
terminology. Typical is in such case the translating of voú6 in the former senie óf ttre
word by inlelligentia agens, in the latter by intetlectus a.gens. See e.g. Petrus Hispanus
(John XXI) in M. Grabmann, "Die Lehre vom intellectus possibil is und inteliectus
agens im Liber de anima des Petrus Hispanus, des spàteren Papstes Johannes XXI",
Archiues d'Histoire Doctrinale et Li.ttéraire du Ìvloyen Age rz-r3 (-ir ?), 1937-1938,
p. 167-2o8, esp. p. 169-199 (strikingly enough, even the intellectu.s agens, i.e. the im-
manent voÚq seems to be credited by Petrus Hispanus with incessant intelligizing:
see p. tgzf..). Thus, once {orlroÙ6 two translations (intellectus, intelligenlia) havà beòn
introduced to philosophical terminology (cf. above, p. 14, n. G), they can be used to
express a distinction of voi different from Lhe distinction for which they rvere originally
coined to express. For the way in which these trvo terms are used by GundisÀalinu!
(' inlellectus : source of scientia; inlell igentic : ssu16e of sapienfia) see 8,. Gilson, ..Les

sources" (above, p. r4, n. 6), p. 86-88. For the importance of Petrus Hispanus, see Gilson,
ibid., p. ro6î.

3 Whether this is the thesis of Themistius is controversial. See on this problem G.
verbeke, Thénrisliu.s, cotnntentaire sur le Traité de l'àme d,'Ari-store (rysil p.-XLrr-LV;
LXli ident, "Themistius et le 'De unitate intellectus' of Saint Thomas;'f Reaue philo-
sophique d.e Lou,uain 53 (r955), p. t4r-r64.

I myself am of the opiniotr that the text of Themistius, as it stands, is inconsistent.
The whole interpretation depends entirely on whether we read the passage in the
light of its opening phrase (which seems to assume only one productive intélhgence:
îo3, 20-24) or in that of its conclusion (which seems to assume in addition to it a
plurality of productive intell igences, the latter being, as is known, one of the interpre-
tations of St. Thornas). This conclusion reads: ol, 8è è).ì,apnópevos xaÌ èì,ì,úprcowe6
nìe[ou6 ggîep 

"p 
góe . ó pèy yùp Íi).r,oq elq, tò 8è q6q eínor6'd,v tpónov ttvù pep[(eo.$ai

*1 :"c óleq.' 8.r,ù coúro Tqp .rl tòv íi),r,ov napaBéB),1xev (scil. Aristotle) dLià'rà 9a6,
fllótar_v òÈ tov íi),tov' tQ fùp dyaSQ &vúÀo1ov aùròv (scil. voùv nor,ryrxóv) nor,eî (ro3,
3z-36 Heinze).

Thus it could be that Themistius indeed denied the doctrine of the unicity of the
prodttctive ìntell igence or at least modified it, either by replacing that unicity by a
plurality of i l luminated' productive intell igences or by supplementing it with- it.
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One more possibility of dealing with'the text of Aristotle rnust be
mentioned for reasons which will be clear later. In some manuscripts of
De anima the decisive sentence omits the où1 and thus reads: d),ì.' ótà
g,èv voeÌ érè I'où voei (scil. the human voùq).4 Thus, the sentence
becomes perfectly clear - almost too much so. What could be more
obvious than the fact that man sometimes thinks, sometimes does not ?
For our plrrpose it is not necessary to explain the reason for this o-
rrrission. But obviously this omission amounts to a very radical
operation, leaving the patient either crippled or restored to full health.

This is a typology of interpretations of the passage in which Aristotle
speaks of the uninterrupted intelligizing of intelligence. Let it be
repeated, each of them can be founcl in some commentator of Aristotle,
who lived between the time of Alexandèr Aphrodisias and that of
Stephanus. From our point of view it is particularly remarkable how

I{owever, I should suggest that the whole passage introducing the plurality o{ pro-
ductive intelligences is not by Themistius but a marginal note by a reader critical of
Themistius. This reader quite obviously reinterpreted the light parable used by
Themistius. Themistius opposed to the unicity of light the plurality of 6t!er,6 in order
to explain the unicity of the productive intell igence as different from the plurality of
inrlividual acts of intelligizing. 'Ihe critical reader said that precisely by tbis parable
Aristotle intended to express the idea of a plurality of productive intelligences. I{ad
Aristotle actually meant to teach the unicity of the productive intelligence, the critical
reader said, he would have compared it, not to light, but to*the sun, as Plato did. In
other words, the critical reader wanted to say: there artj\.productive intelligerìces
comparable to light which, however, is always split into plufality, and a productive
intelligence comparable to the (unique) sun, the source of light.

The best proof that we here have an insertion and not a statement by Themistius
seems to consist in the fact that immediately after having formulated the doctrine of
tlre plurality of productive intelligences, the text as it stands explicitly restates tltat
weal la l l reducib letoone product iveinte l l igence (ro3,3ó-38;  cf .  roo,  r6-ror ,4 l {e inze).
This doctrine Themistius bases on the distinction between 'man' and the 'essence of
man (d[],].o ... tò èyò xai rò èpr,oì, elvar: roo, 18 Heinze), In the former sense, f am
not the (unique) productive intell igence; in the latter I amthe (unique) productive
intelligence. It does not seem that Themistius would have said this if he wanted to
teach that there are as many productive intelligences as there are men.

One is tempted to translate the doctrine of Themistius concerning the difference
between'I'and'the essence of me'into l{antian terms ancl to say every man is at the
same time horno pltaenornenon and as such different from any man, but he at the same
time is homo nooum,enon and as such does not differ from any other man. And it even
seems that this would indeed perfectly express what Kant had in mind (see Section IV).

In other words, the doctrine of Themistius is to be {ound only in the passages ro3,
2o-2+ (one voù6, one góq) and ro3, 36-38 (we all are reducible to one productive
intelligence; cf. roo, r.7-ror., +). The passage ro3, 3z-36lleinze (the rcpórcoq è).ldpn<,r.r
voúq should be compared not with g6q which is in some way always divided in 6{.,er,q,
but rather with the sun, which is one) is a gloss.

Tlreabove interpretation agrees with that of H. Kurf ess, Zur Gesclrichle der Erhld.rung
der Aristotelischen Lehreaorn sog. NOTX IIOIHTII(OZ und IIAOHTIKOE, Ttibingen

l9rr, p. z3 and also with his assumption that the text of Themistius is perhaps interpo-
lated by later commentators (ibid., note z6).

a See_the apparalus to De an.III5, 43oa zz in any crit ical edition, e.g. that of [W.] D.
Ross, Oxford 1957; Zeller II lz (sry6!, p. SZ., note z.
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well Plotinus fits into their company. For, as indicated., the inter_
pretation listed above under B z is that of Plotinus and philoponus-
Stephanus explicitlv credits him with it.

True, Philoponus-stephanus neglected. to explain how plotinus
could assert that hurnan intelligence intelligizes incessantly. But fronr
our analysis of the relevant texts we hnow that exptanatión. plotinus
said tlrat rnatt, often, renrains *nconscious of this irttittigizing.

In other words, a firm grasp of the problems in Alexander, plo_
tinus, and Philoponus makes it possible to present long stretches of
ancient and medieval philosophy in what could be calted an a priori
manner- By simply combining and recombining id.eas, terms, etc.,
we create niches into which fits a great number of theories represented
by many ancient and medieval lvriters. This makes . ,orrèu of the
history of philosophy much easier and clearer. True, this is to à certain
extent done at the expense of our respect for these authors. For, tine
and again r've fincl that what we have before us is often a mere sh'ffling
and reshuffling of concepts, a new combination all right, but not
alr,vays accompanied by new insight.l

, 
t-P:{"-t" leaving,. the-Moslem. philosophers, a ferv words may be said on al-I{indi,

al-Faràbi, and al-Clazzdli in relJtion to ttre topics of the preéent investigation. Al-KindÎ seems to be 
-the first_lvIoslem philosophei who introduced the fourfold divisionof voúq,. corr-esponding to Arexander'i voú6év òuvúp,er,.èv Èvepyeiq, è"t;;i;;s tèv g1eii,

norFr,xóq. (adding, it seems, what he calls demonsirative i"tàriig.i"""i. ilà; al-Kindî
we also find the doctrine of the identity of intelligizing wiih it" irrt.ttigible, butstrangely enough he seems to assume thai no such idénti{ exists .; th" i;;:l oi pro-
ductive intelligence. The sentence in which 

-something lit<e ttre infusion of inteiligibles
into the human mind see.m-s.to_b.e exglesse$ anticipa"tes a characteristic doctrine byAvicenna. see A. 

Ygy Fd.r), Die phîr,osophischen Àbhandtungrn ari jo;gai orn rshàqal'-Kindí,lVlùnster r8,g7, Beitrdge zur Gesàhichte dey philosopíri" arr" nriíinu"7s II/5,
p . i :  L t r ;2 ,  ro - rz .  bu t  a l so  F innegan ,  

l ' T9x t9 "  (above ,  p . i+ ,  n .6 ) ,  p .  16 r .
Al-Fàràbi attracts our attention particularly becaur" i." ,""*s to base his interpre-

tation of the concept of the productive inteíligence on an eclition of Aristol e,s Deanirna in rvhich the crucial sentence omitted 
1t ù!x, thrs denying that i"leìùgi"irrg i,

an incessant act iv i tv  (cf .  above,  p.5r) .But  th is g ives him 
"-goò.1 

reason to ascend
to the creator of the.p.roductive intelligence and al*so to the whole astronomical cosmos.
For productive intelliqgtcg, precisely because of the intermittedness of its action, isimperfect. (although. this imperfection 

_is ultimately due to flre imperfection of the
lufliLlllÍ,:", 1|t"h 

the productive intelligence àcts). Thus proaóti"u inteuigence
rs cÒnsrderably lowered in rank and has above it other intelligÉnces, r,iz. the celestial
movers' In addition, al-Fàrà.bi distinguishes between voùq in Aristotle's Il,Ielaphysics
which he identifies with the first-deity under the prime mover, from the voù6 of which
A,ristotle speahs in De aninta. We inimediately ràcognize the correspondinj positions
o f  theGreeh in te rp re te rso f  A r i s to f l e (c f .above ,p .asa id  p .+7 ,n . r ) . I t i ou ldÉeremark -
able if the profound.change rvhich has resultea in lne coÀbination of Aristotle,s noetics
with his astronomy (see above, p. 46, n. 4) would at least partly have been cause6 by avariant in Aristotìe's text (on all this see: Fr. Dieterici, 'Atfirabi's fhitosofilrische Ab-
Ita-rdlmrgetr, Leiden_-r89z, esp- i lre third Ab.hand,hnrg,',.ut". di; 

'CJ;;[u'g", 
a*.

wortes ' Inte l lect '  ( 'vernunf t ' ) " ,  and here part icular ly  ! .7r  wi f l r  p.  z16 p.zzi . ;  Gi lson,
"Les sources" [above,  p.14,  n.6] ,  p.  r r4,  î in"  3.zO-7.  

'  '

In lris lllu,sterstaat (K. al+nad,îùa al-fadita) we find the iclentification of the first
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(z+) Tunn' is one more aspect of plotinus' doctrine of the un-
conscious. In Enn. IV g he tries to establish the thesis of the unicity
of all souls. And while such a doctrine explains what we call occult
phenomena such as the efficacy of magic, incantations, etc., it seems
to be contradicted by the fact that the content of my consciousness
is not identical with that of other men. But this objection plotinus
refutes by the assumption that we are not.always consciorls of the full
content of our mind. In modern terms: man's mind contains a con_
scious part and an unconscious one. Again it is obvious how important
the concept of the unconscious is within the framework of the svstem
of Plotinus.

intelligibles - which probably means intelligibles of the lowest degree - interpreted asprinciples (F. Dieterici, Der Musterstaat uon Alfarabi, Leid,en ,9?o, p. 7ii1. rrrir, otcourse, does not mean that the other two kindi of intelligibt"" ir"'"iríaànea. rn'sAlexander's bipartition 
-of intelligibles (forms_in_matter;- ,pure, forms) becomes atripartition, with principles of reasonin-g as the third part (ci. above,-p.-oli Further_more al-Fà.ràbi here assumes the possibility of the union wittrthe p.oa""ii"l"iît"llig"rr""

resulting in-man's happiness (p.bSt. Diet).
Finally al-Fàràbi professes the 

-doctrine 
of monopsychism and the doctrine of theunity of the human race in the sense in which it wasàssumed in philoponus-stephanus

(above, p. 49). Thus for him the incessant intell igirinfor the productive inteligenceis equated with the thinking of the human race"in iis totality - 
""à 

uv lotality al-Fà'ràbi means totality in space and time (p. roo Diet.). We shall see later that Averroesin this respect is greatly indebted to al-Fàràbî.

. But stlangelf enough, al-Fàràbi combines with his mon64psychism, the belief in theimmortality o{ individual souls. }Ie even describes the confip,un,io of. gre blessed ones.The greater the number of the blessed:lerr_the greater trrb u"atit"a"-"r 
""ery 

singlesoul (p-' ro3 Diet.). In other words, al-Fàràbi r*uir. to assume ilre same lrind of blissfor embodied souls as for disembodied ones and in both cases the beatitude is ilre resultof tlre unio with the pro.ductive intelligence. Only this beatitude cannot be shared wiilroj-her9 as long as man lives, whereas it can be sírared *itt otr,lr. ;il;; ;;;";eath, andthis sharing increases the beatitude. R. 
'walzer, 

"Al-FàràbI'" rr,"o.y Li eioprrecy a.aDivination", Jou,rnal ol l lettenic Sturlies Z-Z GgSù, p. t4z_r4l,"Jp. p. ri+, unhesi_tatingly classes al-Fàràbi with those wtro àbny tie pòssiuitity'oi ,nitoinlliis tife. Hismain reference is to a-passage in the Musterstàat, pizl Diet. (and as far 
"s 

ru"orrd".yliterature is concerned, to Munr<, Méranges tabgye, p."rs, n. rl, p. 348, note 3 and toSteinschneider [abo_ve, P. 19, n. 3], p. lorf, to whicli te also could have added anotherpassage on p. 9rf. Diet. But he does not mention the passage referred to above (p. s:f.Diet.). Let us compare the texts.

Man's Endaollend'ung ist das Gtiich. Es Dieser Mensch (scil. the philosopher
besteht d,arin, dasz die Seele des Menschen l<ing) sleh,t auf der hócl.sten stule d,erin der Vollhommenheif. ihres Seins so we.it Melschhreit und. ist er (sic) im lúcltsler,tgelattgt, dasz s'ie zu ihrem Bestelwn eines Grad, d,es Gliicks. Seine Seele isl uollhont-
Stolles nicht mehr bedarl . . . Nur ist dabei nten, sie wald in a", ,orr-uru gischitdertett
festzuhalten, dasz d,ie Stule dieser Seelen úVeise (scit. having become' matter in(scil. l iving an immaterial l ife) noch unler relation to the próductive intell igence)
der Stule des. schallenden 

,Intelle{9 (Pro- zr.t eins mit dem sclnllendiir lrúellect
ductive intell igence) steht (p. Zl Oiet.). (p. S:f. Diet.).

- 
'flre-same 

problems 
?Ppear also in another writing of al-Fàràbi, ltis stuarsleitung(p.Brónnle, ed., Die sr.aatsrài.iung uort. Al,farqbi_|.e, x. 

"r"-riyasat 
al-madaniy.r . . . aus dernNachlass . . . F. Dieterici, Lèioen r9o4l. Fiere the prJoo"ti. lr" inteuigÉnie is ato ae-signated as holy spirit (p. z Diet.; onthis concept 

"tlsl"tio" 
v sub Avicenna) anct i lr is
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Now, the title of Plotinus' essay is not "On the unicity of the soul".
It is simply "Are all souls one ?" r But we rendered this question by the
r,vords "On the unicity of the soul" on purpose, to indicate the historic
perspective which here opens. The famous doctrine of the unicity of

productive intell igence also contains the souls of the celestial bodies (p. 5 Diet.). These
souls are more perfect than ours, because they have always been 'aciual' souls, which
means that tltey are thinlcing souls. But on the other hand, we read that the perfect
man is close (oriy close) t" !-h" productive intell igence (p. 7 Diet.). This seems to imply
that al-Fàràbi does not believe in the union with prorluctive intelligence, in this iif-e
(p. 8 Diet.). However, only a ferv lines later, al-Farabi speahs of the man who has be-
come divine, and this divinization seems to presuppose the union (ihid.).It is by 1o
nleans clear that divinization here means man's condition after death. Anrl all ihese
considerations are capped by the description of the bliss of disembodied souls, which
becomes greater for every single soul in proportion to the increase of the number o{
otlrer souls with whorn they share their bliss. This sharing, this comrnunio santclorunt
lras no n,unr.erlls clau,sus (cf. below, Section III r, p. 9r, n. 5). And none of the saintly
ones remains indifferent to the increase in their number.

I do not feel entitled to express an opinion as to the consistency of al-tràràbi's
doctrirres. It was in one respect at least denied by Averroes (see bèlow); in recent
t imes by I .  Madl<otr ,  op.  c i l .  (above,  p.  14,  u.6) ,  p1 rz9.  of  pr ime importance for  an
interpretation of al-Fàràbi is in addition to this rvork of Madkour, p. r22--,zog, L. Gardet,
(l-a. con'naissance labove, p. 20, n. 3], p. r6 note r; ry{'. fontologicaf transformation in al-
Fi ràbi :  Phi l .  ,4b1t . . ,  p.  46;  7S):  zo;  27,  note 3) .

Fnrtlrermore, as Rahman's translation of De intellectu et inlellectione (above, p. r4, n. 6)
nral;es it clea.r, al-Fàràbî elaborates Alexander's point that the voùq ènixc1To6 can
intell igize iutell igibles even in the absence of the matter in which they are embéddecl
and from rvhich they have become abstracted. He attributes to these vozltú an inde-
pendent ontic.status acquirecl by their being abstracted and their being'intell igized
by the voúq én[xr1îo6 as an act of self-intelligizing.

Furthermore al-Fa.ràbl sharply <listinguislres the volcú embedded in matter (whether'present' only in the stage in which the voú6 stil l has not become voú6 èzríxr4roq
or iu this latter stage) from xupícoq voqcú. It is obvious - as these vo1td, have never
been abstractecl and exist ahvays only as intell igized (oùx é{o voú) to intell igize
thern must rnean to become the voù6 rvhich always intell igizes flrem.

Concerning al-Gazzà,Li, a passage of some interest occurs in the Latin translation
of lris 1l'Ieta.lt lrvsics englished by J. T. Nlucftle (Algazel's lVletaphysics, Toronto 1933,
i.e- tlre. tnetaphysical and physical parts of his logica et philosopltia : ilIaqd,si.tl at-
t'aldsifa). I{ere in Pars II, Tractalus l/, j we find an inquiry quom,orlo liunt iìr a.ninur.
itúellectus abslro.cli el intenciones u.u.iuersa.les (p. r84, r4-r5). The term for the u.nio is
cohevutcia and it appears on p. r85, 6 Nluchle, but it remains unclear rvhat al-Gazzàlî
th in l<s of  i t .

Iror al-(ìazzl.l i 's denial of the possibil ity of the unio in any form see M. Asín Palacios,
El iusto ntedio en. Ia creencitr.. Cont.lzendio dc teologia dogrnatica d.e Algnzel, Madricl rgzE
(i.e. ,f i" al-Iqti '9dd ii ' l- i ' t iqad), also containing excerpts from al-Gazztlî 's I{. al-t\t[aqsad
under the title Libro del ntrÍs sr.tbl.inte desigttio, qu.e explica el. sentido de los belíslmos
nottbres de Dios (p.  +S8-+Zr) .

In any case let it be stressecl that rve are not primarily interested in ascertaining
who professed rvhich doctrine. We rather try to construe all doctrines which cou|l
have been professecl and to order them in a systematic or semi-systematic {ashion, so
that they preserrt something like essences, rvhile it remains contingent who actnalll '
professed them, thus giving them existence. This does not mean that u'e try to write
an a priori history of philosophy, because our starting point are existences rather than
essences, viz. tloctrines actually professed by some philosophers, in our case mainlv
Alexander, Plotinus, and Themistius.

t That a.ll souls al'e one, in Plotinus lneans that they are not separated, though they
are and ahvavs renraitl differentiated. On the difficulties of this concept see Zeller,
I I I lza ( rSo:)  p.  597,  note r .  The /ocrrs r /dssi r t rs. 'VI  +,  4,  34-45.
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intelligence (usuall/ going under the name of Averroes) has often been
designated as the doctrine of monopsychism. And incleed, it is funda-
mentauy one and the same problem -,"Is there only one intelligence
common to all men?" and "Is there only one soul comrnon to all
men?" It can safely be said: When plotinus asserted that there was
only one soul common to all men, he ex lortíori asserted that there was
only one (higher, true). intelligence common to all men. The three
essays v r, IV 8, and IV g can be summeil up as teaching the doctrine
of the unicity of the (productive) intelligence and the soul. It is one
and the same soul, one and the same intelligence which is present in ail
men. This unique soul, this unique intelligence operates incessantly,
though we are not conscious of it. Plotinus is, in other words, simply
another rePresentative of the famous doctrine de unitate intellectus,
and of monopsychism. And he buttresses it by his doctrine of the
unconscious.

Now, in our century we can appreciate these doctrines of Plotinus
much better than many other centuries could, because our century
provided us with a concept linking the concepts of the unicity of
intellect and/or soul with the concept of the unconscious. It is of course
Jung's concept of the collective unconscious.

I do not mean to say that Jung's concept of the unconscious is
identical with that of Plotinus. Nor is his col$ctive mind precisely
Plotinus' unique intellect or soul. But for a stffient of the history of
philosophy wlìo might be inclined to consider the problerns of the
unicity of intellect (and monopsychism) as having merely historical
interest, these problems suddenly might come to life in the light of the
theories of Jong. And once this has happened to him, the stuclent
of philosophy will be much better equipped to assess such theories as
Kant's transcendental consciousness, Fichte's non-empirical Ego, ancl
Schopenhauer's unicity of the will (see Section IV).

(2il I eu by no means the first to rink the problems of mono-
psychism and the unicity of intelligence. The contrary is provecl by n
paraphrase from Themistius' commentary on Aristotle,s De anima.
There is, says Themistirls, nothing strange in the assumption that we
all hark back to one productive mind nor in the other that we all
derive our being from that one intellect. If we clon't make this as-
sumption, how could we explain the existence of icleas common to ail
men ? How could we explain that we all without instruction have a
similar understanding of fundamental terms and of fundamental
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axioms ? Indeed, men could not even understand each other, unless
there was one intelligence in which we all participate.

A little later Themistius adds: And the question asked by some
moclern and sotne ancient ones whether all souls are one should be
rephrasecl to read: Are all intelligences one ? 1

of the commentators of Aristotle whom we mentioned in the pre-
ceding pages some were still pagan, some already Christian. philo-

Ponus, who chronologically comes last, died already after the birth
of Mohamrned. And legend connected him with the conquest of
Alexandria by the Arabs and has it that he asked the conqueror to
grant him its library. The symbolic significance of this legend is too
obvious to need explanation.z Soon the Moslems were to take more
than physical possession of the Helleno-Christian world. In the r3th
century the doctrine of ttre unicity of intellect was to become a
center of controversy. But the positions of the philosophers, Moslem,
Jewish, and Christian, do hardly more than resfate the positions which
by the end of the 6th century Graeco-pagan and Graeco-Christian
philosophers had established. To these forerunners of the Middle Ages
also Plotinus belongs.s

(26) Ir is not only Jung's doctrine of the collective unconscious of
which we feel reminded on reading Plotinus. His twin ideas, one that
the human mind intelligizes incessantly, the other that we, however,

- 
1 ei. 8è ele éva rcorr;rlx,òv voiv &ruvreq, óvayóp,e$a o[, oullreúplevor èrc roú 8uvúg,er xal

èvep1ef,g, xai Éxóortp út 6ru tò elvar napà. roú évòq Éxeivou èacív (here, then, the
productive intelligence clearly_ is the cause of our existence), où xpù $aug,ú(erv.
nó$ev.1tìp ai.xouvai Évvorar; zró$ev òè f1 ri8íòaxro6 xal óp,o[a tdlv npór<ov 6pcov àrlveor,q
.. .; pdnore y&p oú8è rò ouvrévar dÀ),{rcov úrrfrp7qev dív) e[' ph rts fiv etq voú6 oú r&vreq
Èxorvrovoúpev. (ro3, J.6-1o4, 3 Heinze) ... xa['rò napú tr,vov (1roúpsvàv xal ve<otÉporv
xal _npeoBurépco_v, ei ,n&od,r, al {u1ai pia, xú},Àuov div È(1teiró ei nd.we6 oi voî efq (op.
rr f .  labove,  p.  48,  n.  l ] ,  p.  ro4,  14-16 Heinze).

.Tbis passage reminds us that indeed everybody rvho denies the unicity of intelligence
will have to explain why the many intelligences agree. See in this contéxt the solirtion
of St. Augustine, resumed by John Pecham (there is only one God rvho il luminates us):
. | .  Rohmer,  op.  c i t .  (above,  p.4.2,  n.2) ,  p.  r7g;  cî .  Appendix I I .  At the same t ime, i l ie
passage in Themistius -immediately leads us to St. Thomas (and to any interpre-
tation of the il lumination in St. Augustine which asserts that this i l lumination is
purellr formal). For the content of the unique intell igence is, according to Themistius,
limited to principles of reasoning and does not imply the contemplation of any entities.

z On the origin of the legend, see A. Gudemann, op. cit. (above, p. 4g, n. à;. But *e
must not forget that later Platonists of the school of Alexandria indeed witnessed the
Arab conquest of 642. To some of them perhaps the statement applied with which
Averroes concluded his Destructio deslruclionis. The philosopher, he says, should chose
the best_refigion of his period; therefore just as the philosophers in thsRoman Empire
accepted Christianity-*h."1 the religion of Jesus was intloduced there, so the phi-
losophers in Alexandria rightly becarne i\{oslems, when Islam reaclred them.

3 For the sake of convenience it might be appropriate to indicate the filiation of
Irlatonists since the time of Plutarch of Athens.
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are not always conscious of it, reappdar in most significant form irr
Leibniz - in fact they serve as pivots of his philosophical system.l As
Leibniz knew Plotinus, it is entirely possible that it was the latter
who inspirecl hinr in this respect, though the way in which he utilized
(or might have utilized) the decisive passages in Plotinus was entirely
original.z In fact, what could be called the Plotinian strand in Leibniz
is offset by an anti-Plotinian one. For I.eibnrz declares himself most
emphatically an adversary of the doctrine of the unicity of intelligence,
identified by him as a doctrine of Averroes.s In other words, when he
says that the human mind thinks incessantly though it is not conscious
of it, he is thinking of the human mind in strictly individual terms"
It is true, the contents of this unconscious thinking are the so-called
inborn ideas and these ideas are identical in all men. But this identitv

Athens Alexandria

Philoponus, Asclepius
/î

Olympiodorus,of'
I

plutarch (c. a3r/3)1_"Hierocles

mmonrus
Marinus, Isidorue

s)'rianus - 
,Hermias, Theoscbios

Proclus- 
,

Damascíus

Simplicius (c.S3o
Elias, David, Stephanus

On the relation between Platonism, Christianity, and Islam (and probably also
Zoroastrianism in the period under Chosroes) see e.g. M. Meyerhof, "La fin de i'école
d'Alexandr ied'aprèsquelquesauteursarabes",  Archeion rs(rssg),p.r - r5;H.D.Saff rey,
"Le chrétien Jean Philopon et la survivance de I'Ecole d'Alexandrie au VIe siècle;'"
Reuu'e des Etudes grecques 67 Ggs+), p. 394-4ro; R. walzer, "New Studies on Al-Kindi",
oriens ro (1957), p. zo3-232, esp. p. zt8-zz3: zzLf. For additional l iterature see:
P. Merlan, in Gnonton rc (1936), p. 53r, note r ; I. Dúring, "von Aristoteles bis Leibniz",
Antihe u,nd Abendtrand 4 (lg5+), p. rr8-r54, esp. p. r32-r3g.

I See,. e.g. Nouueaur Essais I, Aaanl propos; I r; II t; Princ. plti los. ad princ. Eugen.
No. er (p. r96f. - for the formula I'esprit pense louiours - zoB; 2zS - for the formula
I'd'me pense touiours actuellementr - 7o6 Erdmann) . On the concept of the unconscious
in Leibniz see R. llerbertz, Die Lelwe aom Unbewussten im System d,es Leibniz, Halle
r9o5, not superseded by I. Dóhl, Bewusstseinsscltichluzg, Berlin 1935.

z On other aspects of Leibniz' indebtedness to Plotinus see G. Rodier, "Sur une des
origines de la Philosophie de Leibniz (Plotinus)", Reuil,e de Métaphysique et de Morale ro
(r9oz], p..s52-s64, repr. in: Eludes de philosophie grecque, Paris ryào, p.338-35r.

3 Considérations sur la doctrine d'u,n esprit u,niuersel (p. r78-r8z Eidmànnl.- tt is
worth remembering that J. Thomasius, one of Leibniz' teachers, wrote a Programma
de inlellectu agente (in: Dissertationes LXIII, Halle 1693, p. zgo-3oo, made available
to me in microfilm through the courtesy of Prof. F. Dirlmeier, Heidelberg). Though
referring to the doctrine of intel'lectus &gen,s as saepulta paene in scholis, he briefly re-
views some representative interpretations. On the relations between Thomasius and
Leibniz, see I. Diiring, op. cit. (above, p. 56, n. 3), p. r54.
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of content Leibniz does not explain by the identity of the subject
which thinks these contents. We all, and this means each of us in-
dividually, possess the same inborn ideas, but these ideas originated
as many times as there are individuals. We could say that Leibniz to a
certain extent sides with Plotinus, but when he rejects his doctrine of
the unicity of intelligence, he sides with the philosophic position which
we found expressed in Thernistius (and with which we tentatively
credited an anonymous glossator: see p. 50, n.3).

But it seems that we can even use Leibniz to clarify a point in
Plotinus.

After having stated the identity of intelligence with intelligibles,
Plotinus feels entitled to say - therefore the anamnesis doctrine is
correct.l There is something puzzling in the connection of these two
ideas. What has the anamnesis doctrine in common with the cloctrine
that intelligence and intelligibles are one ? Now, it could. be that
Leibniz provides us with an answer. For he feels that his theory of
incessant though unconscious thinking permits hinr to restate plato's
anamnesis doctrine so that it becomes correct. It would be of no use,
Leibniz says, to try to explain the origin of any piece of knowledge by
assuming that we simpty recollect an experience which we (or our soul)
had in a previous existence. For, immerliately thp same problem wouJd
emerge for this prior existence - how shall we explain the origin of
some knowledge which we acquired at that time ? A regressus ;à ;nyl-
nitum can be avoided according to Leibniz only if we assume ilrat the
true meaning of recolJection is that a knowledge which we have always
possessed, although unconsciously, becomes conscious.z

Now, it would be entirely possible that alreacly Plotinus was on the
verge of such a reinterpretation of Plato. Indeecl, if intelligence which
intelligizes iucessantly and intelligizes everything simultaneously is in
some way present in us, there is no need to assume that the soul
recollects what she had experienced before her incarnation. It is
perhaps this idea which underlies the passage in which Plotinus states
that the $éa which is the concomitant or the result of purification has
been in the possession of the soul, though in a conclition of inactivity or
perhaps as a result of the fact that intelligence is not foreign to the soul,
or foreign only in the sense that and when it is inactive. The whole
passage seems to play down the importance of the analnnesis doctrine

. 
t 

Y g, 5,2.8-33: 
'o voùq lipu rù.6vra.6vtcoq :.. òpg6e &pn ... xat f1 ròv diveu úì,116

èntor1g,r;-rqùròv-1Q neúVUatr ... xai aÍ, dvapv{oer6'òé. 
'

2 See the so-called ll.telaphysical Discourse i1689), ch.26, p.73 f. Lestienne; Nouaeaux
Èssais I  5.

,4
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in favor of the doctrine of the unconscious. It is obviously the latter
which answers the alternative: the soul either eí1ev or d,vapr,r,pr,vfioNerut
(scil. the $éa).1

(zz) wB had a chance to mention St. A.ugustine. But here it once
more becomes obvious that his epistemology is simply permeated by
problems stemming from the synthesis of Alexander, Plotinus, and
Themistius. It should particularly be obvious that his doctrine of
memory is rooted in the concept of the'unconscious mind (and soul)
in Plotinus and that in hiú,'precisely as in Plotinus, the doctrine of
anamnesis-memory tends to be displaced by its alternative, the
(unconscious) presence of all objects of cognition in the human mind
(soul), thus making the doctrine of metempsychosis superfluous.z
Leibniz helps us to understand better not only Plotinus but also
St. Augustine.

(zB) As we now more than once referred to st. Augustine, it may be
desirable to summaríze some of the main problems of his epistemology,
particularly the ones the interpretation of which is controversial"

(t) Does st. Augustine teach that God is the object of human
knowledge ? As St. Augustine repeatedly says that the ideas are God's
thoughts and as he also says that ideas are the objp{4 of all true
knowledge, the question seems to demand an affirmative answer. As on
the other hancl St. Augustine is second to none in stressing the tran-
scending character of God, such an answer would seem to contradict
the spirit of his religious convictions. Furthermore, though the formula
of the ideas as God's thoughts is entirely Platonic or neo-Platonic, rve
must not forget that Neoaristotelianism's first God and neo-Plato-

_r Enn.. I :  [ rg] .4,  t_8-27) , . . tò yr ,vópevov aùrf l  (sc i l .  
" f r  {uXfr)  . . .  Séa. . .  Oúx dipa

eT1ev.(scil. Ì1 úrXi) crùtù (scil. the objeits of the $1"1 oúAt'àuór-flipv{oxErar; "H e7xev
oúx èvepyoúvta dl),ù d,noxefp.evor . dgórlora . . . . Td,.y-u òè xaì, oúro ié1ecar, Éxer,v, 6ti ó
voú6. orix cilì.órproq, xcrl grú),r,oca òè oùx dÀì.órpro6, 6rav rcpò6 aùcòv pÀéin' el òè pr{, xei
napòv ct),).ótplo6. Ilere as Harder says, the doctrine of the unconsciouà'htittgt ànlLacl<
of illumination and itactivity and'estrangement' being the equivalent of dvcrosrlo,ía.

2 Cf. F. Kórner, "Deus in homine videt", Philosophisches Jahrbuch 64 (lSS6)', p.
t66-2r7. Particularly interesting is the passage in which Kórner establishes the thesis
that ment'oria in St. Augustine would best be translated by Unbewusslas (p. 193-196),
lle sums up the epistemology of St. Augustine by saying that in it God (tle source of
il lumination) is rvith regard to the soul both transcendent and immanent (p.rsZ't.
What else is this but one of the variants found in the interpretation of the relàtion of
the productive intelligence to human intelligence?.

Cf.  M. N.  Boui l let ,  Les Ennéades de Plot in,3 vol . ,  Par is r857,  r859,  186r,  adEnn.Iy
31271, rr,p. 289, note z, with the reference to L. Thomassin, Dogmata theologica
vol. I, Paris 1684, p. r44; as intell igence did not actually descend, there is no need
for anamnesis. Thomassin's work was well known to Leibniz.
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nisrn's seconcl God is the ideas which He thinks. In other worcls, the
reverse of the formula 6tr, oùx É[<o voù rù. vorpú. could be expressecl thus:
6rr oùx É{co trv voltòv é Seó6.

(z) To what extent and in what sense are these divine icleas ideo-
genetic with regard to the human mind ? Three answers can be given
to this question. (A) Either it is asserted that accorcling to St. Augustine
all our ideas are "generated" directly by the ideas in God, _which act
of "generation" can also be called illumination by God. (B) or it is
asserted that as far as the content of these ideas is concerned, they are
not generated by the divine ideas at all, but acquirerl by the human
mind under the impact of sensible things. This answer in turn admits of
two interpretations. Either it is asserted that the reaction to this
impact is what we would call abstraction (either in the sense of col-
lecting r,vhat is common to many sensibles or by intuiting the form
present in any sensible) or that this impact is more in the nature of an
occasion, a remincler in the Platonic sense of the word, leading to an
act of anamnesis (and it can, of course, be asserted that st. Augustine
changed his opinion from believing in anamnesis to one of believing in
illumination). (C) Or finally it can be said that icleas as nonns (or fosns,
i.e. standards, such as rules of logic, etc.) are "generated" by illurnina-
tion, while as far as their content is concerned they are not so generated.

Generally, the theory that all human knowledgeris based on ab-
stractions is often called Thomistic and thus Thomistic epistemology
is often contrasted with St. Augustine's theory of illumination. But
the assertion that St. Thomas teaches that abstraction is the only way
to knowledge ought to be qualified. This becomes obvious when we think
of what is usually called the subject matter of special metaphysics.

(:) To the extent that the doctrine of anamnesis is of course inac-
ceptable to St. Augustine inasmuch as it implies the doctrine of
nretempsychosis, St. Augustine replaced it by his doctrine of m,emoria.
But nr,ernoria means something peculiar in him. It is nrernoria in the
ordinary sense of the word, i.e. the receptacle of our empirical experi-
ences. But it also is the depository of all that we would call a priori
knorvledge (verae rationes). The former are forgotten though they can
be recalled from oblivion. The latter are, if we may say so, forgotten
from the very beginning or we are not conscious of them. We coulcl
say: the former are subconscious, the latter supra- or metaconscious
(see Section IV). Both, however, are unconscious.l

I De' itnm. u.|t,. 4'.6: Manilestunt eliam, est, itnmortalem. esse anrinrunt lturn.anunr, et
o'tt'n'es ueras raliones itt secretis eius esse, quattwis eas siue i,gnoratione siae obliuione agt
u.on habere aut amisisse uidetuy.

d:
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(+) To voÙ6 in St. Augustine sometim es intelligerctia and. i,n,tel,lect,tr,s,
sometimes ratio correspond. In turn, ratio is òr,dvor,a, but sometirnes
its result, Secopía.

(S) One more complication is the result of the fact that sometimes
the intelligibles of Aristotle are interpreted'neither as forms-in-matter
nor as subsistent, unembodied forms, but as principles of reasoning
(supreme principle of logics, etc.: see above, p. 3r). we have the
impression that in St. Augustine intelligible knowledge (i.e" ail knowi-
edge òther than by sensation) comprises all three kincls of intelligibles
- a very heterogenous mixture, to be sure (cf. no. zr). In other word.s,
while some philosophers will try to limit the concept of intelligibles to
two kinds, viz. forms-in-matter and logical principles (see a.bove,
p. 3r, n.2), some others will assume three kinds. This threepartitiol we
e.g. fincl in Avicenna: he not only distinguishes between elrbo,lied
vo4tú and which have never been embotlied, but he aclds what he calls
clearly principles of reasoning.l This, of course, is simply gre result of
a contamination of the interpretation of Aristotle's noetics in the light
of lris AnalyticaPost.II 19 with the other interpretation, baseclmainly
on Met. A and De anitna III.

It lvas not our purpose to present some problems of the interpre-
tation of st. Augustine for their own sake. Rather, they wJà$re meant
to illustrate the fact that most of these problems ut. .idil5r related
to problems and their solutions shared by Plotinus with AlexanCer.

(zg) Bur let us return to Leibniz and conclude this section r,vith a
question clearly establishing the historic connection between him ancL
Plotinus. In his letter to Hansch Leibniz says:

Porro quaeais ,,nens, nt recte Plotinus, qwentd,am in, se nnuù.wn in,-
telligibile'm conti'net . . . Sed . . . in nobis paorctssima l,istirccte loscct,nt,r,
caetera conluse ueht,t i,n chao .percept,ionrírn nostraru,nt, latent " . ..2

Qu,aeais ?nens in this place indicates the inclivirlual intelligence (by
now- voù6 can be rendered either by in,teil,igentia or by rn,ens). And this
individual intelligence contains in itself the whole xóopoq vo.4có6, i.e.
the impersonal intelligence with all its intelligibles, only rve are for
the most part unconscious of this xiopoq voricó6, i.e. of the ilcessant
intelligizing which takes place in us. Be it repeated: Leibniz makes
free use of the icleas of Plotjnus, but the historic tint< is clearly preserit.

r Cf. F. Rahman, o/t. cit. (above, p. r+, n. 6), p. 33, zo_25; p. 34, 22_33. Cf. above, p.
3 r ;  4 5 .

z p.++S-+42, esp.  p.  445f .  Erdmann.
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The main differe'ce is that the presence of the sarne xóog.o6 voryóq
in each and every individual is explained by Plotinus ancl by Leibliz
in different wa5rs.

(So) So Fan we turned our attention to the two lower of the three
principal realities of Plotinus. We now shall turn to the highest - that
which is one" In order to do so, we shall begin by reviewingsome parts
of the Epitome (Didascalicu,s) by Albinus.r rhe Epitomi purports to
be a presentation of the main doctrines of Plato. It attribuies to plato
(ch. III r,p. g l.ouis) a tripartion of philosophy,viz. theoretic, practic,
and dialectic (logic). The theoretic is subdivided into theology (con-
cerning itself with l,vhat is unmoved, with first causes, and with the
divine), physics, and mathematics (ch. vII r, p.4r Louis). This sub-
division is the well known Aristotelian division. Albinus adopts it as a
matter of course. He obviously does it with perfect conscience (just as
he ín presenting Plato's logic credits him with a series of Aristotle's
logical distinctions). Under the heading of theology Albinus first
(clr. vIII r-2, p. 47 r. Louis) presents the concept of rnatter (úrrl).
Among its predicates we find "neither body (odrpa) nor incorporeal
(doó6,,atov)", "potentially (ùuvóg,er,) bod.y", etc. Matter is one of the
principles (dpxat). But in addition to it there are two others (ch. IX r,
p. 5r Louis). They are the paradigmatic principle, viz. the ideas
(i8Éa.) but also the father and cause (ocÌltrov) of everyttirg, god. This
latter principle (Sod) Plato virtually calls (ch. X rl p.55 Louis)
ineffable (,itppr1ro6). Still, it is possible to approach its concept in the
following way. Better than the soul is intelligence (voù6). Ho*.rr.r,
there are two kinds of intelligence, potential intelligence and. actual
(voùq èv òuvúp,er, - voù6 xat' èvépyer,av). The latter is better than the
former. It can be described as thinking everything, thinking in a non-
discursive manner (úp") and always (deí). Better than the actual

r Tlre text of the following quotations is that of P. Louis, Albinos, Építonré, paris
1945' The more recent literature on A_lbinus can easily be found wiili the help 9f
J. I{. Loenen, "Albinus' Metaphysics", Irrnantosyne ser. Ív, vol. g (rgs6), j. zga1ry.
It will be seen frommy analysis of the text why lcannot accept roÉ"Lrí. íntlrpretation
of Albinus. According to Loenen, Albinus professes one coi.sistent doctrine teachilg
the existence of a god.identifiu-aly hirn with-v9ú6 (thus, there would be no anticipatioi
of the supranoetic principle of Pl-otinus in Albinus) and of a world-.oU (or" .spect of
whose,activity Albinus.also designatesa.s voú6) - tiris second voù6, howerr"r, rof being
something like a hypostasis mediating between the soul and god'(ilrus, theie woulcl be
no anticipation of the. triad of principles of Plotinus in Albinis eiitrery. It seems to me
that to interpret Albinus as. teaching that there is only one voú6 as a hypostasis (or
whatever Loenen would call it) and that where he primí lacie see;s to rp"l[} another
v.oÙq he actually means only the noetic activity ót ttre world-soul findi no support in
the text of Albinus.
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intelligence is its cause (aírloq). And if there is sqrnething still better
than ariy of the preceding ones (i.e. than soul, intelligence, and the
cause of intelligence) - it would be the first god.r This góa i, the cause
that intelligence always intelligizes or is always active. This intelligence
(just one degree lower than the suprent" goa; is the intelligence of the
entire heavens (oùpavóq). The supreme god moves while he himself
remains unmoved. In the same way in which the object of desire moves
him who desires but itself remains unmoved; in the same manner this
intelligence moves the intelligence of the entire heavens. z

For a moment we interrupt our report to stress that the same
supreme deity which a few'lines beftre was designated as aboue
intelligence and its cause is here clearly called an títAttgtence above
the cosmic intelligence.

This suprem€-intell.igence (or this supreme deity) intelligizes nothing
but himself. This activity of intellig.tr.. is called idea.g

To this first deity these attributes belong: he is eternal, ineffable,
self-sufficient, perfect. He is divinity, beiigness, truth, symmetry,
that which is good. And all these designationr do not clesignaie specific
aspects of the supreme deity - they rather should b" ù,.ooght of as
strictly one.4

Another predicate which has been applied to him is that of father.
He can be so called, because he is the cause (aítr,oq) of everything and
because he orders (xoog.ei) the cosmic intelligence and the world-soul"
By the word "orders" is meant that he *uk., intelligence a6fl soul
refer to him and to his acts of intelligizing (vo{oer6). It is he *hd;;;
(scil. towards himself) and as it were wakened from its slumber the
world-soul, because he is the reason why intelligence is present in the
soul' And it is this intelligence which having received its order from the
supreme deity now in turn orders the cosmos.s

r érrel òè r.buvfic y9úq dpefvcov, voú 8è toú èv 8uvóper, é xcr' ÈvÉpyer,cv n&vruvoòv xaú.p.u xar dEt, sbúióú aè_xti,r.i,uu; ;i;;;;"';;;;ti i#i Iu"ér, dvtotépor roúrcov úeÉotr;_xev, oúro6-div elq ó lpótoe $eóq (ch. i ,, p.57 Louis).z " ' oÚtoq dv eí4 é rcp6toq $eóe, aíttog1ir.úgxorv róù &rtèr."pyeiv.te.v{r.roù oúprccrv-to6 oùpavoÙ' èvepvel 8è. tixívryo6 
"ùr6e 

ò3.et6 roùrov, óq **ù-é li-rlà, ,rill"*o;;," . .. xa.i.
lrul"|t a;|j)' 

l"'l,u dpe[rv . . ' os", 1'" ri "liàúiài'oìlúeir,v{oe, tòv voùv 
"ou oúp,ro,u"oq

3 èrrel 8è ó no6ro6 voúq xdì,ì,tctoq, òel xai xúì,Àr,orov aùre volròv únoxeio$al ...

in:* Í: r*; #L ffi 1""* *;;;a"t;";tr,';;il;;"1'Èué [.v.,o' ;i;";' ril* mJpx",
4 Ibid.
5 ncrtlp òé Éorr' tQ clrto6 elvcr nd,vtro.l_1gt 

1oÍl.eiv còv oùpd,vr,ov. voùv xorl tlv rluxlvroú xóoprou npò6 Éauiòv xal 
-npò6 

rùq _éautoú vodoer,q. xatù yùp. rfv Éautoú Boúì.qor,vÈpnén).4xe n&vrq. ty:i::L: p*i: ,óu ,*o1io, i,irirró"i *ol Iíq-é*r;;;';;,arpé,ltaq,toúvoú arirfr6 aíco6 únctpxÍ,rv. ò6 xoopr,-1.$Jiq úrrò 
"o5-,"o"p46 

òlaxoog,eÌ ouprnaoavgúor,v Èv rQAe re xóoy.rp $:b;'d., p. j9 roùis). 
'
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(Er) Wnar we here have before us is a contamination of two
different systeurs of principles. On one hand, we have the triad god -
ideas - rnatter, on the other the triad god - intelligence - soul. The first
triad is, however, on the verge of becoming a dyad, because the ideas
are at the same time described as god's acts of intelligizing (voí1oer,6). At
the sarne time, these ideas are with reference to us called first objects of
our intelligizing (vo4ròv rpórov). In being so described they assume
similarity with the first voqrú of Alexander Aphrodisias, which we
described as a counterpart to Plato's ideas. In other words, what
distinguishes the two non-material principles of Albinus from the
"noetic" principle (or principles) of Alexander is mainly the fact that
Albinus does not forthwith iderrtify god with intelligence.

But in connection with the introduction of the triad god - ideas -

matter, Albinus familiarizes us with a proof of the existence of ideas.
And this proof starts with the words: whether we say of god that he is
intelligence or an intelligible, he entertains (or as we also could trans-
late: he contains) vo{purx (viz. ideas).1 Heretheequation god:intel-
ligence is clearly formulated. Though Albinus does not commit hirn-
self to this equation, he certainly is familiar with it. It is not unfair to
say - the formula of Plotinus, 6rr, oùx é(co voù cù vo1td, is here all but
literally expressed.

In other words, we find in Albinus passages preparing us for the
identification of god and intelli;4ence. But we find in him also passages
in which god is elevated above intelligence. 

'frue, this is again couuter-
acted by the tendency to attribute intelligizing to him.z

Now, the intelligence is by Albinus designated as the intelligence of
the cosmos (oùpcrvóe).3 We therefore could assume that in some way
Albinus equates what he calls intelligence with the unmoved mover of
the cosmos (oúpocvó6) of Aristotle. He, then, would place still another
god over the gocl of Aristotle. But unexpectedty Albinus takes a differ-
ent turn. He suddenly starts speaking of his first god as if he were
another intelligence, which is the unmoved mover of the intelligence
presiding over the cosmos (o'3pavóq). And it is now this unmoved intelli-
gence which by intelligizing "creates" the ideas.a

r aíte yùp voúq é SEòq r5núpXer, eírs voepóv, éorw aùcQ vo{g,arct (ch. IX 3, p. 53
Louis).

2  C f .  above ,p .6z ,n .  r .  Thegodabovevoú6  (ch .  Xz ,  p .57  Lou is )  i sa l i t t l e la te rca l l ed
ó rcpòro6 voú6 (ch. X 3, p. 57 Louis); a l itt le later he is again designated as zrp6ro6
$e6q (ibid,.), who is dippqroq (ibid.; cf. X 4, p. 59 Louis).

3 Ch. X z, p. SZ Louis: voùq coú cúpnavcoq oùpavoú.
4 lb ' id. ,  t ,  i .  SZ Louis:  é npótoq $eòq . . .  èvepyei  . . .  dx iv '4ro6 . . . .  oút to 1e 8l  xal  oÚtoq

ó voù6 xlvdoer ròv voúv coù oúpnavroq oùpavoú . .. éocuròv òiv oúv .. . deì, vooil xaì aútz1
f1 évép1eta aùroú l8éa ùrcópXer (ch. X r-3, p' 57 I-ouis)'
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In all fairness to Albinus it can be repeated that in him we find two
different interpretations of the relation between the supreme cleity
and intelligence. Sometimes he speaks as if the deity were above
intelligence, sometimes he equates the supreme deíty r,vith intelligence,
viz. its highest degree. The lower degree of intelligence he designates
as celestial intelligence. In so doing he obviously attributes to it at least
some of the qualities of Aristotle's Unmoved Mover. But in adclition
to the celestial intelligence he assumes the existence of a cosmic soul.
Aristotelian and Platonic concepts blend - but it is a very imperfect
blend. However, precisely for this reason it illustrates Plotinus'
objections to Aristotle. On one hand, Plotinus says, we find in Aristotle
the concept of a supreme deity, higher than intelligence. On the other,
he attributes intelligizing to this supreme deity, i.e. again tlepresses it
to the level of intelligence (Enn,. V t, 9). What Plotinus clescribes is
exactly what we find in Albinus. At the same time, precisely because
Albinus on one hand professes that ideas are god's vodpr,aca, on the other
sometimes equates god with intelligence, he anticipates the cloctrine of
Plotinus that intelligibles are interior to intelligence (Enrc. v s).

Albinus calls the second intelligence celestial intelligence. We could
therefore expect to find in him also the term "transcelestial" appliecl to
the supreme deity. And this precisely is the case. In discussing the
problem of "becoming like god" (époíc,rorq $.è) Albinus asks: but like
which god ? And he answers "of course like the god in heavens; rnost
certainly not like the transcelestial one ($eò6 Ènoupd,vr,o6, $eò6 úzcepoupd.-
vro6)." 1 What he here calls celestial god (Ènoupúvr.o6), he elsewheure
calls celestial intelligence. Once more we have the same ambigdity
for which Plotinus blamed Aristotle. Is there a principle a.bove iirtelli-
gence ? No quite clear answer can be found in Albinus. It will be only
Plotinus who will make this sharp distinction, which, however, worì't
prevent him from calling intelligence god .- e.g. Vf, 5, r. But as we
said, Albinus was on the verge of making it. And the way in which he
describes the supreme deity often fits the One of Plotinus much better
than Aristotle's lJnmoved Mover who intelligizes himself and in virtue
of this fact is no longer simple. Accordingly we fincl in Albinus the
famous î.our aiae ad, cogttitionem clei (per negationent,,lter abstractionenr,,
per analogiam, per eminentiarn).2It hardly needs proof that these aiae
are more appropriate for the cognition of an ineffable deity than for

r Ch. XXVIII 3, p. -r3Z f . Louis: cÉ).oq ... .rò è(op.or<o,$ivac See . . " 8qÀovórr
rQ ènoupav[q pù rdJ ... únepoupavíqr ...

z  Ch. X 5,  p.  6r  Louis.
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an intelligence intelligizing itself (in spite of the fact that here againit is called {irst intelligence t rry AlÈinus). And thus we won,t besurprised to find enumeratecr among the quarities of the supreme
deity that of being dp,epé6. This is not q.tit. literalty plotinus, that which
is one - but certainly approaches it.

Among the qctattuor aiae the one by anarogy deserves special mention.
After having designated the supreme principle as ur. first god,z
Albinus also designates him as first inùuigence.s The second. of the"way5" he'ow.explains by saying: é {i},r,o6 *plq 6paor,v xaì, tù épópeva :
é rpii'ro6 voùq, i.e. é npòco6 $eó6, npò6 riv èu'd ùuxfr vóIor,v xai tà voorl_peva'4 This mears: without being vó1orq (iust as the sun is neither
ópaorq nor rà épópeva) the first inteligenc* àpéx* cfr ùuxfr rò voElv xaì,
toiq vor;toiq rò voelo$ar,.5

Now, the derivation of this passage from Plato is too obvious to need
any elaboration. But it is worthwhile to rcalize the difference. plato
says that i toÙ &ya$où iDéoc (which we non-committally translate as"that whose nature it is to be good" rather than .,idea 

oi th. good,,) is
related to the voùq Nai rù vooúpevo( as the sun is to the dtfri6 xai rà
épópr,eva.6 Plato never as much as hints at the possibitity that f1 toù
ciya$où i8éa could be i'terpreted as voùq or its activity as uóaor,6. But
precisely in this respect Albinus differs from plato. Having once
introduced the term, npò.roq $eó6 to designate the supreme principle, he
all but identifies it with the other term, npòroq voùq. In other words, we
almost though not quite yet have Alexander's voù6 nor,rTtrxóq, before us,
to which much is transferred that plato says of his'ciya$óv. plato,s
analogy {Àro6: épópeva : dyasóv: vorFd, hastecome {},ro6: épópeva:
npòcoq voù6: voù6 rl,,uxfr6. But on trre other hand, in Arbinus there is still
enough left of Plato's dya$óv, which is above voù6 and therefore closer
to the one of plotinus. Arbinus stands precisely midway between
Alexander and Plotinus.

To compare Albinus with Plotinus in order to ascertain to what
degree the former prepared Neoplatonism has now become standard
procedure. But it seems that the comparison becomes much more
meaningful, if we read Albinus i' connection with Alexander.

of course, everybody who compares Albinus with plotinus is

I Ibid.
z  Ch .  Xz ,  p .  57  Lou is .
3 Ch. X3,  p.  57 Louis.
n . \  5,  p.  ór  Louis.
5 Ibid.
I  Rt l r .VI  19,  5o8-5os.
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painfully aware of a missing link. We know that PTotinus read. Alexan-
der. But we do not know whether he read Albinus. The closest we can
come to is our knowledge that he read Gaius and that Gaius was the
teacher of Albinus.r The reconstruction. of the teachings of Gaius
has been attempted on the basis of the similarity between the doctrines
of Apuleius and those of Albinus.z Though since such a reconstruction
has first been attempted, another girder was added to brace it,s it
still is not completely firm. We therefore cannot claim with complete
certainty that Albinus historically prepared the way for Plotinus. But
from the systematic point of view no doubt seems possible.

Iamblichus a quotes Albinus for a central problem, viz. the reason
of the fall of the souls.s

Gz) Ouu of the most characteristic doctrines of Plotinus is that both
the lower principal realities fully become what they are by turning
towards that which is higher than they. Thus the soul turns to the
intelligence, intelligence turns to that which is one.6 It seems that in
some way this idea too is anticipated by Albinus when he says that
"the father" orders (xoog,eî) the celestial intelligence and the cosrnic

1 See, e.S. [K.] Praechter, "Gaius", R.E, Suppl. III (r9lB).
2 By Sinko as quoted by P. Thomas (below, p. 69, n. r).
3 H. Diels, Anonymer l{ommentar zu Platons Theaetet, Berlin rgo-s, p. xxIV-

xxvlr.
a I cannot convince.myself that the lamblichus, mentioned by Porphyry (Vita

Plotini 9) as the father-in-law. of_Amphicleia, one of Plotinus' devotèes, could t"'"tty-
body but Iamblichus of Chalcis. Now, the Vita Plotini was written after 3or and molt
probably before 3o5. It is therefore reasonable to assume that Aristo, tttà ronfbf lam-
blichus, was married in 3oo. If we furthermore assume that he married whérn at least
twentyfive and that his father begot him when twentyfive himself, we shall have to
assume that Iamblichus was born c. z5o. If we assume the marriage and the begetting
having taken place when son and father were only twenty, the birth of lam|lichui
would have taken place c. z6o.

Both dates (z5o and z6o) can be reconciled with what we know about the date of
Iamblichus' death. He did not survive his pupil Sopatros who after his death went to
the court of Constantine and was by him later executed. This execution tool< place
after Constantine had transferred his court to Byzantium, and before the deaîh of
Constantine, i.e. sometimes between 3zB and 337. Thus Iamblichus could. have died
several years before 328 and must have died before c. 336. If he was born in z5o, he
therefore died either before he reached seventyeight or at an age of c. eightysix. If lie
was born c. 26o, the ages become sixtyeight and seventysix, respectiveiy. See on all
this_Eunapius, vitae q6ú.; christ-schmid-stàhlin II/2, Munich rgz4, p. ro5z, nore 3;
O. Seeck_,  "Sopatros", .y ,R! . I l f l r  ( rgz7);  R.  Beui ler ,  "porphyr io i , , ,  l? ,E'XXII f l
GsSl);.J. A.Philip, "The Biographical'fradition - Pythagolas;', Trorrsactions and,
Pruceed,ittgs ol the Am.erican Plti.lologi,cal, Association go \ig5$, p. r8S-i94, esp. p. r9o,
note 5.
_ 

5- rn Stob. 49, 32, p. r 375, ro w; cf. [A. J.] Festugière, La réaélatiotz d,'Hermès
Trismégiste, vol. Irr, Paris 1953, p. zo8 with noté 3; R. É. witt, Atbinus and, tlre I:I is-
lory ol Middle Platonisnt, Cambridge rg31, p. r37-r39.

I  V  z ,  r ,  ro - r r ,  19 .
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soul "tor,vards hirn and his acts of intelligence,,, 1 and then explains it
by saying that he awakens the cosmic soul and turns it (énr,ocpéger)
towards him, which he does by implanting intelligence in the soul. The
same idea returns a rittre later. what is meant by the making of the
soul, says Albínus, is, of course, not a temporal process. God orders
(xataxooptei) the cosmic soul, he awakens her 

".rd 
t,rrrm her (ènr,ocpéger) as

well as her intelligence towards himself. Now the soul can contemplate
his intelligibles (vorfpacor) and fill herself with ideas and forms, as she
desires those intelligibles.z All this is not too clear, but again it comes
as close as possible to the great principle of èrcr,orpogí1 (Enn.y z, t).

(ss) WB rneutioned the fact that Albinus speaks of differ-ent lcinds of
intelligence. It should also be obvious, how the Aristotelian distinction
of two ki'ds of intelrigence by the time of protinus has been so re_
interpreted that we can fi'd ahnost any number up to eight (,,x$r",wóq,
úì.r,xóq, òuvdper, èvepyòv, Èv É(er,, èrix-:v4roq, Èurpyiíg,, iorqìr*ó6) dis_
tingtrished in different ways by different authors. Srnall wonder that
Plotinus' terminology is neither quite clear nor quite consistent. In the
long run he anyway decided that potentiality cannot be applied to the
coucept of intelligence and insisted that there is only iie ki'd of
intelligence, always "energizing." He fert that to distirlguish betwee'"energizittg" and "dynamic" intelligence was uncomforiably close to
increasi'g the n_umber of hypostases, i.e. to the principles tf g'ostí_
cisrn (cf" no. z).e

(s+) lVB noticed the importance of there being two kinds of vor'ú
according to Alexander and therefore two kinds of intelligizing.
Albinus is perfectly familiar with this dichotomy.a I{e divides
intelligibles into two classes, one being the itéar,, the otlier e[gr2 dxópr,oroc
ciq ú)'46. We here have what we found in Alexander: the doubiing of the
idea-theory, so as to reconcile the Platonic concept of the transcende't
idea with Aristotle's concept of the immanent form, wrrich rater
concept uncloubtedly was meant by Aristotle to replace the concept of
idea rather than to be added to it. Ancl having thus differentiated
betr,veen transcendent voqr&. (intelligibles) - ígéar and immanent

t  Ch.  X 3,  p.  59 Louis.
2 Ch. XIV 3,  p.  8r  Louis.
3  I I  g , r ,  2 3 - 2 7 .
4 Ch. IV Z,  p.  rg Louis.
Tlre best known formula for this dichotomy is that in seneca, Ep. sB, zo_2r (exempl.ar- fortna); c'Í.. 81t.65,7 (deus eremplaria o*níurn inler se habetl.

,
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intelligibles : eíòq, Albinus quite consistently contîhues: to these two
kinds of intelligibles two kinds of intelligizing belong, one the subject
matter of which are the ideas, the other the subject matter of whi'ch are
the eíò'r1. The way in which he describes the two kinds of intelligizing,
however, differs from that of Alexander. rdeas are "judged" (xpivou"oi;
by intelligence oúx diveu toù Ènr,or4povr,xoù Àóyou and by some kind of
total grasp (repiÀqtfr6) rather than discursively. The eigq are ,,judged"
by ènror4povr,xòq Àó1o6 not unaided by intelligizing. As we see, the
difference between the intuitive and the cliscursive method of intelli-
gizing exhibits less of a contrast in Albinus than it does in Alexancler.
But it becomes immediately obvious that both, Alexander and. Albinus,
hark back to a philosophic position which was bound to emerge, once
the synthesis of Plato's transcendent ideas with Aristotle's inrmanent
forms was achieved. Here are the beginnings of the dichotomy intuition
vs. abstraction - with the understanding that both are activities of
intelligence as opposed to sensation.

In somewhat abbreviated terms: the transcendent ideas are ac-
cording to Albinus grasped intuitively by intelligence, but in some way
this intuition is aided by discursive intelligizing; the immanent ideas
are objects of discursive intelligizíng but the latter is aicted in some way
by intuition. It can easily be seen that what seems to tlescribe a static
condition can be used to describe a changing one: "lower" intelligizing
is always guided by "higher" intelligizing, but men can attain to
"higher" intelligizing only through the exercise of this ',lolver,, intelli-
gizing. One immediatelty recognizes the problem of the relation o$what
will later be called suprarational insight, to the rational facufties of
tnan. One immediately also anticipates two possible solutions of ttris
problem. According to one, suprarational insight can be thought of
only as the crowning achievement of rational insight, accorcling to the
other, suprarational insight would be accessible without any mediatiol,
be considered something like a special gift, which some might even
possess who do not possess rationat insight (nor even its organ, ,,lower,,
intelligizirg).

(ss) Nor unexpectedly, we find Apuleius in agreement with Al-
binus.l But he also supplements Albinus in an important respect.
First, he introduces as the three fundamental principles gocl, icleas,

... 
r.The.tert quoted is that of P. Thomas, Apulei Platonici Mad,aurensis d,e phitosophia

libri,.Le.ipzig rgoS' On the relation between Albinus and Apuleius see I{. praechter,
, ! ; . : i l .  (3b9vg,  p.6.7,n.  r ) .c f .  P.  courcei le,  "De platon a Saint  Ambroise, , ,  Reztne de
Phi lo logie 87 (196r) ,  p.  r5-28,  esp.  p.  r6,  note 5.
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and matter,l and when he says irr,itia rerîl,nt, esse tria, he almost anti-
cipates the title of Plotinus' essay. But a little later Apuleius restates
the doctrine of the principles.z This time, he states them in a different
way. There are two realms of being, he begins, the intelligible and the
serrsible. The former realm, he continues, is subdivided. El primae
qu,idetn, sctbstantiae ael essentiae primwm d,eewt, esse I et mentem lormasqwe
reru,rn I et aninr,d.nr,.3 Here we simply have the Plotinian triad - a first
god, intelligence and ideas, and the soul. of course, we do lot know
wlrat Apuleius conceives the relation between ntens and lormae to be.
Are they outside the intellect ? Are they within it ? In any ca.se, the
similarity with Plotinus is obvious and the separation of the first god
frotn intelligence accolnplished. The fact that he counts only three
kinds of intelligible substauces certainly is best explained if we assume
that Apuleius identifies intelligence with intelligibles.

It must be admitted, however, that the term "first god" may be am-
biguous. Is he first with regard to intelligence or first with regarcl to other
gods ? Apuleius speaks of an ultramundane god 4 - clearly the courrter-
part of Albinus' transcelestial god. Under him Apuleius locates as a
second kincl of divinity the stars. With which of these gods would he
have identified the Unmoved Mover? We do not know. Still, the step
separating his from Plotinus' first god who does not think and is above
thinking intelligence is very short. Apuleius suffers from an ernbarras
cle ricl'tesse with regard to his concept of divinity and he is not the lnan
to give up an impressive formula for the sake of consistency. He rather
adds a number of such formulas without actually asking himself
whether they are addible. Plotinus brings order into the confusion.
But it does not seem that Plotinus does more than that.

(s6) Tnus, from a comparison of Plotinus with Alexander and
Albinus-Apuleius it becomes clear that it is only Plotinus who achieves
a complete blend of two sets of ideas stemming from Aristotle's
psychology ol1 one hand and from his metaphysics on the other. In
Albinus-Apuleius we have hardly more than a juxtaposition of these
sets. Therefore the concept of the soul in their writings appears twice.
It appears 

"r'hen 
the principles of the intelligible reality are enumerated,

but here it is hardly more than mentioned. It is fully treated in an-

r I, V tgo: deus, rnaleria, forntae. On the description oÍ form.ae see P.Merlan, opcil.
( a b o v e ,  p . 3 r ,  n .  r ) , p .  n 5  f  .

z  I ,  V ,  r93 .
3  I ,  V  r g 3 .
a  I ,  X I  zo4 .

f
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other topic devoted to the soul independent[y of her connection with
the realm of the intelligible. lVe could almost say - in their writings
the soul as a metaphysical principle and the soul as part, aspecr,
essence of man sometimes look like two different entities. It is different
with Alexander. Although his investigation is firmly rooted in human
psychology (after all it is a commentary on De anima), it reaches out
into the field of metaphysics.l On reading Aristotie alone, one has to
establish the identity of intelligence spoken of tn Met. ,À with the
intelligence spoken of in De anirna, almost on the basis of the identity
of the word alone. Ancl in fact, as we have seen trefore, there were corn-
mentators of Aristotle who insisted'that the distance separating the
two treatments of intelligence is very great indeed in that only Met. t\
speaks of the divine intelligence whereas De anima limits itself to the
speaking of human intelligence. Alexander links these two aspects much
more firmly than Aristotle himself. But the decisive step is taken by
Plotinus only. The soul from the very beginning is treated as one of the
three supreme metaphysical principles but at the same time it is this
soul which is particularized, if we may say so, into the world soul ancl
the human souls. Ultirnately the difference between psychology ancl
metaphysics disappears. The same is true of intelligence. In Plotinus,
intelligence is one of the highest principles but there can be no cloubt
that it is at the same time in some way present in man. We can try to
reduce the differences to a brief formula. Plotinus reimmerses meta-
physics in psychology. In Alexander, metaphysics barely rises from
psychology. In Albinus-Apuleius, metaphysics occasionally reaches
into psychology.z 

./
r It is therefore remarkable that Ps. Alexander in his commentary on Met. l\

copies-passages {rom Alexander's commentary on De anima as can eisily be seen
frorn the apparatus of the CAG edition of the latter. See above, p. 35, n. 2.
_ 

' Tlt" present investigation was completed when through the courtesy of the author
I received A. H. Armstrong's "The background of the dóctrine that 'the Intell isibles
are not Outside the Intellect"', reprinted from Sources de Plotin., Entretiens Tome V
(Vandoeuvres-Genève n.d., c. 196o). There is wide agreement between his conclusions
and mine with regard to the point that the doctrine of Plotinus indicated in the tit le
9{ lit elly ìs rooted in the noetic of Aristotle as interpreted by Alexander of Aphro-
disias. Cf. also Audrey N. M. Rich, "The Platonic Iclias as ti ie Thoughts of éocl",
Mnemosyne ser. IV, vol., z \rgsl): p. rz3-r33, esp. p. r33, for a di{ferent approach
to the problem of a synthesis of Plato with Aristotle-.

O_n lfe problem, sti l l unsolved, of the origin of the doctrine which interprets ideas
as God's thgrlghts see M. Pohlenz, Die stoa, 2 vv., znd ed., Góttingen tsss, rg55, vol.
Jt' l.tS3; H. A. Wolfson, "Extradeical and Intradeical InterpràtationÉ-of platonic
Ideas", Journal ol the History ol ldeas zz (196r), p.3-32.

Another attempt to l ink Plotinus to Alexander was recentlv undertaken in: P.
Thillet, "Un traité inconnu d'Alexandre d'Aphrodise sur la Providènce dans une version
inédite", Actes du Premier Congrès Inlernationat de Philosoph,ie Médiéuate: L'Hornm.e
et son Destin, Louuain-Paris r96o, p. 313-324. This treatise, says Thillet, Plotinus, the

7 l
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(37) But let us once more return to the relation between Plotinus
and Albinus.

If it is true that in Plotinus we find traces of a devaluation of anam-
nesis in favor of memory (cf. above, p. 58) then the question emerges
whether he initiated this turn. It seems we ought to answer in the
negative. For, in Albinus we find a doctrine clearly anticipating it.

There are trvo kinds of vó4or,6, says Albinus. One is that exerciied by
the soul before its embodiment, the other after it. And whereas only thl
former is (or what Albinus seems to meaR, ought to be) called uóqorq,
the latter is called guor.xi dvvor,a. WÌrat are the objects of these two
kinds of vó4ouq ? For the former it is the ideas; for the latter inborn
notions of such things as goodness and beauty. And these inborn
notions serve us as standards by which we judge whether something is
good and beautiful or not.

Before us we have something lilce a climax of Albinus' syncretism.
As we have seen, he recognizes ideas-without-matter and ideas-in-
tnatter. In other words, he combines Plato with Aristotle. But he also
recognize.s ideas as objects of the prenatal intelligizing .ptus ideas as
inborn notions, or rather as we coulcl say, carefully distinguishing

autlrcrr of Enn- III -z an-d III 3 might-have read (p. 3zz). With some surprise, Thillet
notes that the treatise by Alexander has a distinòtly neoplatonic flavor. ?hi", Thi1ut
e,xplains by assuming that it is the effect of the Neóplatonisrn of the translator from
tfre or ig inal  Greek (p.szz;  3r6f . ) .  Whi le I  do not  *"àn to deny that  th is explanabion
}ay -be cotrect, perhaps future investigation will reveal r.t Al"*rnder anticipating
Neoplatonism in some fields in addition to those mentioned in the present 

-booli

For sti l l another aspect of Plotinus' relation to Alexander see p. l\{erian, ,.plotinus
Enneads Tr 2", Tvan.saclions ol the Anterican ptútological Association 7+ $gú),p. r7g_
r 9 r .

Perhaps I can use this opportunity to point out that there seems to exist some
connection between the treatise by Alexandìr which Thillet has founcl ancl what pinès
presented to us as a rerv frag-me.nt by Aristotle: M. Pinès, "IJn fragment incolnu d'Aris-
tote en version arabe", Bu.lletin de l',4cadérnie des Inscriptions"et Belles-Lettres rg55,
p. 387-395. In the Aristotelian fragment rve find the cloctrine that acts (divine or trumài;
are superior if they are undertahen for the sal<e of the doer rather than for ilre sake o{
another being. This is applied to the problem of providence. God exercises his proviclence
not by actions undertalten for the sal<e of othei existents - in other words hL exercises
his providence only in an indirect rnanner. Norv, it is precisely the same doctrine which
rve find in the nerv. treatise by Alexander. I quote ivhat seems to be Thillet's trans-
lation : Les .acles- tlui conuiettnent le ntieur à la'nature diuine sont ceux qui ont pou.r but
l'essence rnénte de Dieu. tt rrln pay le salut des choses de ce ntond,e (p. Iri, from f.95 r of
tl.re Arabic manuscript 798 Esc.). ,this Tli i l let explains by the pht*iu ihat pro.,iclence
tte peul n'on ph,ts'procéder d'u,rxe 'intenliott. prenúère' . lJnfortúnatety it is not cleàr whegrer
this phrase intention première is a translation or Thillet's own. If it is the {ormer, it
is remarkable that it can also be found in Pinès' Aristotelian fragment. Thus it woulcl
sgem !o be a phrase rvhich Alexander took from Aristotle. By thi way, I would think
that the Greek corresponding to intentiott, première rvould b-e, not r" pit èr suggesrs,
TPdrrcgt or xupico6, but rather npo'4youpr,Éu.q, 

"o 
that Aristotle-Alexander would teach

that divine providence talies place g.l rcpolloupévaq (intentione oltliqur-r railrer flran
irúentione recta\.

f
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between acts and their objects, inborn notions the object of which are
standards, i.e. quite obviously sonfething like 'earthly' counterparts
of ideas, serving precisely the same puúose which ideas serve according
to Plato. It seems certain that we have before us a combination of
Platonism urith Stoicism.

And now comes the decisive term. According to Albinus this guor,xil
évvora is by Plato sometimes called pvúpzl.1

Again it is useful to distinguish between the act and its object"
Muúpl here obviously means pvúpl with ils obiect - in other words,
ideas as objects of pvúpl rather than anamnesis, or xorvocù Èvvolq,r
replacing ideas. Ideas are to anamnesis, what 'common notions' are to
memory.

Can we find this doubling of ideas into ideas proper and id.eas as
xorvaù évvotar with the attendant doctrine of memory as the 'double'

of anamnesis in an author preceding Albinus ? It seems that we can
answer this question in the affirmative. There at least are traces of
this bifurcation in the autlÌor who is tire source of Cicero's Tuscu,lanae
Disputationes, Book I.

One section of this book is devoted to the proof that our soul is
divine.z The soul sharply differs from the principle of life in plants
or animals - one of the reasons being that it is endowed with lnemory.s
Memoria is different from recordatío.4 Now, it is possible that accorcling
to tlre author in question memoria means memory in the ordinary sense
of the word, i.e. that its objects are knowledges ernpirically acquired.
But if this was meant, would our author deny that animals have
memory ? 5 And would he express himself as follows: The soul (animus)
habet primurn, mernoriam et e&tn infinitanr, rerxúrn inruuq,grabiliurn:
qua.m quidem Plato recordationeu't, esse vuLT superioris uttd!à. Is it not
clear that the author is reinterpreting Plato's concept of anamnesis ?
True, he quotes the classical passages from Meno to illustrate the
meaning of. recortlatio - but again we find the formula ex quo ellici

I There is a vó1or,q òr,tc{, one preceding the èvocopd,ccool6, the other following it. The
latter rg.guorx'i1 Évvosa viz. v64oiq_rlq oúoa évanoxer,pr,évl ri ùrXfr. And this guorxi
Èwola Plato sometimes calls Ènr,ordpzl órIfr xai nrépcopr,a (orj'aòcoìding to othei mss.
gì,í1pop,arcr neplntopr.a) 9rXiq, Èo.$' 6re 8è xal pvÍpl. As to the use of the guor,xaù
évvorar: TQ -ygp éXerv Èvvolav guor,xiv xaì.oú xocl d,ya.$où 

"Q 
)rórp Xpópevor, xc-i

úvagépowec èrci.tù6 guorxù6 èwo[a6 éq èlri p.è.tpu rr,v<ì, épr,opr.évor xiívofi:v 
"í"" 

oúrcoq
È1er, cóòe w&., eíre xal étépcoq (Epitome, ch. IV O, p. tZ Louisi M,'p. zr Louis).

2 XXIV 56-XXVII 67.
3 XXIV 56_57.
4 XXIV S8_Ss.
5 This denial is implicit in the contrast between plants and animals on one side, man

on the other. What they have in common is appetere and, fugere,' what distinguishes
tlre latter from the former is in the first place (primum,) memory (XXIV S6-5il.
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vuLT Socrates ut cliscere nthil atiud, sit nisc record,ar,i. Again the sentence
sounds as if the author would not quite subscribe to it. And in reporting
tlre other classical passage from phaedo he says : . . . nec vero fieli posse
wt a pwert's tot reru,rn atque tantaru,rn insitas et quasi consignatas in anirnts
tt'ott'ones, quas uocant, ltaberemus, nisi animus, ante quam in corpus
intraaisset, in' rerum cognitione uiguisset.L Here quite obviously ìhe
xorval, dvvoroct are treated as alternative term to the i.t- ideas (species).

And imrnediately the author (or Cicero) continues: but even more
than anamnesis I admiÍe rnernoria.z And,one of the theories of rnemoria,
according to which it is the result of impressions mad.e on some kind
of stuff comparable to wax is explicitly rejected. we have the im-
pression that we are on the threshotd of the theory of st. Augustine
(see above, p. 59), according to which some of the objects of memory
have always been present in it.

It must be admitted that all these connections are somewhat elusive.
No Platonist was ready to abandon explicitly and entirely the theory
of anamnesis in favor of memory, i.e. of unconscious inborn id.eas -
ideas having already the modern connotation, as best known from
Locke's and Leibniz' usage. But we have the impression that all three,
cicero's authority, Albinus, and plotinus are on the verge of professing
it. Plato's ideas become not only god's thoughts - tÈey bàcome, or
are on the verge of becoming, innate ideas in the modern sense of the
word.

It will, of course, be ashed who the author of Cicero's is. For the time
being I must confine myself to the somewhat dogmatic assertion that
it cannot be either Antiochus or Posidonius. A brief survey of the whole
book shor,vs that it is an ardent Platonist who speaks - and his plato
is the successor of Pherecydes and pythagoras B - in comparison with
whom the rest of philosophers who disagree with him are p lebeii.a He
quite obviously without reservations counts Aristotle amòng platon-
ists - and his Aristotle is the Artstoteles exotericrzs, entertaining among
others the belief that the soul consists of the same kind of 'stuff' of
which the stars and the gods consist, viz. ether - an element which
somehow is non-material (reminding us somewhat of Descartes' pineal
gland), a stuff the essence of which consists in Èv8eì,éXera i.e. perpetual
self-movement, corresponding to Plato's assertion that the soul is that

I  XXIV SZ-SB.
z XXIV 59.
I Iyr 38; cf.  XXI 49. Cf. above, p.6, n. r.
a  XXI I I  55.
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which is self-moved and therefore imperishable.l He is highly critical
of Stoics, including Panaetius, who believe in only a limited survival
of the soul.Z He is a strict duglist,s also in matters of epistemology a

and limits the survival of the sgul to its reasonable part (mens) - a
theory which he attributes to Plato.s As we'have seen, he elevates
solc.l (animus) to a rank much higher than the mere principle of life.

IL Acad. post. I ry-42 present the point of view of Antiochtts, Tusc.
Disp.1 cannot do it. It is sufficient to remind oneself that according
to Antiochus man consists of body and soul both ol uhich' belong to his
essence, so that his whole system of ethics is built on the recognition of
the importance of the body6. On the whole we could venture to
say while Plotinus could not have'been attracted by Antiochus, he,
with one exception, viz. the doctrine of the quintessence, would have
been much more in sympathy with Cicero's authority. And it seems
equally impossible to. reconcile the doctrines of the Tusculanae Dispu-
tationes.I with Posidonius' concept of cru;.lrcúSer,a, which welds parts
of the universe into one whole.

But whoever Cicero's authority - what he, Albinus, and Plotinus
represent, sums up to a characteristic synthesis. The juxtaposition of
anamnesis and memory with the extravagant praise bestowed on the
latter; the juxtaposition of Plato's ideas and Stoic 'notions' (dvvolar.);
the introduction of the concept of unconscious intelligizittg - all this
prepares the replacing of the transcendence of Plato's ideas by their
immanence. Immanence in one of its aspects means immanence with
regard to the divine intelligence (ideas as God's thoughts). But in
another it means immanence in the human intelligence, this intelli-
gence itself being with regard to the human intelligence semi.trans-

1 X zz; XVII +r; XVIII 4r; XXVI 56. He knows very well that th,ptwo disagree
on the problem of the eternity of the universe and on the problem wldther god is an
ef lector or only a moderator of the uuiverse, but he obviously considers this of no major
importance (XXVIII 7o).

2 XXXI zz; XXXII 7g-XXXIII 8o.
3 XXII  sr ;  XXIV s8;  XXXI zs.
4 xx +6_+7.
5 XXXIII Bo.
o The starting point of any discussion of the Antiochus problem are the following

recentpublications: W. Theiler, op. cil. (above, p. B, n. r) ; Elsa Birmelin, "Die kunsttheore-
tischen Gedanken in Philostrats Apollonios" , Plti l,ologus 88 (1933), p. r49-r8o; 392-414,
esp,402-406; F. Cumont, "Antiochusd'Athèneset Porphyre",Uniuersité Libre de Brurel-
les, Annuaire de l'Insti.tut d,e Phi'Iologie et d,'Histoire orien'talas, vol. II (t93a) : MéIanges
Bidez, p. r35-r56; L. Edelstein, "The Philosophical System of Posidonias", Antericant'

JournaT ol Philotogy SZ $g16l, p. 286125; R. E. Witt, Albinus and the History ot' Middle
Platonism, Cambridge 1937; Annemarie Lueder, Die philosophische Persònlichheit des
,4ntiocltos uott. Ashaloz, Góttingen r94o; K. Reinhardt, art. "Poseidonios", /l.E XVIII/z
(rs+g); G. Luck, Der Ahaderniher Antioclrcs, Bern-Stuttgart rg53; M. Pohlenz, op.
cil., above, p. 7Í, rr. z.
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cendent, semi-irnrnanent. It can easily be seen that with the loss of thetranscendence of intelligence, Plato's ideas are red.ucecl to objects ofhuman intelligence. still to call thern icleas makes the term rather
ambiguous' Different languages react to this ambiguity in differe't
ways. In German we prefer to speak of ú,orstelhtlgri rather thanIdeen; i' Italian we únd, rappresentazione. rn English we tend whenspeaking of Platonic ideas to capitalize 'idea, or use the term .form,.
The terminological difficulties-and ambiguities are complicatecl by thefact that idea (as the Germ ant Vorstettung) may mean either the mental
act 'intending' 

the idea as its object oithi, Lulect itself, a clifference
which plays so conspicuous a role in the rnathàmatical philosophy ofFrege or in Husserl's phenome'ology. plato,s ideas _ inborn ideas _
ideas, these are three steps toward immanence. Inborn icleas, butunconscious and therefore calling for being elevated into consciousness
and this unconsciousness being either lersonal or collective, this'elevation' 

bei'g a' act of rnemory, analogous to plato,s anamnesis _
here we have another set of terms and proÈlems, strictly related to the
former.l In all these combinatio's ** ."r, find an appropriate place
for some of Plotinus' theories.2

i Cf' R' Eucl<en, Geschichte der -phitoso/thischen T'e.rmittologie (Le.ipzig r879, repr.Hi ldeslre im r96o),  p '  r99-2or;  por i le '2,  àp.  
" r t .  1"uo' , ru,  p.Tr,  n.  z) ,  vol"  r ,  p.  z4q,rv i th notes;  vot .  I I  r r7;  n6;  r3z"

l,T.yo more passages cleservè mention in this context.
r/lotrnus rnterrupts his discussion of memory (IV s, z5_IV, 4, ri l to distinguisha pv4lr'oveúelv óv ÉLet (scil. the soul) ouH,gúTcuv trom memory in the usual sense of thervord' These oriucouta the soul possesses,'withotrt actually 'exercising, 

hem. To thosesouls'rvhich actiraily.'exercise' tiu-, trr" 
"""i""t, 

riirùii;a trru ,exercising, 
of memoryin the sense of recollection (r write and constrr" ar;;; è;epyoúoauq ói elyov o; nararolÈoíxao'v npoorr,$Évat èvepleiv rrvúprru lxai,.duút 

"r1;; 
;.;: i-;#;=aì*pfr",i to be anapposition to puút tt; cf. the 

"ppàratus-in 
ri.-s. and the translation'by IJarder,

il ::!_ labove,..p- 13, n. 21, *Éi"n omits tr'u 
""ij. 

nr* ìiifr""i 
"ir,i, 

kindol memory-recollection is from memory, can best be seen from the fact ilrat it hasnothing to do wiilr time. In other *o.ré1, 
"""ordirrg 

t. pr"ti""r;";;ú_;lraror,"ris 
isnot subject to the couclitions established uy arirì8ti" iot uotr, À.ìffiìia *r,rt t 
"

calls anamnesis, r'vhich, however, in him means nothing more than recall of pastmental or sensible experiences, both memory ancl anamnesis being based on images(gavraoíar'), which aòcompanied the y*1í_"r."*p"ti.r"u and arà essential to everysensation (IV:, 25,27-34 as contrasted with nri"i"ti", be ntentoria et reminiscentia).when.Plotinus- speaks of'th" timelesness of anamnesis ne seems to mean that thecondition of this hind of remembering shoulcr 
""; 

;; expressed by the formula'I remember the ideas I once saw' urit try 
"rotrr*,*irir. 

,r no.w am conscious ofseeing the ideas which,r have always seen, tho-ugh unconsciously,. rn other worcls,rve do not really remetnber ideas, rlr"-""" them and 
i:;9ilii in virtuó of the same facultyby which l saw them before incarnation. Ancl tÉi" f."rity should not, of course, becalled memory' Thus, anamnesis is actually trt" *iri"g-of rr.,"or,r"ious t nowtedge toconscious one. This sge.r.ns to be ilre gist ol túe passag" iîr;, 5, r_rr.Another characteristic- passage r"é ti.ra in NemeJiur. Ir, 

" 
chapter the first part ofrvhich quotes Origenes' aetinitiòn of memorv, Nemesius (i.e. his source) attributes toPlato the distinctlon betrveen trvo l<inds of voriju, on" ot-*rri"h coulcl be ;alled ò. tav6.r1ctq,
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(38) All this leacls us to the question-wha!is, if ,uve rnay say so, the
style of Plotinus philosophizing ? To what exlent a.re his doctri'es the
outgrowth of something like a genuine philosophic insight, to what
extent are they the result of philological interpretation of texts - an
interpretation motivated at least partly !y ttt. clesire to synthesize
Plato and Aristotle ? To cletermine preilsely the reiation between
intelligence and god ? And it seems to rne that the philological aspects
of the philosophy of Plotinus are considerably lnore important than
it would appear at the first glance. Perhaps we could. risk ihe assertion:
the philosophical insight which Plotinus expresses by his d.octrine of
the three principal realities he has acquired by tryrng to synthesize
texts. His insight is derivative rather than original.

(:g) Tnn close proximity of Plotinus to Alexander becomes obvious
in still another of his essays, viz. IIepì, ròv yvr,lpr.oslrcòv úîoo,rctciec,rv Ks,ì,
toÙ ènéxer,voc (V S t+gl), particularly in those parts which rleal with the
problem of self-knowledge (ch. r-5). The texts are sorretimes rather
difficult ; extensive literal quotations are inclispensable.

The discussion starts with the question how intelligence knorvs itself.
But before answering it, Plotinus in ch. z turns to the problem of the
self-knowledge of the soul, soul here mea.ning the hurnan soul, 'ot the
cosmic one, lvith the words: rcpórepov ùè nepl tfuxiq (lt1réov, ei òo,réov
aritfr 1vóor,v èxv"cfic, (2, t-z).

But again he interrupts the train of thought by retuniing to the
concept of voùq and concentrating on just one aspect rlf him.r He
describes his actio's and asks: xai voù6 é 

"tq úrxts péxpr roùge lcrtúp,evoq

rvbile only the other is xr.rp[coq voelv. To the former ordinary rnemorv belongs (i.".
obviously memory presupposing the continued existence ót go-u"aóicrl, b1, which
this voEîv lvas accompanied); to the latter a memory su,i generi's, 

"o"À.t".is 
in gre

strict sense of the word. Its objects are ideas, equatért by 
"Nemesi"r 

1i.".-i.is source) *rvith gu_ctxqi éwor,ac. An example of such innate''ideas' is the knowlèdge |f,3"f-è;dÉ-
exists (.De natura horninis, ch. rl, gz; pG 40, p. 66r B_C Migne). " 

-"*- -iT'

In all likelihood, Origenes here- quotecl by Nemesius is not the Christian origenes
(whom. Nemesius quotgs in trvo othér placeri b,rt Plotinus' fellow-pupil Èi. w Jaeger,Nent'esiu,s uon Entesa, Rerlin.tgt4, p. So-ooi. Ancl it is possible that'the whole"the-óry
of two kinds of voeÌv to rvhich twó kinds of memory ti"toog, together with gre other
combining Plato's theory of icleas with the Stoic doctíine of ioriilAc conx'tr1u.?res belongs
to him. But even if the passage_belongs to the Christian Origenes (I fincl it entirely
incomprehensible that some sclrolals still believe in the iclenti{r of ilìe t*"t, it 

^*àrià

19 "".t.)t 
pertinent to the present topic - the replacing of plato's icleas by inbor.n'ideas' in the modern sense 

-of 
the worà and the atienclarit change of anannesis from

recollection in the ordinary sense of the word to raising of an u-nconscious .menory,
(actrrally inborn knolvledge) to a conscious one.

r I shall refer to the vr,úq as hypostasis by .lre'. plotinus uses èxelvo and Èxeivoq
i ndiscrirninatelv.
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tfr òuvúpr.er i xo"ì ei6 èauròv orpÉgetar, rcaù yuyvóoxet Éauróv; (i.e. : is this the
maximum of what h,uman intelligence can achieve or shall we attribute
self-knowledge to human intelligence ?). And the answer is: "H ènù tòv
voùv d.vevextéov toùto (2, r,ryt6).

In this last sentence the voù6 spoken of is obviously no longer the
human voù6. It is the voù6 é ,ixparo6 as he is here called and self-
knowledge is attributed to him.

This idea is taken up in ch. 3 1: self-knowleclge is the attribute of the
voù6 rtoc$ocpó6. And now'in a style so lively that we almost feel that we
are reading the record of a class discussion, the relation of this voùq
xa$ocpóq to the human soul is explained.

Ti oÙv xcoì,rlec èv tf.,u1fr voùv xa$apòv eTvar;
Oùòèv, gdoopev.
'Aì,ì.' dtr àEi ).Éyerv úrXìq toùto;
'Atrì.' oú {u1{e p.èv gí1oopev, {pr,érepov 8è voùv gdoop,ev -,i}.},ov pr,èv 6vra toù

òr,ocvooupr,évou xaù èrcúvo peprlxóra, 6prq Aè f1p.ércpov, xocl ri pù 6uvorpr,-
$p.oîg,ev toî6 pépeou tie úuXtq;

"H (i.e. : or perhaps rather) {pÉtepov xaù oùX f1pétepov, 8lò xal npoolpó-
pe$a aùtQ xaù où zcpooXpópe$a - òrúvouar. òè deí - xal fpr,étepov pèv

Xpdrpr,evov, où zcpooXpópr,evov 8è oùX lg,Étepov;
Tò òù rpooXplrrSar, ti èottv;
'Apo a.ùtoù6 èx.eivo ytvop,éaou6, norl g$eyyog,óvouq é6 Èxeivo6;2
Thereupon the answer (or the correction, if the above is an assertion

rather than a question): No - not 156 ÈxeÌvo6.
"H (i.e.: perhaps rather) nar' èxEivov' orl 1ùp voùq tprÌq.
I(ar' èxeivo oùv tQ loyr,orr,x{r npórrp ùe76opr.évc1r (scil. aùtóv: i.e.: we

'follow' him, as the l,oyr,orr,xóv receives him - and it is the first to
receive him).

Thus rcar' èxelvov as opposed to ó6 àteÌvo6 seems to be they key
phrase. Th'e ywópeuog úg èneîvoq is rejected.

But to this an objection is raised.
Kal yùp aioSa,vópe$oc òr,' aio${oeco6 xaù tprie o[ ocio,$avóp,evor' (i.e.: How

can we say that it is not we who know ourselves but only voùq ? Ancl.
that'ue know ourselves' can be said only in the sense that we 'obey'

that voùq? - see the apparatus in H.-S. - <oùX> before tp"tq with
Theiler Harder Cilento not necessary). And the objection continues
rvith the words: &p'oùv xal 8r,avoorlpr.e$a oiirarq xaù 8r,ù voù pàv (H.-S.

1 Cf. Zeller l l l lz (619z3), p. 634, note r.
a But it may be that the &pa is here an fr,pa, aflirmatiuttnz. In this case an interro-

gation mark at the end of the sentence should be replaced by a period. The reason
why yr,vópevo6 is underscored will become obvious later.
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insteadof xaì, 8rcrvooùg,ev) oúrco6; (i.e.: Just as we say'ue sense through
aio$zlorq', so we should say'ue intelligize |hrough voù6').

To this objection the answer seems to be: As a matter of fact, in both
cases (sensing and intelligizing) 'we' designates only the Drd,vor,a, which
is'fed' from above by the voù6, from below by the aío$qoq. only, in the
case of ato$1ouq we easily say 'we' begauseoit is always taking place"
Noù6 àè d,pgropqteítu., xoci 6tr, p,l aùc{r &el (scil. npooxpópr.e0oc) xai 6tr
Tgtttptoróg' yuptoròg Bè tQ p,{ npooverSeuv orùróv, d}À' f1g.fr,6 pr.&,},Àov rpòq
aùeòv EIs tò ,Ívor pÀÉnovîcq. Ato,$1or,6 òè fpiv dtyyeì,o6, Baorì,eù6 8à npòq
tpfiq èxelvo6 (3,2r-4il

Thus, the doctrine that 'we' are not the voù6 seerns upheld.
But ch. 4 takes an unexpected turn.
Baolì,eúog,ev 8è xaì, f1gr,ei6 , 6roLv xat' èxeÌvov (in other words: to the

extent that our ì,oyrooxóv acts according to voù6, we also participate in
his royal quality)' x&î' èxEtvov 8è 8r,x66 (this is obviously a new idea, as
in ch. 3, 30-32 no two kinds of xarú were distinguished). Mlhat, then,
are these two kinds ?

t (t) roî6 otov ypdppraor,v 6onep vópor,q èv dy,Ìv yporgeior,v,
ì 0) otov zcÀ4po$évre6 aùtoù fl xal 8uvz1$éweq iSeiv Nal aio$úvEo$ar.

nocpóvtoq (the subject of i8eîv xaì, aio,$úveo,$ocr is 'we', the object obvious-
ly the voù6 Xcopr,oró6 or xa,$apóq).

Kaì, yr,vóoxoFgv 8è aùroù6 (r) rQ toroútcp épatQ tù ,i)'Àa pr.a$eiv fce
tor,oúrqr] ì (e) xaù rlv 8úvapr,rv rÌ1v 1uvóox.ouoorv cò ,rouoùtov pr,a$óv.re6 aùrfr
rfr òuvúg.e, ì (S) xui èrceíyo yraópeaot.

The explanations of self-knowledge under (r) and (z) we can here
leave aside. But as to (S) it is striking that this mode of self-knowledge
is attributed to us in virtue of our becoming the voù6 xcopr,ocó6, which is
precisely what under ch. 3, 3o-3r was excluded for the reason that it
would imply that ue are voúq (i.e. not only make use of him). In other
words, Plotinus here admits the possibility of 'us' becom,ù
lopr,oróq 

'trrs auullls Llle P'ssruurty or us oeco*ncng vouc 

,r'f
Thus he continues:
é6 ròv yr,vóoxowa Éautòv 8r,rtòv elvar,
(r) tòv pèv 1,vóoxovros r{q Suvoins 

"is {up,xi6 gr5orv,
(z) tòv 8è úzcepúvo toútou, ròv yu,rioKoyrcr. ó,awòy tcarà ròv uoúu èrceíuoa

ywóp,evoa.
The repeated use of the word yíveo$ar permits no doubt: in (z)

Plotinus here discusses (and admits) the possibility of some kind of
transformation (1éveot6) of 'us' into the voù6 xcopr,or6q. And the extra-
ordinary quality of such a transformation is indicated bv what follows:
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x&xeivclt èaucòv voef,v xlt oúy rbg &r,tlpunov éru, dÀÀù zravreì,ò6 tiì,lov
yeaóp,evoa (!) xaì Guvapîúó.lanra Eavtòv eiq rò &vc,r pr.óvov ègÉì,xovcoc rò rtq

{rXiq dipervov, I rcal àúvatorr, p.óvov ntepoùo$at npòE uóqow, fva tr,6 èxeÌ
rcd.?exú'cd.$oiro & eìòE (4, t-r'4).

Here for the transformation (yÉveor.6) the term ouvapnú(Erv is used -

indicative of sorne ecstatic quality of the experience here envisioned by
Plotinus"

Having thus established the possibility of self-knowledge for man,
based on our having become voù6 1op ror6q, Plotinus appeals to that
faculty in us which stands midway between voùq and ocío$1or,6 (which
intermediate faculty is here as often termed tò ùr,orvo4tr,xóv), to re-
cognize that there is sornething above it, something better: than it:
<ò > où (I accept this emendation by tricinus) (r7rei, d,ì.1,' È1er rcúvroq
àdzrou. Incleed the 8r,avoltr,xóv wiil easily see that it, in some way, acts
according to the voù6 (here, as in ch. 4, 2-4, the voù6 is compared to a
r,vriter, the 8uúvora to his tablet; one wonders whether this is not
Plotinus' transportation of the Peripatetic simile since Aristotle used to
explain the relation between the voù6 nolq,rw6q and the voùq na$1trxó6 -
rabttla rq,sa. - and an application of this simile to the relation between
voù6 and òdvora). But, Plotinus continues, let him who doesn't know
better stop here and with this kind of self-knowledge: Ei oùv ì.éyor, (scil.
f; òr,úvor.a), 6T r, &nò voù èocr, xaì, 8eúrepov pe,rù voùv xal eixòv voù ... &p' o$v
ot{oerocr, pÉXpr tori.raiv é oúrco6 ùa,';ròv èyvcoxó6).1 'I{peÌ6 òè (i.e. we who
want to acquire a higher kind oî self-knor,vledge) ,ilùn 8uvúper, zrpoo.Xp1-
oúpr,evor, t,oúu a6 ywc(torcoara éautòa xaroQfire,Soc i èxeivov pr,eraÀapóvreq,
èneircep xdxeivo6 {trrétepoq xaù ipeiq èxelvou, oútor voúv xai ocúroù6 lvcooó-
pr,e$a.z To become voùq is to acquire self-knowledge, for voùq not only
has self-knowledge, he is self-knowledge.

This, then, is true self-knowledge: to become voù6 Xcoprocóq, in whom
there is no difference between knower, object knolvn, and the act of
knowledge.

"H d,vayxoriov oúrco6, Plotinus concludes, elnep yvooópeSa, 6 rt noi
èori tò èv vQ "aùrò èauró."

The last two words express the nature of true and full self-knowledge,
peculiar to the voù6 Xcopr,or6c,.

once more Plotinus explains how even we (in whom as a rule only
ordinary self-knowledge takes place, in which knower and that which

r Thus, I interpret the &p' oùv ordoeran (4, zz) as an affirmation. Therefore after
È1vcoxó6 (+, ,i I put a period.

g Period rather than interrogation mark after yvoloópe$a.
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is known still differ) can attain to true self-knowledge:
"F,c.rL 8i1 voù6 ttq aùrò6 1e1ovó6 (!), 6ce tù ót),La d,gel6 éaucoÙ to,ltq rtocl

roùrov BlrÉner,, aùtQ 8à Éautóv (4, zo-zg).
Man becomes transformed into the voù6, when he through the voùq

sees the voù6 and by that voù6 whotn he sees when he becomes voÙq, he

acquires full and true self-knowledge. When I become that which is

self-knowledge I know myself. The xar' èxEÌvov is replaced by cbs

èxeÌvo6.

(4o) TnnoucHour the discussio&r the Aristotelian overtones are
clearly perceivable.l The voùq of whom Plotinus speaks'is not only the

second hypostasis of his system. It is at the sarne tirne Aristotie's
divinity in his metaphysics, Aristotle's voù6 Xc'rpto'ró6 or Súpoc$ev of his

psychology, and the voùq which when intelligizing that which is

immaterial is in this act of intelligizing identical with his object, of lris

epistemology. In the first of these three capacities he is sheer self-

knowledge. In the second, he cannot be described as part of the soul

proper, because he is adventicious, pre- and postexistent. In the third,

he represents lhe disappearance of the subject-object dualism, essential

to other kinds of knowledge. Although the quotations and semi-quo-

tations from Aristotle are in part enunciated by Plotinus only in the

later parts of the essay (òeî rlv $ecopiav raùsòv sÎvar có $eopr7tQ, xocù tòv

voùv taùcòv elvar, tQ vozltQ i 5, 2T-26), clearly the principle of Aristotle's
noetics in all its three aspects is presupposed by Plotinus throughout

the essay.
With all this, it would be next to impossible to find in Aristotle a

doctrine teaching the possibility of man (or man's mind) transforming

himself into the voù6 Xcopr,oró6 and thus acquiring the complete trans-

parency which the latter possesses or rather is. But we cannot say that

this doctrine is entirely original with Plotinus. Before him the clesira-

bility and possibility of this transformation into the higher, divine

intelligence was taught by Alexander.
On the other hand, the ecstatic (mystic) aspect of this transfor- .o

mation is quite clearly expressed only by Ptotinus. He refers to it byf

the term ouvapnú(er,v (the best known passage in which ú.pnú(etv is used

in connection with an ecstatic experience is of course z. Cor. r2,4).

What is particularly interesting about this is the fact that this kind of

ecstasy is not identical with the better known which is the 'unio mystica
with the One. In this latter union, no vó1or,q takes place, because the

1 Inclucling the tentative identification of man with his voú6 : E,Lh. Nic. X 7, rt78az;

IX  4 ,  r r66ar6 ,  zz i  B ,  r r68bz8 .
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One is not intelligence but superior to it. In other words, the two types
of rnysticisrn which we distinguished above and one of which we callecl
rational or rationalistic mysticisrn (*" could also have called it
intelligence mysticism) to indicate that it culminates in the union with
intelligence rather than with the ineffable One, are both present in
Plotinus. And this rational mysticism is clearly anticipated by Alexan-
der.

It is also worthwhile to observe that Plotinus d.escribes the condition
u'der which man becomes united with the voù6 lopr,oró6 using the
words that he first must tù rÍÀÀoc dgcévar, éauroù. We are reminded of the
mucir more fatnous formula concluding the essay, viz. dgeÀe nd,vtoc. The
formulas are similar enough. But only the latter refers to the union
with the One, whereas the former relates to the union with intelligence.

(4r) Wr noticed that the whole problem of the identification of man
with the voÙq Xorpr.oró6 is discussed by Plotinus in the context of the
problern of true self-knorvledge. Here again the link connecting
Plotinus vvith Alexander is visible, though not quite clearly. In one
passage of his discussion concerning the different aspects of tÀe human
rnind as opposed to those of the voùq norl rm6q Alexander barely
mentions that as man's mind rises to the level on which he is able to
perceive embedded vorTrú even in the absence of the sensibles in which
they are embedcJed, he becomes capabre of self-knowledge.l what
Alexander means is clear enough in the context of Aristotle's epistemo-
logy. For, as according to it, in every act of knowleclge of something
immaterial the difference between the act ancl its object disappears,
man's intelligence in perceiving an immaterial vo4tóv perceives itself.
But, Alexancler adds, this kind of self-knowledge is ònly incidental
self-knowledge (xurù. oupr,Bepqxó6). For, what in such an act man's mind
ktrows ntodo recto (npozlloupÉvcoq) is only the irnmaterial voqróv; that he
himself is this volróv, rnan perceives only incidentally.z

Here Alexander concludes his discussion of self-knowledge. But it
seerns lnore than likely that in some other writing Alexander continued
along the same line and said that only when man has transformed.
lrimself i'to the voù6 nor,1ux6q his self-knowledge no longer is only
incidental, because it is the essence of the voù6 rcot4roc6q to be"true and

' .  D"-?!- 86, r7-r8 Bruns. Alexander's starting point is of course Aristoge,s De
aryima III a, 4zgb g: xci aùròq fscil. é voúql 8è aúiau róre òúvcsq,r voeTv. r"-ti* recent
edition [w.] D. Iì.oss emended Lhe passage-to read rcal aùtò6 S.; *ú"oo j6"" 56uoro,
voeiv (Aristolle, De u.ninta, Oxford r96r) but rvhether the emendation is correct or not,
it seems obvious that Alexander read 8è aúróv, not gl' aúroú.

2 lbid., 86, zo-23; cf. 86, 27-zg Bruns.
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full self-knowledge. In fact, he is even in De anima, on the verge of
saying it. For when he says that our intelligence becomes the xupícoq
voù6 as it intelligizes hirn and that in this moment the $úpoc$ev voùq
'comes to exist' in us as ,iig,$apro6,1 he certainly did not forget that
this xupíto6 voù6 is vóqor,q voí1oeco6. In tgms almost identical with those
of Plotinus (see above p.ZB), he also underscores that even when in
us, the voùq xupíco6 is not another 8úvcpr6 +uXì6.2 His self-knowledge
therefore most certainly is different from the partial self-knowledge of
the human intelligence, vrz. no lon$er tter accidens, as the vovltú which
he intelligizes are identical with him.

Thus, we see, both Alexander and Plotinus are rationalistic mystics
themselves and precursors of this kind of rnysticism in the ùIicldle Ages.

But let us stress it: what is distinctly Plotinus' own contribution is
the doctrine of the unconscious, explaining the present absence or the
absent presence of the divine voùq in us. The mystical union consists in
making conscious what is unconscious in us"

(42) Tnnoucuour the present study the term 'unconscious' and
'unconsciousness' were used. It was done so partly not to complicate
matters. For, as already noticed, these terms have more than once
been applied to the philosophy of Plotinus, be it to assert that it was
a philosophy of the unconscious, be it to deny it, be it, as it is done
presently, cautiously to suggest it. But perhaps in concluding a
rectification of our terminology should be appropriate.

The unconscious as understood by both Freud and Jung is the
repository ot. irrational f.orces, drives, images. In terms of Plato it
represents the nether parts of man's soul. In modern terms it represents
the chthonic aspects of man. But when Plotinus teaches that the
intelligence which thinks incessantly is present in us although we are
not (or are not always) conscious of it, he obviously thinks of the
unconscious in terms of the divine and upper world.s It is unconscious
with regard to us. We are unconscious of it. But per se this intelligence
cannot be described as unconscious, because it is eminently rati.onal.
Therefore we should apply to it the term metaconsciousness rather
than unconsciousness. This, then, explains the word as it appears in the

I lbid., 89, 6-zz Bruns.
2 

!bid., 9t, 2-3 Bruns. Of course Alexander speaks of òuvúpr,el6, Plotinus of pÉp4
riq úuxis.

3 Cf. Hazel E. Barnes, "Katharsis in the Enneads of Plotinus", Transactions ol the
American. Philological Association 73 Gg4z), p. 358-382 ; eadent", Neoplatonism antl
Analytical Psychology", Philosophical Reuieu 54 $g4il, p. SSB-572.

ul'9
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title of the present stucly. Plotinus teaches the unicity of the soul and.,
(!. fortiori, the unicity of intelligence (inteUectus). He teaches the
possibility and desirability of the transformation of our ordilary
intelligence int,r that higher intelligence. He teaches that such a
transformation or union takes place in an ecstatic experience
dl.ft'erent from tlte ecstatic experience in which the union uith, the One
is acltieaed'. The higher intelligence, though it transcends our intelli-
gence is in sorne way present and (incessantly) active in us, though we
are not conscious of its presence or activity. But obviously when lve
lreconte united -'vith ít a sui generis enlargement of our consciousness
takes place" This enlarged consciousness we could call metaconscíous-
ness. The errlargemerrt oLt olle hand consists in our depersonalization,
as the divine intelligence is impersonal. On the other hand the enlarge-
.tneirt concerns the content of consciousness as the divine intelligence
obviouslv in intelligizing all intelligibilia is in some sense of the word,
oinni.scient. puite obviously this newly acquired consciousness is a
consciot.lsness of a irigher order. In the rnoment of union it is no longer
we who intelligize - it is the superior intelligence which intelligizes in
us. Of cotlrse it could also be said that only in this moment it is actually
we who intelligize, vrz. our true we. fn this condition man has divinized
himself ancl this means that he has truly become man. Monopsychism,
mysticism, metaconsciousness - these three terms indicate why man
can and shoulcl divinize himself, thus reaching his full stature as man,
and the road leading to the goal of becoming divine.

,
I I I  T H R E E  A V E R R O I S T I C  P R O B L E M S

,:

r  C o r r s c r r v E  I m m o n r A l r r y  A N D  C o r r n c r r v E  P B n n p c r r o N
r N  A v n R R o E S  A N n  D e i q r n

In his Great Comnr,entary to Aristotle's De an,inca Averroes 1 teaches
that there are three intelligences - the productive (he says: a.gens), the
ma'terial (he often says: possibilis), and what he calls the speculative.z The
speculative intelligence is the result of the 'energizing' ('actuating') of the
material intelligence by the productive intelligence (which itself is energizing
or actuating in the intransitive sense of the word). This energizing of the
material intelligence is not an act of direct 'illumination' of tlre materiai
intelligence by the productive intelligence (nor is it the result of a clirect
action of intelligibles on the material intelligence).3 Rather, the productive
intelligence illuminates the form,ae imaginatiuae, i.e. the residues of sen-
sations, existing in the human mind. After these forma.e have been illumi-
nated, they act on the material intelligence.a As a result of this action,
material intelligence becomes transformed into what Averroes calls specu-
lative intelligence.r

After what was said on the preceding pages, only a minimum of com-
mentary seems to be required. What Averroes here calls speculative intelli-
gence is obviously essentially identical with Alexander's voùq èn|xr"rryoc,, r"e.
human intelligence transformed into productive intelligence. Now, according
to Averroes both the productive and the material intelligence are immortal,o
whereas the speculative intelligence is on one hand perishable on the cther
imperishable (immortal).2 And Averroes stresses that this doctrine is

1 F. Stuart Craw{ord, Auerrois Cordubensis comtnentarium ,?r,a,gnu,m, itt Aristotelis
De aninta libros, Cambridge, Mass. 1953.

2 Op. c i t . ,  p.389,  8o (one aspect  of  i t  is  the inte l lec l ,us in habi t r t :  p.  438,  r ) :  437,
8-438,3 r .

3 Ibid., p. 438, 4r-439, 57.
4 lb id. ,  p.  398,  f i4-S;  4or,  4o2-4ro;  p.+06,  556-562; p.  .+r t ,693-7o2.
5 lbid., p. 384, 46.
6 Ibid., p. 4or, 424-426.
? Ib id. ,  p.  389,  8o-8r i  io6,  369-574;4o7, 595-6.


